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This furnace is without exaggeration, the most
powerful heating turnace ever made. It lias the best
Grate and Sifter ever put in a furnace.
The radia-

tors are made of heavy plated Iron and riveted in
the most thorough mauner.
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AND UPRIGHT

PIANOS.
McPHAIL & CO.’S

Gold

Medal

Pianos

received the silver cup at Maine State Fair, 1876, being the highest award for best square Piano. Endorsed by the highest musical authorities.
Agents
wanted in every town.

Warerooms Free St. Block, Portland.
SAMUEL THUBSTON, Gen l Agt.

One

Quarter of

CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL
CENTENNIAL

!

A fresh invoice just received from
tlic manufactory.
The attention
of die trade and tiic public generis
most
ally
respectfully solicited to

tliis remarkable invention. Styles
suited to office, library or parlor.
Their sale is wholly unprecedented wherever they have been introduced.
Agents wanted,
fount}
rights secured at manufacturers’

prices.

SAMUEL
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$11
$11
$11
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WOOTON

CABINET DESK

arrive in Philadelphia early next morning.
All transfers avoided via this route.

THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.

3 Free Street Block, Portland,
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now
rooms
present proprietor
vacant, furnished and unfurnished.
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ROOMS to Let with Board. In19 BROWN ST.
quire at
oct7dtf_
TO LET WITH BOARD.
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Mason & Ilamiin

Organs.

Medals awarded for unequalled excellence by nearly all the States in America, and bv the principal
European countries.

BILLINGS

a

Million Dollars t

ratio of assets to liabilities, this Company oflers the
very best indemnity against loss or damage by fire.

UPRIGHT
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Sale Risks widely Scattered,
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SAMUEL THURSTON, General Agent,
3 Free Street Block, Portland.
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BOSTON, MASS.
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R.,
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Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Donahue & Hughes is dissolved this day, Oct.
T. F. DONAHUE,
M. H. HUGHES*

Mr. Hughes will remain and give his exclusive
attention to the Custom Department as cutter.
ocl3
dlw

Dissolution of

JO- .2* M-A

G. E. SKILLIN,
E. C. NOWELL.

Having purchased the interest of G. E. Skillin, I
the business at the old stand, 226
Federal Street, where I shall be pleased to see all

my old friends and many new ones, and I am preto furnished
J*ictuire Frnuics and
I on Id ins at the very lowest prices.
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oct9dtf
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Sure to Regulate the Bowels.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest
selves, and

PLEASE.

on or
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before
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your tickets for the
about this route of some of
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Centennial and inquire
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Reliet and Health to Your Infants.
put up and sold this article for years, and
CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
never been able to say of any other
medicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
terras of highest commendation of its magical effects
We speak in this matter
and medical virtues.
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is administered.
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in
We have

CAN SAY IN
what we have

Griping

0Ctl2

Congress street, Porlmul, Me.
deli

julSeodly

the

an

We believe it is the best and surest remedy in
world, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHGSA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
We would
from teething, or from any other cause.
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
foregoing complaints—do not let
any of the
YOUR

AB71AMS Ob CO.
eodly

Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.—Examine ours before you purchase.
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o
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Hall & Kendall.

DONE
day.
OC»3

81.25

satisfactory
Inquire at 20 SPRUCE STREET.
manner

for

mately

accurate survey of the field.

we carry Ohio fully and completely with
majority of 6000 and upwards for the Secre-

tary of State and over 9000 for the rest of the
state ticket. Barues ran behind the rest of
the ticket on account of the defection of some
anti-prohibition voters. In Indiana the result is still somewhat in doubt on account of
the

difficulty

of

obtaining

AT

—

ST.

EXCHANGE

accurate returns

from the beuighted regions in the southern
part of the state. It is certain, however, that
the legislature is Republican by a considerable majority. The most of the Democratic
state ticket is undoubtedly elected by a small
majority. The governorship is still in doubt
and the official count must be awaited to definitely determine the result. The important
and vital point, however, and the one which
gives satisfaction to Republicans is the great
gain of Congressmen—four in Indiana and
either six or seven in Ohio—giving promise
of an overthrow of the present confederate
majority in the House of Representatives.
On the whole the outlook is very encouraging. The Republicans have won in these
elections more than the thoughtful really expected. We have made very large gains in
Indiana and the continuation of the same
rate of progress until November will give us
the electoral vote of the state. But the fight
must go on and no effort should be spared by
New York is the central
any Republican.
battleground. To be sure we might lose that
stale and Indiana, too, as well as the whole
South and yet win; but the influences which
would carry New York against us would probably carry New Jersey and Connecticut also.
So that we may look upon New York as the
field upon which the great contest must be
settled. In that state the prospects are very
encouraging. The rural parts are strongly
Republican and the business men and maD.
ufacturers of the city ana other large towns
in the state are growing alarmed at the danger of disturbances and disorder in the nation
which must follow the accession to power of
TO>irt

irnnlrl

non

Tilrlnn

for their own purposes. To be sure it is
Tilden’s own state and he is probably the
most adroit and wily political schemer in the
nation; but so it was Seymour’s state and
Greeley’s. All Tilden’s power of political
scheming was used for Seymour—himself a
very popular candidate,which Tilden is not—
and yet he achieved but a bare 8000 majority
with the assistance of the grossest frauds that
have ever disgraced New York city. These
frauds in the city are impossible this year,
thanks to the supervision of the national government, and herein lies our hope of New
York. That state on a fair vote has about
450.000 Republicans and about|400,00Q Democrats. There is a legitimate Republican majority of about 50,000. This has been often
overthrown by apathy or by gross frauds in
New York and Brooklyn. This year the Republicans are wide awake under the popular
leadership of Gov. Morgan, and the frauds
are impossible.
There is also in Brooklyn
and at some other points a formidable revolt
against Tilden among the Democrats. Thus
the Republican chances in New York are
good if the proper work be done; and if New
York be Republican, Hayes will be President

by

a

large majority.

From the South we can expect nothing.
The rifle, revolver and shot gun will do their

perfect work

and the

Republicans will

not

Whether electoral votes obtained by
open and notorious fraud aud intimidation
will be counted remains to be seen. They
are certainly not the expression of the will of
the people and a grave question is before us
on this point.
Certain it is that few Republican votes will be cast in the states lately
in rebellion though in at least four of them
there is a large Republican majority. The
100.000 majority in Georgia the other day is
Our Southern brethren may
significant.
overdo the thing—there is a point beyond
which endurance is pusillanimous. If armed
and organized bodies of men prevent an election in any of those states, it will be sheer
impudence and bravado in them to ask that
electoral votes be counted from those states.
Let us take care that the North regulate this
matter by a vote so large as to destroy forever the hopes cherished by ex-confederates
of seizing control of the government.
vote.
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Do not fail to improve this opportunity. Rememour Stock is of our own manufacture, warranted to be the
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Boat, 28 feet loug; all decked: schooner
A GOOD
rigged; all in good order with iron ballast.
of E. J.

Inquire
WOODBURY,
Office, 14 Commercial Wharf
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oct
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spring of John Brown fanaticism! New
York?—the city is enlightened and progressive, but it is cursed by its political connection with a million or two cf country boors
whose ignorance is equalled only by their
Illinois ?—the whole northern
depravity.
part of the state is blighted by the contamtaminating Yankee influence. Were it not
for Egypt, that moral retreat of innocence
and virtu*—were it not for the healthy
breezes which blow from its swamps and lagoons—the state would hardly be worth
saving. South Carolina?—the prey of carpet-baggers and aiggcr9. The keen marks*
meu of the rifle companies may possibly redeem it by a good deal of hard work, but
blood alone can wash away its stains. Finally, California and Nevada are ruined by
Chinese cheap labor. They are mere Oriental colonies. Vital religion, so dear to the
Democratic heart, has perished on the Pacific coast, and joss honses have risen on the
ruins of the churches.
The remarkable thing about this bunch of
There are hardsour grapes is the size of it.
ly any ripe ones except in the most unlikely
places,—like Mississippi, for instance, which
the members of a late congressional committee declared they would not take as a gift if
they were obliged to live there,—or Texas,
concerning which Gen. Sheridan is reported
to have said that if he owned that state and
Hell he.would rent Texas and dwell in the
other place.
The Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage has retired from the editorship of the Christian at
Work, and his lurid lheloric will be known
in its columns no more. He is credited with
a bit of “sharp business enterprise” on leaving. The paper was made up on Monday, he
giving no intimation that he proposed to surrender the editorship. Late that evening he
came to the office after publishers and clerks
bad le't, took out one editorial and put in
another headed “Good-by, Old Friends,”
inserted a flaming advertisement of the Chicago Advance, the paper of which he was to
assume the editorship, and ordered the whole
edition worked off that night. The publishers got down In time next morning to turn
the edition to the waste paper man,
The paper was issued a day late, and in place
of the farewell contained an editorial with
this suggestive paragraph:
“This journal,
whatever may be its deficiencies, will not be
a mere personal organ.
It will make more
oflifethana jest. It will not borrow the

over

plnflipa nf Rarlennin

nnr

nainf

from Pnlnm

rob poor Pantaloon of his mask.
bine,
It will go forward in an earnest, fresh,
straightforward, manly way, the aim ot editors
and publisher being directed to make a paper
which the Christian public will take because
it cannot afford to do without it.” The Rev.
Dr. W. M. Taylor has taken the editorship.
nor

Those sanguine Democrats who are so
elated because they have simply held their
own should bear in mind that in order to win
they have got to make an actual gain of electoral votes. Merely to carry the states they
carried in 1872 will avail them nothiug. Their
exultatiou now is not over a triumph achieved
but over a great disaster averted.
They
feared, because they knew it was deserved, a
total route in ihe October elections.
Evidently Harvard University Is going
with alarming rapidity.
Only
two of the University crew are in practice,
and of the last Freshman crew only the captain has decided to row again. Moreover the
new class take little interest in boating. The
degeneracy of Harvard oarsmen is one of the
saddest features of these degenerate times.
Under the blighting mildew of radical rule
the noblest of our institutions is going to deto the bad

cay.

_

In the Fourth Massachusetts District the
Democrats are still without a candidate. Gov.
Gaston has been nominated, but has whispered that he will ne’er consent to run. The
Democrats bear in mind Byron’s line (which
applies to Don Ju’ius quite as well as to Donna Julia) and think that he will consent.
At Cornell University one of the subjects
for prize orations is “The Sun Never Sets.”
There is the chance for some eloquent undergraduate to fresco the heavens with colors
more gaudy than those in the blanket of an
Indian squaw. How the adjectives will suffer 1
The Boston Advertiser says of the Post's
This is the cock that crowed every morn,
Till its tail-feathers all from its rear were torn.

ChaDge the name O Argus% and the distich will apply to thee.

the work

ANNUM,

IN

ADVANCE.

adequate knowledge, induatrioui

re-

search, and the graces of a finished literary
style.
The work is printed on heavy calendared paper, and is admirably illustrated.
Its typographical execution is a fitting complement to
its

literary worth.
leading artists, some

The illustrations are by
of them from rare por-

traits which have never before been engraved.
Maps of the city at different periods will be a
feature of the book. The work is published in
numbers sold by subscription at fifty cenm
each.
Fiust Cejjtubv of the Republic: A Review of American Piogress. New York:
Harper
& Brothers. For sale by
Loriug. Short A Har-

The

mon.

In this crown octavo of five hnndred doublecolumned pages we have a review of the progress of this country in morals, industry, art
aud literature since it became an
independent
nation in 1776.

The book is the resui t of in-

quiries undertaken by publicists, each of whom
is in his ehosen field a specialist of the
highest authority. Edward H.
Knight treats of mechanical, David A. Wells of manufacturing,
and William H. Bremen of educational
proEdward Atkinson of commercial deFrancis
A. Walker of the growth
velopment;
and distribution of
population; Theodore Woolseyof the experiment of the Union; T. Storry
Hunt of the development of our mineral regress;

sources; Eugene Lawrence
Austin Flint of medioal and
L. Brace of humanitarian

of educational,
sanitary, Charles

progress; William
G. Sumner of monetary development; F. A.
P. Barnard of progress in the exact, and Theodore Gill in the natural sciences; Edwin P.
Whipple of literature, and 8. 8. Conant of
the fine arts; Benjamin V. Abbott of

jurisprudence; aud John F. Hurst of religious development.

The work of these men is a comnrehenaivn
review of American progress, and the paper*
are as collected, one of the most
^important
contributions yet made to our history and literature. The design is a noble one, and the
execution is adequate, for the men entrusted
with the task have embodied iu their work the
results of life-long research and special
study.
The papers have been nearly all published in

Harper’s Magazine. Those who have rsad
them there will desire to possess this volume
which preserves them in collective form, and
which moreover is furnished with a carefully
prepared aualytioal index adding to the value
of the reviews and making them more available for reference.

Magazine Notices.
The North American Review tor
October, fast
coming to be known as the campaign number,
bscause of the almost exclusive attention it devotes to current politics, is
“mighty interestin'
readin’
though a trifle exasperating to the

enthusiastic Republican.

It is well understood
and pubthe editors, in regard to the paper entitled “The Independents in the Canvass.” This paper, whioh
is unsigned, but for which Mr. Charles Francis
Adams jr. is understood to be responsible, 1*
the sensation of the number,
that

difficulty arose between editors
lisher, resulting in the retirement of

admirably written,

starting from premises which readers in gen-

eral will be disposed to
acknowledge as sound,
but ending in conclusions which the
majority
of the patrons of the Review will
as un-

reject

sound. Mr. Adams lays down many sound
truths and indulges in many entertaining but
uneouud deductions.
He wants the courage ef
hope, and comes to the dismal conclusion that

things are going to the bad with great rapidity.
Neither party is quite good. Defeat is needed
to purify the Republican organization. The
Democracy is beyond|redemptiou. Mr. Adam*
apparently would give it access to the strong
wine of power, and let It drink itself to death.
But he forgets that the country will have to
suffer for the debauch and foot the heavy bill.
The next notable article in the number la

"The Southern Question,” by William Henry
for its text the speeches of
Messrs. Lamar and Garfield. This paper too is
strongly written and sets forth many truths,
but its conclusions are vitiated by defective
reasoning. Gen. H. V. Boynton contribute* a

Treacot, having

wu

key Ring.”
H. C.
tional

Lodge,

kud uunuian

ui

luq

ty ail.

The editors, Henry Adams and
review ‘‘Von Holst's Constitu-

and Political History of the United
States,” and though dissenting from some of
its conclusions, pronounce it the ablest work
the subject which has yet been written.
Charles F. Wingate brings to a close the interon

esting and valuable series of papers entitled
"An Episode in Municipal Government,” giving in this concluding number a brilliant and
dramatic account of the downfall of the Tweed
ring. The book notices are of Frothlogham’s
“Tranoendentalism in New England," Lathrop’s “Study of Hawthorne” and Dexter’s
“Roger Williams.”
The number is prefaced by the following publishers' notice:
“The editors of the ATortA
American Review having retired from its management on account of a difference of opinion
with the proprietors as to the political character of this number, the proprietors, rather than
cause an indefinite delay in publication, have
allowed the number to retain the form which
had been g'ven to it, without, however, committing the Review to the opinions expressed
therein. J. B. Osgood & Co."

Literary Notes.
A new book by the author of Helen’s Babies, Mr. John Habberton, who is the literary
editor of the Christian Union, is to be published

by G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Of that little trifle
Mr. Loring has sold 36,000 copies.
A Cocoon EnUrprise, to appear In the November Wide Awake relates the actual experience of two girls connected with the well-known
silk farm in Franklin Co., Kansas, which was
founded and is conducted by a French nobleman, the Marquis de Bossiere.
Specimens of
the KaBsas silk and velvet are shown at the

Centennial Exhibition.
The Rev. Edward Abbott of Boston is writa series of juveniles, which, it Is said, will
repeat in this generation the success of the
ing

Rollo Books of bis father, which they resemble
in style. They are called The Long-Look Series, and the first voiume, Long-Look House, is

nearly ready.
some

Mr. Abbott himself furnishes
of the illustrations.

New novels, by Miss Broughton;
by Mil.
Alexander, the author of The Wooing O’t; by
Miss Mathers, tbe author of Coinin’ thro’ the
Bye; and by Mr. Robert Buchanan, are promised by Mr. Bentley, tbe London publisher, for
the coming season.
Miss Bronghtoo’s novel,

which bears the

simple

title of

Joan,

and Misa

Mathers’, will be issned here by the Appleton*.
Edward

Eggleston

has half finished another

story.
Prof, Perry’s

Recent Publications.

new Introduction to Political
to be issued by Scribner, will make a
volume of about 230 pages, altogether of new
matter. It is divided into six chapters, re-

History of the City of New York. By Mrs.
Martha J. Lamb. Published in numbers. Numbers 1-2-3-4. New York-. A. S. Barnes & Co.

Economy,

Political Soar Grapes.
“Mostly Mexicans and greasers” was what
disappointed Democratic editor called the

Mrs. Lamb’s History of New York is a work
which has long been promised, and anticipated
with ,much pleasure by all interested in the

inhabitants of the new state of Colorado when
he found that even the improved science of
numbers used by conservative arithmetic
men would not produce
anything but a Re-

subject or acquainted with the author’s high
qualifications for an entirely acceptable dis-

on
value, production, commeroe,
money, credit and taxation. His Element* of
Political Economy has reached a fourteenth
edition.
The volume od Tbe Theory of Sound in lta
Relation to Music, by Prof. Peitro Blaserna of
the Royal University of Rome will be tbe next
in tbe Interuational Scientific Series to be
issued by D. Appleton & Co. It will include

a
—
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Boat tor Sale.

DRESSMAKING
a

d6m

Great Reduction

fore

se25dtf
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OF

the outside wrapper.

Sold by Druggists throughout the world.
aug26

Call and examine

Silks, Shawls, Dress Goods,

Copps,

PREJUDICES

THE

Having tlie fac-similc of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
on

GREAT

Money to lend from 25 cents to thousands of dolars at low rates of interest.
Watch?** din.
nioiidM, Jewelry, Clothing, 'Not?*, itfortFurniture. PiautM. S?wi»|> Iflagagrs
cliiucw, and goods of every description.
All business strictly cunlidential.
Communications nv mail
attended to. Office,

Ladies should be cautious in purchasing Oossamer Rubber Cloaks, aud not
buy those with sewed seams as they are
SOI WATERPROOF. We are making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S

NOR

PREJUDICES,

others, stand between your suffering child and the
relief that will be SURE-yes, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timely
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
Be sure and call for

8th,
entire

The Political Outlook.
The smoko of Tuesday’s elections has
cleared away and we can take an approxi-

publican Governor, a Republican congressman and a Republican legislature
jsure to
choose three presidential electors and two
United States senators of the same political
faith.

The inhaoitauts of every northern

state have at one time or another fallen under

Our stock being bought for cash during the recent
depression in prices, the public can depend on getting first class goods at the bottom prices, and with a
long experience in our business wo trust we shall
merit and receive a liberal share ot public patronage.

jylB

Colic.

the

about

store will be opened with

Bowels, and Wind

way DOWN! DOWN!!
and will be sold at a

tablishment !

PORTI.AMO, MAINE.
(ltd

ol the

Every article marked

Hosiery, Gloves, Small Wares, &c.

YOUNG,

266 MIDDLE STREET.

Pawnbroking Es-

9 Market Square, Opposite C. S. Hotel,

TICKETS FOB HALE BY

I).

Portland

A

Sole Agents for Portland and vicinity tor Geo. Wood
& Co.’s PARLOK ORGAJiS.

you

—

OCTOBER

$11
$11
$11
$11

to

DEANE BROS’.,

No. 261 Middle Street.

Moderate Price*.

Hand.

Be

AND

SYEUP

For Children Teething,
greatly facilitates the process ol teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is

Agent for Portland.d2m*

Having made extensive alterations and repairs in the
Dry Goods Store

244; M iddle Street*
The Beat Work

WINSLOW’S

in prices of

JR.,

Large.—WILLIAM W. THOMAS.

t.ho

3Mew Firm
51

LAMSOIN,

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERTS

E. C. NOWELL.

>^«VV,WVi

NEW STOCK.

i PISOTOGiRAPfflER,
i

Copartnership.

dissolved October 3d.

Co.,

GEO. GOULD, President.
EDWARD WALLEY, Secretary.

World.

$11

dtf

BOSTON, MASS.
■- M

and Avoid Night Change**, making early and
sure connections, arii/ing at Fall River at 7 A p. m.,
aup enjoy a trip on tbo Finest Steamers in the

!

at 75 Free St.

"Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”

ALFRED BICKNELL, President.
J. S. PARSONS, Secretary.

—

$11

Apply

It not

Mechanics’ Mutual Insurance

—

UVSTRUMENTS !

Rooms to Let

COPARTNERSHIP"

Address all orders to

$11

sep20dtf

Thousands ol Cases.
only relieves the child from pain, hut in3
stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
the
vigorates
and gives tone and energy to the whole system. It
will almost instantly relievo

ALLEN, JR.,

BOSTON, MASS.
CASH CAPITAL
$200,000.
SURPLUS
40,000.
J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.
Witt. ALLEN, JR.,

Scroll Saws for Fine Carving.

—

$11

be

can

Pleasant Front

Every Honest Claim lias been Promptly

WI.

BY

CENTENNIAL 5
CENTENNIAL !
CENTENNIAL I

two

or

room.

HALF A MILLION DOLLAKS !

&~WKEELOCK’S

took the diploma of Maine State Fair, 1876. being the
highest award for best Upright Piano.
need
only to be seen and heard to be greatly admired.
Standard instruments by other makers also for sale.

Don’t go by a Second-Class Route when
you ean go by the First-Class Route
at the Lowest Rates.

$11
$11
$11

boarders

at
ONE416 CUMBERLAND STREETaccommodated
with
pleasant

front

OF

Patented.

corner

shall cortinue

Ex-Gov. E. A. Straw, President.
Ex-Gov. James A. Weston, Vice Pres.
Geo. IS. Chandler, Treasurer.
John C. French, Secretary.
Frank A. McKcen, Special Agent,
Geo. W. Eastman. Asst. Secretary.
Tills Company was organized by the leading business men of New Hampshire, and emphatically possesses the elements ot solidity, economy, success and
permanency. The names of the officers and directors
are as familiar as household words, and a voucher
lor the prudent management and integrity of the
corporation. With Oue Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, and over Halt a Million Dollars ot
Assets, MlVIALL RISKS widely scattered, the
safer classes of risks only insured, and the highest

AGENT

14 00
W. Waterville 15 00
Waterville... 15 00
Belfast. 16 00
Dexter. 17 00
Bangor. 16 00
Farmington. 15 50

To Boarders.
well-known boarding house,

copartnership heretofore existing under tho
THEfirm
Dame of
SKILLIN & NOWELL, was

REVERE FI REINSURANCE

Winthrop—

commodious house, corner of
Free and Cotton Sts having been thoroughly
repaired and all modern improvements added, is now
open for the accommodation ot boarders.
oct!2dlw*

Life

MANCHESTER, N. II.

—

Auburn.
Passengers from Maine Central R. R. make close
with through
connection at Westbrook Junction
train of Portland & Worcester Line, connecting at
New London with Norwich Line of Steamers and

GO

all its branches
attended to.

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE IIVS.C0.,

Will.

viz;

Boarding:.
and

THE
1876

A. J. CHASE, General Agent (or State.

16,

For Presidential Electors.

a

THE

YORK,

—

HAVING

pleasant

WHEELER,

FARWELL.
First Listrict- SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD.
Second
I. WARREN MERRILL.
«
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF.
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
SETH L. M1LLIKEN.
Fifth

taken the desirable house, No. 101 Danforth street (near Park street) I am prepared to
furnish gentlemen and their wives, and siDgle gentlemen, with good board and pleasant rooms.
ocl3dlw*
MRS. M. D. WOODARD.

5tb,

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS

TS3E

AND

A.

NEW

the year 1854 had been a kind of political Canaan, became about that time and has since
remained an ice and rock bound region of alternate forest and desert, where savage beasts
and hardly less savage men dispute the sovereignty of the dreary waste. But lor Madawaska, Waldoboro and Scarboro, thoso oases
in the moral desert where enlarged intelligence and orthodox politics prevail, England
might have us for the asking and a good riddance to us! Great Britain has seized upon
the Feejees aud consented to govern the Papuans^-let it try its hand with the people of
Maine who are so easily captivated by that
wicked Bob Ingersoll who has so recently
shocked the religious sense of the Democratic
papers. New England is an accursed spot
anyway, all but Connecticut, which is purified and enlightened by its contiguity to New
York city, and New Hampshire, which has a
kind of intermittent, every-other-year virtue
which makes it just a little blighter than its
dark surroundings.
And what is Minnesota?—continues the
Democratic censor—what is Iowa? Maine
colonies, both of them! There is a hill up
in Oxford county from whose top you can
see where a score or so of their governors,
congressmen and other public men came
from. What can you expect of a people
with such an origin? Can a stream rise
higher than its source? As for Michigan,
Wisconsin and Ohio, the Yankee spawn is
lucre,

NATHAN A.

PLEASANT ROOMS.

Block.,

Total A.fcctN

Brunswick. .$13 001 From Lewiston. ...$ 11 00

$11
$11

in

Travelers

Return,

OF

BOARD.

apr29

and Accident.

AGE

A. HANSON.
d6m

WILLIAM

At

—

OHIO.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

A number of unreceipted Bills
Publishing Company. The tinder will confer a
favor by leaving the same at this
Office.

Exchange St.,

Marine,

LIFE

Portland & Worcester Line,
Norwich Lint; Steamers,
and Pennsylvania R. R.,
at the following greatly REDUCED RATES,

*11

short term Insurat current Rates.

Fire,

mi

VIA

$11

or

SOLID, SUCCESSFUL.,^

will sell tickets to

Skbowhegan..

dtf

WM.

Maine Central R. R.

Gardiner.
Hallowed.
Augusta.

31 EXCHANGE STREET.

vency

THE

Oct.

OF

Park
and Gray streets, will iemain In the hands of
THE
who
has desirable
the

Office in Slanton Block,

MANUFACTORY AT

Centennial I

13 25]
13 75
14 00
14 00
14 00
16 00
1J 00

cot,

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

007 Congress St., West End, Portland,
Maine.
All orders promptly attended to.
HENRY

Bath.
Richmond....

W. B. IjITTJLF &

No.

TO THE

Monday,

other reliable Companies.

CASH CAPITAL PAID UP

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Stones
and Granite Work.

Grand Excursion

From

is worth nothing,
Kates as low as any

DURABILITY

Please call and examine it before pur*

RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,

ol tlic Portland

years.

UNEQUALED.

dly

The Natural

d6t

on

piupeny,
a term of

“/1 you put nothing into the mill you can oet
nothing out”—that is, insurance that costs nothing

Insurance

aug29

OF

Sl! Market Street, Printers Exchange,

Purchase your Tickets via this route, and save six
hours in time. Avoid the annoying and confusing
transfer through Boston, as well as the
rough
passage around Point Judith, and make close and
sure connections through.
Remember the fact that nearly every Excursion
of any note from Maine to the Centennial has gone
via this route, which is sufficient guarantee of its
great advantages over any other.
Ticket* for sale by B. Barnes, Jr., 28 Exchange
Street, Rollins & Adams, 22 Exchange Street,
W D. Little & Co., 31 Exchange Street, Grand
Trunk Office, 74 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.

—

uluci

protection for

PORTLAND, ME.

29 MARKET

Watch and Chronometer Marker*’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and PhiioHophical Bnstrnments, School
Apparatus, &c.,

Portland & Worcester Line,
Norwich Line Steamers and

and

ur

nwcuiugs
no

aflord

Stanton

JOBBER,

&

MANUFACTURER

VIA.

Philadelphia

to

31 1-2

Warranted

MAY,

Counsellor

CENTENNIAL

octlO

cheaply, as

promptly

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

apl3

the!—

Pennsylvania

so

WM. ALLEN, Jr.,

ATTORNEY AT -ILAW,

FOR PRESIDENT,

PROVIDENCE.

OF

ance

Street. dlf

172 Middle

LOST!

250,000

It is of great importance to those who wish to
insure their Dwellings or other property tor a TERM
OF YEARS, to insure m noue but FIRST-CLASS
STOCK (not mutual) COMPANIES Those who
preier to do so, will find the Companies we represent, among the most reliable for this purpose.
Let the citizens of Portland remember the results
of the old “Portland Mutual Insurance Co.” which
turni9hed Policies on Dwellings for nothing, and
paid naarly nothing on its losses by the great fire,
beware of all similar Companiesf which propose to

FEED. N. DOW,

ONLY

STRAYED

a

OVER X. P. FARRINGTON’S,

Still Another.

01 MORE

375,000

Atlantic,

Long

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

180

Cow Strayed.
iDto my enclosure the 7th inst., a red
Cow. The owner will please call and take her
HIRAM LIBBY,
away and pay charges.
octl2d3t*
Cape Elizabeth.

OF ROSTON.

1-‘J Con grew* Mlreet,

Jan5

TO

Commonwealth,

•

Fire insurance.

WM. H. MOTLEY,

per pupil.
It is the wish of Mr. II. that the parents of the
pupils attend as often as convenient.
N. D.—Private instructions at the Hall every
Saturday, from 1 to 3 and from 5 to 6 p. m.
The lValtz learned in three Lesson*.
jgg^School for Adults will be formed Thursday
oct9dlw
eveuing, November 9th.

—

OF NEW YORK.

Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.

announces

|!4tH,ai 2 1-2 o’clock P. M.
Terms for the Course of 12 lessons,

400,000

Hoffman,

FOUND!

LOST AND

850,000

OF MILWAUKEE.

d&wly

Office

MR. H J. IlOI.MRS, respectfully
that he will open a class for the
special instruction of Children in plain and
fancy dancing, on Maturday. October

Western,

FIRST CLASS

THOMAS RAINEY, JTI. A. M. I>.

Congre**

North

FURNACE.

COLLECTION

Army Hall,

1,700,000

sept30

of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and foreign countries claims of American heirs.

Grand

HARTFORD, CONN.

iuiuibli jusuiuuee mi

Cor. of Middle and Exchange St.,
or

Coins and Gaskets Always on Hand.

Rotes,

one

Oct. Ititb, after several weeks
IVIONEY AND MISERY.

98 cents per week.
The above rates are participating, and ARE
REDUCED by the annual distribution of the
Company, AFTER THE FIRST YEAR.
Persons contemplating to insure their lives are invited to call on or address
or

UNDERTAKEN,

will appear.

Saturday Evening, Reproduction for
Night Only ot

month,

GENERAL AGENT,

Successor to the late George Marwlon,

amusing Farce, in which Mr. Felix

Morris

be secured to your estate ITIUIEDIATEE Y
by paying to the New England Mutual,Life Company
of Boston, as follows:
Age 25 vears, $19 80, which amounts to $1.65 per
month, or 42 cents per week.
Age 30 years, $22.70, which amounts to $1.90 per
month, or 48 ceDts per week.
Age 35 years, $26 50, which a mounts to $2.21 per
month, or 56 cents per week.
Age 40 years, $31,50, which amounts to $2.63 per
month, or 66 cents per week.
Age 50 years, $47.00, which amounts to $3.92 per

BUSINESS CARDS.

SPY!

that

01 TflOIMD DOLLARS

dGt

G A I>

accomplish

Agents Wanted.

800,000

...

can

——

Thursday and Friday Evening* and Nntnrdaj Matinee, Oct. 12tli* l.'tih and 14th,
The Grand Military Drama of the

way to

eod3t

1 /A to $20 per day made by first class Lady
tpAV/ Agents. For particulars enquire cf K. T.
MEAHER &C0., Druggists, corner Preble and Conse27dtf
gress streets, Portland, Me.

1,000,000

OF TORONTO.

Company

Cor. of CongresH and Exchange Street*.

J.

20tli.

Sl.OO.

TicisLOts

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

an

HALL,

Friday Evening, Oct.

Tickets for sale at office ot the Company, 39 Exchange street anti at Depot.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oclldtd

FRENCH

Bali

-A.T

Trip,

ONE DOLLAR.

Preceded by

YOUNG,

CITY

Fare for the Round

Western,

IEST and SUREST

[good

and

result.

a

Portland Company, or 272 Middle Street.
oct3d2w*GARDNER DYER & CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

OF

regular attache of the Tress is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every perron claiming to represent our
Journal.
Every

with

near

1,000,000

Connecticut,
Orient,

466 .TIIODLE WTRJiKT.

Passengers have one hour for dinner at Fabyan’s,
or one and one half hours at Crawford’s.

uly for specified day.

—

Pioneer’s

at

a. m.

Returning will leave Fabyan House
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.

XI.

0Cl4J2t

uujs

FOR SALE BY

—

$11.

not used.

are

Wanted,

10,000,000

■

OF

uoih-

nications that

ineal feet

GLASGOW.

National,
OF BOSTON.

an

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve commu-

can

Scottish Commercial,

The desire of each workingman or business man,
having the welfare of a family to consult, is to ensure that welfare by increasing his estate.
It is
conceded by astute business men, and the best intellects of the age, that Life Assuiance is the EAS-

bund* need apply,
work is accepted.

SATURDAY MORNIXG, OCT. 14, ’76

irorn

OF

9 A. M.

at

work

poor

or

intf but ktrong
oclO

PRESS,

of Grauite Coping,
9 to 12 inches thick, 4 ieet wide. Further
FOUR hundied
10,000,000 information
be had by calling at Fore Street,

OF HARTFORD. CONN.

I.raving Portland

OTAK-

wAnuineiON
BOSTON.
We pay
I*a»r, aud «lo all the
I'teoiiuK. Lood work bnudt* gel
steady vmployitieul.
Pay by the week.
Ap ly only in pcrNOu, aud no HlouchrrN

HARTFORD, CONN,

EOF MANCHESTER, ENG.

VIA

Saturday,

iraiiiB wm leave ruiuauu un aurne

2,000,000

Lancashire,

Boston & Maine and Fail Kiver Lines,

aud

ton

Phoenix,

MONDAY, OCT. 16,

White Mountains,
12th,

OFjNBW

Centennial Excursion

THT*-

$2,800,000

Continental,

Om.o More

Popular Excursions

Oct.

"VIZ

Bar Room,

OF

BURG RAILROAD.

Thursday, Friday

a

will illustrate the lecture The Allegorical Paintings,
Rock of Ages, No Cross, No Crown aud the Way of
Salvation will also he shown.
Admission—Floor, 25 cents; Gallery, 15 cents.
octl4
dlt

at 8.

—TO

HANTAI.OON
if A»»ir,,t'laM
nl
057

HAUL,.
EVENING, AT 7 3oJ

SUNDAY

HALL.

WAKTTE ID
nHS'K?
tPV2.,KFIST£1.00 per

MUSIC

MUSIC
mences

The following Fir*t Cln** American
lSriiiMh Companion are combined in our Agency,
representing Assets of more than

a

TEMPERANCE,

ON

jrrnr&co.

and

-AT-

AT

—

NEW ENGLAND Insure Against Fire
The Pest always
Cheapest!
Mutual Life

TERMS $8.00 PER

THE

_WANTS.

the

MR. MAYNARD

World’s Fair,
EVERY

Career.

Drunkard’s

—OFjTnr—

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MORNING, OCTOBER 14. 1876.

PORTLAND, SATURDAY

14.

like condemnation.
Massachusetts, before
the election of Gaston, used to be inhabited,
according to its Democratic critics, by a race
of whining puritans and Beacon street aristocrats, whose luxurious effeminacy and hypocritical philanthropy were in disgraceful
contrast with the simplicity and rugged probity of the yeomanry of Democratic communities. Vermont, according to the same au-

thorities, is a community
greenhorns—animals who

of narrow-minded
graze

contentedly
incapable of

upon their secluded hills and are
that breadth of view and that statesmanlike
insight which so strikingly, characterize the
roaring New York rowdy and the longhaired Texan herdsman. Rhode Island is ridiculously small. What can a man know of
politics who cannot roll out of bed without
invading another state? or expectorate without indicting an indignity upon a neighboring commonwealth? Of course such a person cannot have the expansion of mind which
characterizes the inhabitants of Delaware.
And our beloved Maine which, previous to

charge of her task.

Mrs. Lamb is a member
of the New York Historical Society, of which
body she is an honored member. She has had
unrestrained access to its valuable archives, as
well as to the records of many of the old families of the city. Her purpose is to give the
history of New York from the date of its
fouudatiou to the year 1876.
The high anticipations entertained will be
than met by the first fonr numbers now
before tbe public, lu these Mrs. Lamb has to
treat of Old World history in its relation to
colonial settlement, and of the Hutch founders
and rulers of New Amsterdam. The rule of
more

the governors whom the United Provinces sent
over to the colony at the mouth of the great
river which Hendrick Hudson discovered, their
relations with the Aborigines, their conflicts
with the disputations Englishmen who held

New England and the sturdy Scandinavians to
the south of them, the qnaiut life of the Hutch
settlers in the miniature Hutch city they had
founded, all go to make up one of the most

interesting and picturesque episodes in Colonial history. The anthor is mistress of her
theme, understands', how to preserve that
minuteness

of

to

of

fidelity

detail

which

miniature
unity of effect

is

essential
while

painting,

and proper propreserving
portion, aud her style is simple, chaste, and
highly agreeable. The city of New York has
found a historian in full sympathy with its
greatness and wonderful growth as well as
with its picturesque traditions and the quaint
life of its opening days, and one who brings to

spectively

chapters on vibration, the transmission of
sound, the characteristics of sound, the msasare
of the number of vibrations, musical sounds,
discords, the miuor scale, tbe quality of musical sounds, &c.. and will be folly illustrated.
Tbe first book printed iu English, notes tba
Athenteum, was The Recuyell ot tbe Historyaa
of Troye, which was translated by Caxton in
1471, but was issued without any date of printing. This was followed by The Gama and
Playe of ,the Cheese, “Fynyshid tbe last day of
marche the yer of our lord god, a tbonaand
fonre honderd and Ixxiiii.” These two books
first book printed
were printed at Bruges, the
in England being, it is believed, tbe Dictes and
date Now,
Sayinges of the Philosophies, bearing
18,1477, "emprynted by me, William Caxton,
at

Westmestre.”
Books Received.

Time's I'ageutlc Tide. A Novel. ByfDudley
WiDtbrop Moore. Paper, 108 pp. New York:
The American News Company.
Michael SUrngoff. From Moscow to Irkoutsk.
By Jules Verne. Part one, paper, 67 pp. New
York: Frank Leslie’s Publishing House.
The Vicar «f Wakedeld. By Oliver Goldsmith. One of tho Biversiile Classics. Cloth, 260
1.25.
New York:
pp., with frontispiece, price*
Hurd * Houghton. Portland: Loring, Short*
Harmon,

News and Other Items.
Better late than never. Two hundred boxes
of Centennial exhibits have just arrived from

Siam.
An absent-minded Hudson (N. Y.) lady, who
got lost at the Centennial, had to telegraph
home to her husband to fiud out the name of
her hotel.
President Chadbourne of Williams told the
Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity, who serenaded
him the other night, that in his
secret

college

[Special to Press.1
The Charles Houghton Wrecked.
Rockland, Oct. 13.—Steamer Charles Houghton struck ou a rock on the bar while going
into Ellsworth harbor yesterday. She will be
beached to-night if possible.
Vessels are

the position by cable despatch.
Mr. H. Irwin, a medical student of Manchester, Eng., lately saved a weakly, scrofulous
patient in the Infirmary of that city by a

session of twenty-two days. It
rendered eleven verdicts—six for
defendants,
five for plaintiffs—and granted twelve divorces.
The new entries were 338; disposed
con-

transfusion of blood taken from his own arm.
The experiment was watched with great interest by mauy medical men, and at last accounts

tinued G70—a gain of 99 over last year. For
liquor selling. Win. G. Hezelton was sentenced
to county jail for sixteen months and §600

promised to be highly successful.

fine;

Beveridge

of

Illinois,

Professor

David Swing and General John M. Palmer
have been elected judges for the next contest
of the Illinois inter-collegiate association, with
Carl Scburz as alternate. Robert G. Inge'soll
was

nominated both for

but

was

judge

and alternate
of twelve to eleven
because of bis infidelity in religious matters.
Another Heywood appears for notice The
ex-president of the Columbia, Ky., bank writes
to the Courier-Jourual that R. A. C. Matt u,
cashier of that baua, was kilted in a mauuer
similar to Hey wood’s death, and probably by
some

defeated by

gaSg of

a

vote

thieves.

He calls for a substaD.
like that now
Martin’s widow

expression of sympathy
shown to Heywood’s widow.
is living in Sheloyville, Ky.
tial

The

English

list

Decsion

includes

snmp.

rather singular items. The Penu family receive
yearly and are to receive forever $20,000 in payment for their proprietary rights in Pennsylvania. A London paper suggests that as all the
advantages of these rights passed lcng ago to
the United States, it might not be impertinent
to suggest that *• should assume payment of
the pension.
It has been believed for generations that one

Gapt. Mason and the "Laconia Company”
were the earliest settlers of New Hampshire. A
document made public not long ago among the
Winthrop papers shows that David Thompson
(for whom Thompson’s Island in Boston harbor was named) made a permanent settlement
at the mouth of the Piscataqn's river at least
six years before tbo organization o( the Laconia

Company.
A correspondent of the London Times insists
that Temple Bar is neither ugly, unsightly,
clumsy, nor abominable. He says that Sir
Christopher Wren designed it after the model
of Sansovino’s Bridge of Sighs at Venice, with
certain modifications; and the beauty of that
model is acknowledged throughout the civilized
world. The proportions of Temple Bar are
correct according to the rules ol classical architecture. The four statues are bold and striking, and they are no mean specimens of sculpture in stone. Altogether, Temple Bar is one
of the few specimens in London of Palladian
architecture, which is little understood and
still less appreciated by architects.
Mr. Joaquin Miller ingeniously tells a curiCalifornia story, which recalls that of the
cattle in Harte’s “Gabriel Conroy.” He describes an emigrant train passing over the
prairie and meeting a herd of buffalo at full
speed and moved by ono of the apparently insane impulses which sometimes seizes these
animals. In an instant the immense herd had
passed—there was no wagon, there were no
men, oxen, horses left; even their bodies were
obliterated. The only survivor was a woman,
who was carried out of the horrible struggle
on the back of one of the herd—how she never
knew; her first consciousness was that she
stood in safety upon a little hillock and the
ous

whirlwind had gone by.
Mr. R. H. Hutton, the

literary critic of the
London Spectator, says in the preface to an
Amerioan edition of certain of his essays that
he has often been puzzled to understand why
the style of the greatest American authors is
so simple and luci-l—“has so little in it of the
full-mouthed rhetoric of democratic pride, or
even the old visiouary republican idealism
His conclusion is, that complete sincerity and
simplicity of style may be more strictly natural
to the intellectual culture of a republic than to
the intellectual culture of societies
as those of Europe.

as

complex

F O REIGN.
THE TURKISH WAR.
Serria Declines (be Armistice.
London, Oct. 13 —A despatch from Belgrade
to-day says the Servian Cabinet Conocil has
decided not to accept the armistice determined
upon by the Turkish Extraordinary Council
last Tuesday, because Servia cocld Bot maintain her present large army during tbo winter,
as she will also be obliged to
support a large
number of refugee families.
It is stated that Ristacs, foreigD minister,
has telegraphed Gen. Tchernayeff telling him
Dot to regard it as possible that so
long an
armistice can he accepted.
War and Ranters of War.
London, Oct. 14.—A despatch from Belgrade
reports that the Turks are planning an attack
on the Drina.
A Vienna telegram states that a courier from
Llvodia has arrived, bearing a letter from the
Czar io the Emperor of Austria.
A correspondent at Paris telegraphs that an
uneasy feeling regarding the Eastern question
prevails' He is informed on good authority
that the French Foreign Office considers war
inevitable. Germany is the only power that
can prevent it.
A telegram from Constantinople announces
that at the request of the British ambassador,
the Saltan has caused the arrest of Chefket
Pasha, who took a leading part in the atrocities
in Bulgaria.
The Times’ leader declares that if Russia
refuses the armistice or is the meaas of its refusal, she becomes the enemy of Europe.
THE WEST INDIES.
The San Domingo Revolution.
Havana, Oct. 13.—The French steamer from
St. Thomas brings Santo Domingo dates to the
31. The revolution in the latter island codtinues- All ithe roads are still
interrupted,
which prevents the exportation of the crop.
Business is at a stand. The late hurricane did
muen damage to plantations in the interior.
The fighting continues iu both the North and
South. The seaport of Monte Christo is again
in the possession of the government, while the
port of Savana has prouounced in favor of the
revolutionists. Matters are very complicated
but confidence in Espaltat’s final triumph is

prevailing.

Foreign Notes.
Two Spanish steamers arrived
yesterday at
Havana, bringing 1000 troops each.
A despatch from Vienna says the understanding on the Eastern question between
Russia and Austria is considered
certain, not-

withstanding contrary rumors.
A despatch from Berlin says

Von Arnim’s
of five years’ imprisonment in the
house of correction involves the forfeiture of
his title, and possibly of his property.
A Berlin despatch says the creditors of
Turkey have seized 292 Krupp guns shipped
from Antwerp for Turkey.
The Times confirms the announcement of the
resignation of the Duke of Abercorn as Viceroy
of Ireland. The Duke of Marlborough is his
sentence

successor.

IHIIVAD

run

mv

■»
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The Etna from Aspinwall and Caledonia
from Sicily have reached New York.
The interments at Savannah
yesterday were
26, of which 20 were from yellow fever.
C. W. Thompson, of the firm of Walter &
Thompson, ship chandlers at Savannah, died
Thursday night of fever.
T. W. Lathrop, president of the cotton exchange, died at Greensboro, N. C., yesterday
of yellow fever.
The store of Atwood & Betts in Seymour
ConD., was robbed of $1500 worth of ready
made clothing, boots, shoes, &•?., on Thursday

night

Gen. Howard and others are to be sent to the
Nez Perces Indians to make a treaty with them
for the first time,and try to prevent threatened
trouble.
Ezekiel Myers of Petersburg, Va., was convieted yesterday in the U. B. Circuit Court for
illicit distilling. Sentente was deferred. This
is his aecond trial, the former
jury failing to
agree.
The shore resort in
Cranston, B. I., known
as Smith s palace, was burned
yesterday moru*ng- Ic fas owned by the heirs of Darnel
Smith who estimate toe loss at
$10 000.
Insured for $5000 in the
Hainburg-Bremeu Insurance

Co.

nETEUitOLUlilOAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT

TWENTY FOUR

HOURS.

Dep’t, Office Chief Siunal i
l
Officer, Washington, D.C.,

War

Oct. 14, (1 A. M.

For New England,
and Middle

j)

falling barometer, rising
temperature, increasing cloudiness, northeast
states,

totsoutbwest winds in former, southeast to
southwest winds in latter, and rain area from
Pennsylvania to Maine.succetded in the former
anring the day and the latter at night by rising
barometer, winds shifting to colder, northwesterly and clearing weather.
Colorado.
.uKANSAS ®ITr> Oct,13.—A Benno Special to
the Times says that La Platte
county, claimed
by the Republicans, gives 103 Democratic majority for Patterson for Congress. Hensdale
San Juan and Rio Grande counties
must be
officially reported to determine the result

though

cessful

Republican state ticket
by a meagre majority.
the

will be <-uc-

Don’t Want It.
Boston, Oct. 13.—ExGov. Win. Gaston,who
was nominated for
Congress yesterday by the
Democrats of the Fourth district,
positively
declines the nomination.

after

Legislature Republican.
Indiana.
New York, Oct. 13.—The latest estimates
irom Indianapolis gives Williams 5000 to 0000
majority, with some eight counties yet to be
heard from.
From the most reliable returns received the
Legislature will stand as follows: SenateDemocrats 23; Independents 1;
Republicans
25; doubtful 1. House—Democrats 43- IndeRepublicans
1;
doubtful
1. It is
52;
pendents at
impossible
present to give a correct estimate
of the Independent vote for HarringtoD, It
will probably reach 7000.

239;

Springer,

four

months

and

8200

Indianapolis, Oct.—13.— 92 counties, all of
which are official except three or four, give
Williams 4719 majority.
The counties not
beard from are Ferry and Spencer, which gave
a Democratic
majority in 1872 of 178. The
Democrats claim that this will be increased
400 or 500.
The following are official aud estimated majorities ou the Congressional ticket: First district Fuller, Democratic, estimated 1500; 2d,
Cobb, Democrat, estimated 5000 ; 3d, Bickned, Democrat, estimated 5100; 4th. Sexton,
Republican, official 317; 5th, Brown, Republican, estimated 1000; 6tb, Robinson, Republican, official 302; 7lb, Hanna, Republican, partly estimated 1601; 9th, Hunter, Republican,
official 1089; 9tli, White, Republican, official
1272; lOtb, Calksus, Republican, official 1350;
lltb, Evans, Republican, estimated 1200; 12th
Hamilton, Democrat, estimated 6400; 13th
Baker, Republican, 2300.
Ohio.

fine.

Herring Fishing Extraordinary.
Biddeford, Oct. 13.—The herring fishermen
are having extraordinary good luck in the lower
harbor and viciuity of Wood Island. Nets are

[aid covering a

space five miles square. There
hundred sail engaged, aud one
small craft took over 200 barrels iu oue night's
are

nearly

two

fishing.

The herring bring 81.00 per barrel,
landed on share. Oae concern in Massachusetts
has a contract to supply parties iu Germauy
with 27,000 barrels, aud are buying large lots at
tbe Pool. Mr. Hamilton of Gloucester is here
after 8000 barrels to ship to Sweden.
The Baptist Anniversaries.
The Free Baptist convention closed last evening at 7 o’clock with a praise meeting, led by
Rev. Mr
Chase of New Hampshire. The
meeting was followed by the ^annual meeting
of the Woman's Mission Society, the President,
Mrs. L. R. Burlingame of Rhode Island, in the

13,-The
Cincinnati, Oct.
Republicans
claim that they have carried the state by at
least 9000 majority on all the state ticket except Barnes, whose majority is put at about

6,700.

West Virginia.
Wheeling, Oct. 13.—Returns from the interior still come in Blowly. Tbey generally show

chair. The annual report was read by Miss
L. A. Demerit!; of New Hampshire. A very
excellent address was delivered by Rev. J. L.

Phillips,

returned missionary. With these
the anniversaries closed..
These
meetings have been deeply interesting and
highly profitable to those who have attended.
a

exercises

A

Hnnnr f!i>v

probably

celebrate their
Both parties
elections

victory

in

the

same

are happy.
Tragic Event.

The fair to-day was interrupted by a tragic
A portion of the upper floor of the
building fell, carrying some two hundred people
to tbe floor below. Luckily none were killed.
Several were seriously .injured. Oce probably
will die.
Tbe Franklin Fair.
Farmington, Oct. 14.—The last day of the
Franklin county show and fair was attended by
event.

at
a

people.
fiuanciallp.

least 5000
success

won

stakes
2 45.

The exhibition has been
The 3-minute race was

Best

by Belle.

time 3.00.

bv Copper Bottom.

was won

The

sweepBest time,
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MASSACHUSETTS.
Railroad Accident.
Oct. 13—Freight train from
the tloosacTunnel, No. 01, met with a serious
accident at North Leominster to-day by the
breaking of one of the car wheels. There
were eleven cars of Western cattle in the train
and eight cars were thrown off the track and
four of them were
wrecked. The damage
is estimated at about $10,000.

Leominster,

NEW YORK.
Lively Rnce.
New York, Oct. 13—About one o'clock this
morning a drunken riot occurred at tbe
grounds of the Westchester County Driving
Park Association, in West White Plains. One
man
was shot in
the arm, aoother had his
skull fatally fractured by a bludgeon, a third
was
stabbed in the neck, and a fourth had a
hand severely out, while several others were
mere or lees injured.
Several arrests have been
made.
The Western Union Telegrnph Company.
At a meeting of the directors of the Western
Union Telegraph Company to-day, the following officers were elected: President, William
Orton; Vice Presidents, Augustus Schell, Norviu Green Harrison Durkee; Secretary, H. ft.
Brewer; Treasurer, ft H. ftochest-r; Executive Committee, William Orton, James ri.
Banker, Alonzo B. Cornell, Harrison Dukee,
Norviu Green, Joseph Horker, E. D. RlorgaD,
Augustus Schell, W. K. Thorn, O. Vanderbilt
A

Narrow Escape.
An exceedingly narrow escape from a holocaust occurred on the Pennsylvania Railroad
yesterday morning. A Pullman car caught
tire near Morristown. Superintendent Jackson
of the road, and a large party of railway men
were asleep
in their berths. Tbe doors were
locked od the outside, and it was with the
greatest difficulty that attention was called to
their great peril and they were rescued. One
or two were slightly injured. The car was consumed.
New Burglar Trap.
An unknown burglar roObed the chamber o
Mr. Morgan’s residence on Fiftieth street
while the family were diniDg last evening. He
took some $>600 worth of jewelry and then
stepped out of the window on to the pediment
over the front door of the next house,intending
to enter the window of that bouse, but the pediment was slightly fastened and fell, the burglar falling under it, on the stoop of the honse.
His head was crushed to atoms and his plunder
was found in his pockets.

POLITICAL.
SOUTHERN INTIMIDATION.
Arrest of Prominent Intimidators.
Columbia, Oct. 13.—Thirty-two persons
have been arrested in Aiken and vicinity, of
whom 26 have given bail. Tbe charge against
all the parties arrested, is intimidation of voters by threatening them with violence
if they
voted for the Republican Presidential electors
and candidates for Congress. There are over
100 more arrests to be made in that section,
and the district attorney and United States
marshal will remain there to consummate
their work in Barnwell, Edgfield and Aiken
counties.
Gen. Sherman in Contmllalion with Secretary Cameron.
Washington, Oct. 13.—Gen. Sherman, who
returned to Washington today, has been very
busy iu the War Department at'euding to
the routine business accumulated during hie
absence.
He had a consultation with Secretary Cameron and was
visited by several prominent Republicans from South Carolina, who had also
been in conference with the Secretary of War
upon the subject of the exiting condition of
affairs in that state.
It does not appear that
any representations concerning the necessity
for troops were made, either to the Secretarv
or to Gen. Sherman, iu addition to
what heretofore have been presented for consideration,
but an urgent appeal is beiDg made for stationing army officers throughout the state in
such a manner as will prevent all possibility of
disturbances of the peace during the campaign
and coming election. Tbe opinion in the army
circles here is that there is already a sufficient
number of troops stationed in South Carolina
to protect all citizens in their rights. It is
probable, however, that the statements of tbe
delegation from that state will be considered at
the Cabinet meeting Tuesday next, at which
Attorney General Taft will be present.
The
views of the government, at least to this time,
have been that every necessary precaution has
been taken for the protection of voters in sections of the Southern sections where responsive representations have been made that their
rights are in danger.

Quarrelling Over the Spoils.
New York, Oct. 13.—The Tammany and
anti-Tammany Democracy have disagreed on
the decision of the connty and local nominations.
Tammany offered the aoti-Tammauy
one third of the nominations, but the distribution was not satisfactory and the conference
broke up and will report to their several county

conventions tomorrow.

Nominations.
Oct. 13.—The Gth anti-Tammary congressional district convention nominated
S. S. Cox tonight unanimously.
Greenfield, Mass., Obt. 13.—At 11 o’clock
ou the 3lst ballot, Amasa Norcross having two
majority was Dominated for Congress from the
10th district unanimously by acclamation. \Y.
B. C. Pearsons of Holyoke was nominated for
Presidential elector.

York,

Election

j

ty-

THE INDIANS.
Standing Rock.
Bismarck, Oct. 12.—Captain Smith has arrived here from Standing Bock and furnishes
the following:
There are no Indians arriving at Standing
Rock, and a few young men are occasionally
leaving and joining the hostile bands. The
latter wouid have come in if they had not
learned that they were to he dismounted and
disarmed. It appears that many Cheyennes
from Arkansas and the south have been j jiuing the Sioux for the last two years. General
Crook’s fight at Slim Butte receutly, was with
thirty-five lodges of Seven Bears, and not
American Horse; the latter was wounded and
taken prisoner.
The Indians were Sioux,
known as the baud that “Don’t Bat Dogs.”
Bull
is
with
the main village, moving
Sitting
toward the mouth of Powder River, about 600
The lodges now travelling
lodges strong.
north will average bnt two and a half warriors,
on account of many young men
travelling with
them leaving their tepees and heads of families
at their agencies.
It is claimed that all the
lodges at Standing Rock are represented, but
scch is not the case, many young men bemg
out with hostile bands. This is not so much
the case with the Yanklonais as Blackfeet. Of
the latter and Uncapapas, there are about 150
lodges encamped at the agency, and on the opposite side of the river about 200 lodges of
Yanktonais. Kill Eagle surrendered 25 lodges,
a few worthless guns and 75 or 80
miserable
ponies.

At the cave visited by Gen. Custer on his
Black Hills expedition, and only fifteen miles
from the scene of Gen. Crook’s fight, were encamped 1000 ledges of Cheyennes, Minneconjous and Uncapapas, who joined in the fight at
its close. Gen. Crook moving away and not
caring to engage them, the Cheyennes and
Ogallallas are now moving toward the Little
Horn, numbering about 400 lodges. The remainder are moving to the mouth of Powder
River with the intent to harass transportation
and troops on the Yellowstone. Gens. Terry
and Crook passed within ten miles of this body
of Indians when they crossed Powder River.
The Indians anticipated an attack and made an
abattis of felled timber about their camp.
The Scouting Party.

Cheyenne, Oct. 13.—Gen. Merritt left Custer City witn 500 men on a scout today.
His
destination is surmised to be the Belle Fourche
fork of the Cheyenne river. The remainder of
the command is still at Custer,
The party of
Indians who killed Monroe near Fort Laramie
a few days since, also raided
on the ranche of
Nick Jones on the Old Red Cland road, stealing 24 horses. Monroe’s body was pierced by
eight bullets.
_

Accident

Fronds.

(Special despatch to the Boston Journal.)
Washington, Oct. 13.—The Bepublicaos

claim to have evidence of stupeodous frauds in
both Ohio and Indiana.
In Hamilton county
(Ohio) and Cincinnati the Demrcrats increased their vote by GOOO over the vote of last year,
which was the largest vote ever polled. Such
an increase is impossible front
natural causes,
and is fraudulent on its face. The U. S. Judge
at Cincinnati lias charged the jury to investigate the frauds at the ballot box.
A dispatch from ludiauapolis, commenting
upou the ^Democratic frauds at the ballot box,
says: “The Democrats have employed rooghs
to the utmost of their ability. They repeated
up to the lull capacity to the remnants of their
‘barret of money;’ that they tailed to employ
twice or thrice as many is wholly owing to fiSo prevaent have been t he
nancial reasons.
frauds in voting, both nere and elsewhere, that
if there should be a difference in the total of
only a few thousand votes, the conclusion
should not be that Indiana went Democratic,
but that it went as it did simply because the
Squads of rewinning side employed fraud.
peaters in fours and fives, with the same local
and
to tell them
about
them
to
lead
guide
where they|iived when challenged, were one of
the principal and most notorious features of
election day. They voied every where and often
an interas time would permit, wiih scarcely
ruption. Everybody voted who wished to, and
if everybody did not vote twoor fifteen times
it is simply due to the fact that they lacked
either time or inclination.

on the

Old Colony.

One man Killed and Three Badly
Wounded.

Portland,
Brig Ernest,
recently anived
here lrom Boston, has had a new toremast put iu,
and also new topmast and spars.
The three masted schr Annie L McKeen, of Belfast. is undergoing repairs, and is to have two new

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 3d, barque Wm H Bcs60,
Frost, Departure Bay.
Sid 4th, ship H S Gregory, for Liverpool.
SEHOV1E, O—Sid 3d, ship Germania, Baker, for
San Francisco.

GALVESTON—Cld 6'h, sch Flora E McDonald,
Kain, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 7tb, ship Caledonia, Potter,
Liverpool.
MORGAN CITY. LA—Ar lltb,brig Ambrose Light,
Schwartz, Rock port.
FERNAND1NA—Ar 5th, sch W II Jones, Falkinburg. New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 6tli, schs Harry White,
Hopkins Martinique; Jas W Brown, Kane, Camden
CHARLESTON—Ar llth, schs M C Moseley, Higgins, Boston; Vineyard, lioaebrook, do.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 10th, sch L T Whitmore,
Whitmore, (from Georgetown) bound East.
GEORGETOWN, DC--Sld 7th, sch Wm R Huston,
Gardiner, Providence.
BALTIMORE— Cld llth,
sch Emma F Hart,
Crowell, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld llth, schs R W Denham,
Carter, Bath; Jos Fi-h,Gilchrist, Portsmouth; Ruth
T Carlisle, Smith, Portland; Elleu M Colder, Wixon,
Boston; Albert Clarence, Hawes, Wellfleet.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater llth, brig Jos
Clark,
Stahl, from Sagua; sch Carl D Lothrop,-.
NEW YORK—Ar llth, schs Mollie, Atherton, from
Demarara; T A Stuart, Libby, Auguilla 11 days;
Mary E Webber, Sherman, Baracoa 10 days; Saarbruek, Clark, Windsor, NS; Elleu M Baxter, Todd, !

for new No 2 Chicago; 1 19 @ 1 22 for new Winter
Red Western; 1 26 (u) 1 28 for now Amber Western;
1 23 @ i 30 for new White Western; new No 2 Milwaukee nominally at 1 22 @ 1 24. Rye steady. Barley heavy anu declining; 6-rowed State at 80c; 5500
bush do 874c; 5000 bush No 2 Chicago at 92c; 5000
bush No 3 Canada at 1 00. Barley Malt quiet ani
unchanged. Corn—receipts 132,750 bush; the market
is about steady exjiort and home trade demand;
sales 148,000 bush; 57 @ 574c for graded and ungraded steamer Mixed; 574c tor graled Mixed; 57 @ 58c§
for ungraded Western Mixed; 57 @ 58c for sail Mixed; 58 @ 58|e for Kansas Mixed; 574 @ 58c for steamer Yellow; also 35,000 bush prime Western Mixed for
seller Oeotber 58c. Oats—receipts 43,887 bush; the
market is tully lc better with good business; sales
54.000 bush; 29 @ 48c for Mixed Western and State;
32
50c for While Western and
State, including
rejected at 32c; New York No 3 at 35c: No 3 White
364 (0)3740; New York No 2 at 384c; No 2 White at
4lc;Mixed Western 29 @ 394c; White do 364 (a 43c;
Mixed State 44 @ 48c; White do 46 @ 50c.
Cotfee—
Rio firm but quiet at 16 @ 194 gold for
cargoes; 16
@204c gold for job lots. Sugar is quiet and firm at
83 tqj 9Jc for fair to good refining; 91c for prime; 250
hhds Muscovado at 8| @ 9c;refined
unchanged at 10|
for standard A: 11c for granulated and
powdered;
114c for crushed. Molasses is dull and unchanged.
Rice is steady and in fair demand at 44 r» 5* for Louiaijna

Boston.
Ar 12tb,

schs Saarbruck, Cobb, from Windsor, NS;
Yreka, Moon, Miragoaue.
C!d 12th, brig Havana, Meyer, Matanzas.
Passed through Hell Gate llth inst, schs A Tirrell,
Fisber, Port Johnson for Boston ; Philanthropist,
Shea, New York for Bangor; Ellen Thompson, from
Port Johnson for Boston; Game Cock, from N York

1

16 80“^ 16 90; seller for October quoted 16 75r~se.ler
all the year 15 60 (eg 15 75; seller January and February 15 60 @ 15 75. Beef is unchanged. Cut Meats—
Western is quiet; middles dull at 94@9|for city
long clear. Lard dull; on spot unchanged; futures
shade firmer; prime steam at 10 55 @ 10 60; seller for
November 9 924 @ 9 95; seller for all the year 9 70 @
9 72; seller January 9 70 @ 9 724.
Freights to Liverpool—The market is without derirtfld

The steamboat train from Fall River, which
reached Randolph at (1.16 this morning was a
very heavy one, hr ioging about 800 passeugers.
Two engines, tne Old Cokmy and Falmouth,
were attached to the train,their double strength
being required by the large Dumber of passengers. The train had the right of way and was
on time, or within a couple of
minutes of it,
when Randolph was reached. At this station
a local freight train, drawn by the engine Pacific, was switching when the steamboat train
arrived, and just at that moment, owing to
some misapprehension ou the part of the employes having it in charge, was ou the track
The engibelonging to the passenger train.
neers of the latter, as soon as
they saw the
danger, at once applied the Westinghoose
break, with which the train was equipped, but
the other train was too near them to prevent
a collision, and the three eDgiues came together with great force. The result was a complete
wrecking of all the engines and six of the
freight cars. The forward cars of the passenger train consisted of a baggage car first, then
a platform car of “crates”
with the smoking
car immediately behind, followed by the other
cars of the train.
The crate car, beiDg nothing more than a platform car with baggage
loaded upoo it,was driven forward by the force
of the collision under the baggage car in front
With
lifting that completely from the track.
this exception none of the cars of the passenger train left the track and no passengers were
hart.
The employes of the two engines drawing
'he passenger train were, however, not so fortunate as those in their charge.
Thomas Abbott of HyaDuis, the fireman of the Falmouth
eugiue, was instantly killed by the collision.
S. E Deckrow, engineer of the Old ColOQy,
was hurt in the head, leg and foot, thongh it is
not thought that his injuries are daugerous.
Alonzo Crosby, the engineer of the Falmouth,
and John Clark, the fireman of the Old Colony, were also hurt somewhat. The latter engine was turned quite over by the shock, so as
to lie npside down.

p.hnntm.

Chicago, October 13.—Flour nominally unchanged. Wheat cxciiwland higher; No 2 Chicago Spring
at 108 cash; 108} for Feller October; 109S@1 bailor seller November; 110} @ 1 10} tor seller December; No 3 Chicago Spring at 91c @100; rejected at
81 @ 87}c. Corn in good demand and shade higher;
No 2 at 43jc cash; 43j @ 44c seller October; 43$ @ 43}
seller November; rejected 42c.
Oats are unsettled
and generally higher; No 2 at 32!c caBh; 32Jc seller
November. Rye steady and unchanged.
Barley is
firm at 860 cash; 84o seller November. Pork is dull
and lower; old mess 16 37}; new mess at 16 75 cash;
16 15 @ 16 20 seller lor October; 14 90 seller all vear.
Lard is in fair demand and lower at 10 20 ash; 9 37}
@ 9 40 seller November; 9 22} @ 9 25 seller all year.
Bulk Meats easier; shoulders at 6}; short rib middles

8};shortclear 10}.

Receipts—11,000 bbls hour,118,000 bush wheat, 231,000 bash corn, 69,000 bush oats 58,000 bush barley,
9,500 bush of rye.

Shipments—8,500 bbls flour, 64,0C0busb wheat,246,000 bush corn, 46,000 husu oats, 28,000 bush bariey,
J
11.000 bush rye,
On the call of the board in tho afternoon—Wheat
lower at 1 0e$ seller for November; 109$ seller December. Corn tirrn at 43}c seller October. Oat
32$c
seller November. Pork and Lard unchanged.
Toledo, October 13.—Flour is steady. Wheat is
firm; No 2 While Wabash held at 1 24, and 1 23 bid;
No 3 While Wabash at 116; Nol White Michigan
at 117}; No 2 While Michigan at 110}; extra White
Michigan at 124; Amber Michigan on spot and for
seller October at 117}; seller for November 119}; No
2 Amber Michigan at 1 09}; No 1 Red Winter 1 27:
No 2 Red Winter 116}; No 3 Red 1 09}; rejected Bed
at 102}; No 2 Ambtr Illinois 125.
Corn is quiet
and steady; high Mixed on spot and seller Octobei at
49c; low Mixed attic; uo grade at 46}c; damaged
new 408c.
Oats dull; While 38c; Michigan at 33}c;
rejected 24}c.
Receipts—400 bbls flour, 38,000 bush Wheat, 51,000
bush Corn, 8,COO bush Oais,
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush Wheat, 22,000 bush Corn, 800 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, October 13.—Flour quiet and steady.
Wheat opened strong at 1} advance, and closed easier; No 1 Milwaukee at 114}; No 2 Milwaukee at
1 40; seller November at 110$; seller December at
110$; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 02}, Corn is nominally
steady; No 2 at 43 @ 43}c. Oats dull and weak; No
2 at 32e.
Rye dull and lower: No 1 at 61c. Barley
in fair demand but lower; No 2 SpriDg October 85c;
No 3 Spring at 48}c.
Freights—The market is nominal; Wheat to Buffalo at 4}; to Oswego 7}.
Receipts—6000 bbls flour, 87,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—6,500 flour, 48,000 bush wheat.
St. Louis, October 13.—Flour is quiet but
steady;
Superfine Fall at 3 75 @ 4 00; extra Fall at 4 25 @
4 50; double extra do 4 75 @5 00.
Wheat higher—
No 2 Red Fall at 1 21 @ 1 21} cash; No 3 do at 111
@ 1 11} cash. Corn firm and unchanged; No 2 Mixed at 40} @ 43|c cash; 43}c seller October.
Oats are
firmer; No 2 at 34c Rye dull and lower to sell at 55
bid. Barley dull for ail grades below, choice sample
jots Minnesota and Wis at 80c @110. Pork dull;
jobbing at 17 25 @ 17 50. Lard is quiet and unchanged ; country kettle sold at 1 10}. Bulk Meats nominally unchanged. Bacon dull and lower at 8, 10 and
10 @ 10} lor shoulders, clear rib and clear sides.
Receipts—4800 bbls flour, 67,000 busn wneai, 39,000 hush corn, 15,000 bash oats, 9,000 bosh barley.
2.000 bush rye, 000 hogs, 000 cattle.
Detroit, October 13.—Flour is firm at 5 75@
non
wiio-xf l.oi.i
TiTi.rr:

The Centennial Exhibition.
Philadelphia, Oct. 13.—Today’s cash admissions to the exhibition were 81,066. It is estimated that an average of 95,000 cash admissions per day for the balance of the exhibition
will bo required in order to increase the daily
average cash attendance lor the whole 159 days
of the exhibition to 50,000.
Warehouse Destroyed.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 13.—Last night about
9 o’clock the bonded warehouse of H, D. Offings, in Edmundson county, was destroyed by
fire. Four hundred Darrels of whisky were destroyed. Loss $27,000; insurance $14,000.

Michigan at 1 23j; milling 1 21: So 1 White Michigan
at 1184; milling 1141 @ 1 14|; No 2 While Michigan
110; No 1 Amber Michigan 116J; No 2 at 111. Corn
is quiet; No 1 Mixed at 53c; No 2 at 51Jc.
Oats are
quiet and firm; White 414; Mixed at 37J;No 2 Mixed

324c.
Receipts—2,558
bush corn,

Wholesale market.
Friday, October 12.—Corn is very scarce just now
and the market is very firm at 63c for car lots and
65c for bag lots. Sugars arc firm and in good demand at IIJc for granulated and logo for Extra CFlour is selling very freely and is quoted as follows:—Superfine 4 25 @ 4 75; Extra Spring at 5 50
@ 6 00; xx Spring at 6 25 @6 75; Pat’tSpring Wheats
at 8 25 @ 9 25; Michigan Winter best at 7 25; Low
grade Michigan at 5 75 @ 6 00; St. Louis Winter fair
at 6 75 @7 25; Winter good at 7 75 @ 8 25; Winter
Portland

a

*

o

rK

6,680
Shipments—2930 bbls flour, 26,300 bush wheat, 0000

Cincinnati, October 13.—Pork in fair demanifand
lowerat 17 00 @ 17 25. Lard is dull; steam at 104;
kettle at 104 (ql 11. Bulk Meats are dnll. weak and
lower: shoulders at 74 (aj 7J; clear rib sides at 8J ®
8|e; clear sides 9. Bacon dull and lower; shoulders
7} @ 8; clear isb shleat 9J @ 9|; clear sides at lu ®
104. Hogs firm; common light at 5 25 (a) 5 73; fair to
good light at 5 80@610; heavy at 5 10 a 0 25; receipts 2500 head; shipments 1124 head.
Cleveland, October 13.—The Petroleum market
is unchanged; standard 23.
New Ions, October 13.—Cotton weak and irregular ; Middling uplands at 10 15-16C.
Charleston, October 13.—Cotton is quiet and
easy; Middling uplands at lOJc.
Mobile, October 13.—Cotton is quiet and steady;

Middling uplands

10c.
October

12.—Cotton very firm; MidSavannah,
dling uplands 104c.
Wilmington, October 13.-Cotton is dull and
nominal; Middling uplands at 104c.
NEW

Daily Domestic
water conveyance—1000
True & Co.

fair demand; Middling uplands 104c.
Galveston,October 13—Cotton quiet; Middling

in

uplands

10c.

Louisville, October 13.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands lOJc.
Nobfolk, October 13—Cotton is quiet; Middling
nplands

at

MARRI FCn.

Morrison,

Ollier, aged

PORTSMOUTH-Ar 10th, sebs W H Thorndike,
Gregory, Port Johnson; Addie Ryerson, Cousins,
Philadelphia.
Arlltb, schs John Aviles, Wyman, Philadelphia;
12th, Alary, Williams, and L A1 Slewaat, lm Bangor;
Concord, Gray, Rockland.
FVBE1GN PORTS.
At Iloilo Aug 19, barque Anuie Lewis, Morse, from
Alanila, ar 1st, for Boston.
Sid tm Alalaga 10th inst, barque Hornet, Hopkins,
Philadelphia.
Ar at Lisbon 6th inst, sch L & M Donovan, Watts,
from Newport, E, tor Martinique, (put in to repair
sails.)
Ar at Helvoet Sept 28, sch Etta & Josie, Bunker,
Santa Anna, Alez.
Ar at Trieste 10th inst, barque Frank, Wallace,
New York.
At Trieste Sept 23, barque Aiidas, Frost, Irom Now
York tor Catania.
Sid fin Liverpool I21h inst, ship Wm A Campbell,
Curling, Dnited States; barque T J Southard, Woodworth, do.
Ar at Bristol, E, 12th inst, brig Josie, Pettigrew.
New York.
Sid fm Auguilla 1st inst, sch Louisa
Bliss, Strong,
tor Boston.
Sid tm Havana 5th inst, sch Gen
Grant, Harris, for
Pensacola; 3uih ult, Five Sisters, Cates, Sagua.
Ar 1st inst. barque Sagadahoc,
Powers, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 3d inst, sch Addie M
Chadwick,
Coan, Portland; 4th, brig Manlius, Todd, New York.
Sid 3d in.t.schs Sarah Potter, Wall, New
York;
Geo Walker, Cole, North of Hatteras.
In port 6th, brig Proteus,
Sherman, for North of
Hatteras; sch B J Willard, Noyes, do.
Ar at Cardenas 3d inst, brig Atalaya, Clark, from
New York.
Sid Sept 29, sch Grace Webster, Young, North of
Hatteras; 3d inst, barque Florence Peters, Alountfort, Baltimore.
Arat Sagua Sept 28, sch
Daybreak, Blake, fiom
New York.
Ar at Canso NS 9th inst, sch
City Point, from P E
Island ior Boston.
Cld at Halifax 10th, sch David M Hilton, Pinkham.
*
Maine.
Ar at St John, NB, lltb, ech Harriet
Chase, Quinlan, Portland.
Cld 11th, sch Ida May, Lamson, New York.
[Latest by European steamers.l
Sid Im Liverpool Sept 28th, Cores,
Humprey, for
Yarmouth; 30th, F L Genovar, Simmons, Matanzas
Oil Bar Lightship z7th, Kate
Davenport,
Mallett,
from Liverpool for Key West.
Passed Dover 29th, Emma L Hall, Perry, im New
York tor Fredericks.
Cld at Newcastle 29th, Jennie S Barker,
Waite, for
Kio Janeiro.
Ar at Dublin Sept 28, D K Stockwell,
Cummings,

Ar at

v

J

»IP

V

Helvoet Sept 27, Helen Sands, Bosford, from

Brouwershayen,

SPOKEN.
Aug 7, lat 27 S, Ion 27 W, ship Sam Skolfield, from
Liverpool tor Calcutta.
Sept 9, lat 30 N. Ion
W, barque Geo Treat, from
—

New York for Valparaiso.
Sept 16. on Cape de Gatt, brig Tarifa, from NYork
for Trieste.
Sept 22, lat 38 25 N, Ion 69 52 W, an Am barque
showing white signal, with letter W.
Sept 28, lat 36 N, Ion 127 W, ship Gen McLellan,
from San Francisco for New York.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

5-20 BONDS
or

exchanged for other

Securities on the most favorable
terms by

Payson& CO.,

of

THAYER,
—

CONSULTED

CAN

BE

—

FREE
at

Mechanics’ flail

:Hew Fork Stock and Money Market.
New York. October 13—Evening.—Money loaned
at 3@ 4$ per cent, on call.
Sterling Exchange unchanged at 483 @ 483$ for 60 days and 484$ @ 485 for

sight.
Imports of dry goods lor the week $1,553,256;
amount marketed $1,542,502.
Gold opened and closed 109 with sales in the interim at 109$; borrowing rates $ @ 1 per cent.; loans
also mado flat to 2 per cent, for carrying. Gross
clearances $23,938,000. The customs receipts to-day
were $305,000. Treasury disbursements $15,400. Governments dull but firm. State bonus neglected.

of both the Allonathle and

has been in extensive practice for
twenty years. Disof tbe Eye and Ear, Throat and
Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.

The Doctor’s success in both acute and
eases, warrants the assertion that he
to cure where a cure i» possible.
Office

Moors 9

de8

JSTBwiir

to

to

14 A. M., 1
8 I*. M.

5,

and

«

Friday, Ocl. ,3.

Andersons & Dow

BrigCartie Bertha, (of Portland) Hall, Hull, E 65
days, In ballast. Came the Northern passage and
had exceedingly rough weather and calms the whole
time. Sept lllh, East of Grand Banks, oncountered

ABE AGENTS FOB THE

violent hurricane, aud on the 30th, about 120 miles
SSE ot Sable Island, encountered another, hut camo
oat without damage. Oct 4, lat 40 30, Ion 61 30,
spoke
brig Emma L Shaw, ot Windsor NS, from Belfast

The following were the closing quotations oi Government securities:
United States^Os, 1881, coup.117$
United states 5-20’s 1865, old....112

United States 5-20’s,1865, new.111$
United States 5-20’s,1867.115
..•.116
United States 5-20’s, 1868
United States new 5’s...114
United States I0-40s, coup.114$
123$
Currency 6’s.
The following were the closing quotations of
..

70$
24$

100$

Erie.
9$
13
Erie prelcrrcd....
43$
Michigan Central.
Panama...125
Union Pacific Stock...62
Lake Shore..,.. 55$
Illinois Central. 84
Pittsburg U. 88
Chicago & Northwestern. 35$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.59$
New Jert-ey Central. 33$
Rock Island....
I00f

Paul.... 28
it. Paul preferred. 58
Chio & Mississippi. 10$

dying woman, in the last
of
consunption,
stages
A

Sch Armida C Hall, Hall,

Insurance
OF

Sch

Companies,

health and

vertisement in

$35,000,000 !

Sagua—Phinney & Jack-

OFFICE.

(Br) Bertreaux,Annapolis, NS-master
Willard, Simomon, Philadelphia—E G

Mary Helen, Sanborn, Jersey City—Geo

Hunt & Co,

Exchange St.
oc9_sntf

S

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

Sch Exact, Kimball, Boothbay—master.
SAILED—Ship Philena Winslow.

The

Arm

of

Cummings, Leavitt & Widber
was dissolved September 1, 1876,
Thomas F.
Cummings retiring from the Arm.
THOMAS F. CUMMINGS,
JAMES A. LEAVITT,
FRANCIS H. WIDBER,
HENRY E. BACON.

vessel.

will be conducted by the
remaining
partners, the name and style of tbe Arm lemaining tinchange 1, who alone are authorized to sign the
The business

Gan

Eden,

of

Boothbay,

tons, built in
1858, and now at this port, has been purchased by
U P Knapp. She has been thoroughly overhauled
and repaired, ami newly coppered.
Sch Gazelle, which has been running as a
packet
between Portland and Pembroke, has been sold to

our

papers,

that

317

Arm

j

name

oct2

in

of

our

we are

Corsets to make room tor our new makes
put in the first of November.

NOTE THE PRICES.

SHAKER

Suffering reader, don’t get discouraged if yon hare spent hundreds of dollars on worthless trash without any
real benefit, but remember that in this
simple German remedy you hare a cure
that is always safe [and sure, and in the
use of this there is

Thousands have been made miserable for years by
the “CATARRH.”
Many expedients have been
resorted to relieve the victims, BUT MORE TO
RELIEVE THEIR POCKETS. It gives 11s inexpressible pleasure to know that an agreeable aDd
cheap remedy has been found for it in

HHiLSUil
503

BcptlS

&

UOULU,
Congress Street. dtf

things

especially recommend it:

It

It Is

A

and produces only

very sure to give relief to the victim,
THAT VERT SOON.

cheap, the price being only

is very

4111—cents

35

a box.

Just try

one box, and you will own no better
is known.
Advise your friends to
it, too, and they forever
will bless yon, for telling them the pleasant news of
how to drive away the “blues.” Invest just 25 cents
in a box of

“Remedy”

try

R/EDER’S

German Snuff.
Use it according to directions and

a

H>

AND

cure is

AT

war-

THE

Western Union
TELEGRAPH

The Annual Meeting ot the subscribers to the Female Orphan Asylum of Portland, will be held at
their house, corner ot State and Danforth streets,
on TUESDAY the 17th inst., at threeo’clock in the
afternoon.
ABBY S.
Portland, Oct. 9, 1876.
Secretary.
octlO
sndtd

Clairvoyance.

IiADlT ROMEALTIIIA,

Seventh Daughter «f Seventh Daughter,
just from Europe, recovers stolen property, names
whom you will marry, gives lottery numbers,
answers letters.
Fee 91.00.
Rooms at No.
i#8 Free Street, corner of Cotton.
Hoursfrom 8 a.m., to 10 p. m.
oct9sntf

ED. B. ROBINSON,5Myrtle
PTANfW
lilhas the celebrated

Street.
Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

uugiH

COAL.

oct9eodlw

new

sndtf

PAPERS

stohe;on

BY

—

Special inducements in prices and styles.

WINDOW

SHADES

—AND—

Drapery Work

kiiids at rcry Low
*
Prices.

of all

liquidation.
sndtf

CORNER FREE

AND

mb21_

COTTON SIS.
dtf

TVS N1TLE TIDE
—

BY

—

DUDLEY WlNTHROP

MOORE.

The third edition of this thrilling and fascinating
story is now ready. Price 50 crnls. Sold by dealers, or sentpoat paid by the publishers, AH1KRI.
oct71awS3t
CAN NEWS CO., New York.
For Kent.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
all the modern improvements. Apply at
NO. TO BKACiLETX STKEET.
aug2isdti

THE

directly

to the consumer as well as
to Hie tiader,

ST.

Cloakings

CMDBOIIRIU KENDALL
next

Ladies’
OF

on

to

call upon u, and allow ns to es-

tablish prices before making your
purchases that we may have the
satisfaction ot proving to you that
you can save your 20 per cent, cverytime, and that w'hat we here
advertise is true. We buy aud sell
lor cash only, and our long acquaintance with the shoe interests, gives us every advantage possible in our line ot business.
It does not put us out ot breath
to show our goods, so' please call,
see, examine, and price.

C. H. Staples & Co.,
Wholesale Dealers
—

BOOTS

extensive line of

IMPORTATION.

nice atock of

a

Cloak

Trimmings.

Portland, Sept. 23,1876.sept23d2m

in the price of

Sills.

Hats,

And everything in the Hat and Cap imo to correspond with the times.
Having received our Fall
Styles we are now prepared to furnish a superior
make of Silk Hats at the lollowing prices:
Extra, 93.50 ; former price, 95.00
“
•«
4 50;
Super,
0.00
“
“
“
XX
5.501
0.00
Our customers are assured in purchasing our hats
they will get one manufactured from fresh stock of
excellent quality, and not made over from those
that have been worn and discarded. Ironing, Blocking, &c., done promply and at the shortest notice.
Ola Hats changed to the present styles for £2.CO
to $3.00.

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE.

SHOES,

N. B. Cut this out tor future reference.

oct3___dim

TO

GENTLEMEN.
and Best Stock

I GBJITLMBfS

DRESS GOODS

Di.played in Bo.lou,

SPECIAL DESIGNS *OF QUIET PLAIDS
for the Fall of 1876, la
EXCLUSIVE STYLES
—FOB—

YOUNG BUSINESS MEN.
Immense Variety of English and
French Ely.inn., For Bearer*, etc.
Bich Fancy Good, for Over
An

Coating.,
Something Entirely Original.
I.arge Assortment of Fine Cloth-Finish
French Diagonals, for half dresst or
Mtreel Sait., in all color..
WE ARE

THE LARGEST IMPORTERS OF

Rich French Cashmere

Vestings

COCNTBY.

We invite examination of our entire assortment
by
gentlemeu, confident that it will be found the choicest,
most elegant and desirable ever offered. Our
garments will be made up in the most artistic style and
at

Creatly Reduced Rnte«, adapted

to

the

times.

CHAS. A. SMTH & CO.,
Merchant Tailors and Importers,
18

0610

St 20 SCHOOL STREET BOSTON.
6t-teoil3w

Fall and Winter of 1876-7

“READY

NOW
An

E^gnnt

Foreign

line of

and Domestic

WOOLENS

JOHNG. HAYE S&CO-,
sepl6

—

STORE 88 CROSS ST.

Reduction

Great

IX

&

IN THIS

Also

—

WHOLESALE PRICES.

Cloakings

THEIR OWN

AT

and save the consumer fully 20
per cent.
Those who are
to
purchase
Boots and Shoes this tail, we desire

distf

will open Honda

stock ot

PANTALOON GOODS.

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

Ladies’

d2m

—

FOB

—

HORSE BLANKETS.
A large Assortment

Selling Cheap.

It yon wi.h to Strap a Blanket, call
for the Patent Blanket Buckle and Mtrap,
and yon can Strap yonr Blanket without
Rivets or Sliching.

to

be mnde up iu the latest styles

at

McAOHORN’S,
Merchant Tailor,

HENRY DUNN & SON,

205 MIDDLE STREET,

OCtlt

Opposite the Falmonth Hotel.
lonnerly occupied by FRED PROCTOR.

(I2wr

MichiganApples!
Michigan Apples,

3 Bushels in

a

hand picked and
packed as they were taken from the tree.
J. S. CROCKETT,
ocM3m

91

COMMKKCIAL (STREET.

Horses Wintered.
a surplus of hay that I wish consumed
on my tarm, I will winter horses for $1 50 a
week. Good bnil Jings, hay of first quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for. Address,

HAVING

C. D. SMALL,
Cornish, Me.

ocl3dlm*

Combination

Barrel*

These Apples are

Men, W«meu and Children who are particular to hareeaMj fitting, good looking and •erriceable Boots are

Sure to Gome

—

free street.

large

OVERCOATINGS, SUITINGS AND

—

&

Just received Choice

Music, .Magazines, Newspapers
and various Periodicals of the day
bound in any desired style.
Giving my personal attention to
the business 1 hope to have a
share of the public patronage.

have decided to

OFFER FOR THIRTY DAYS

Ever

Lowest Market Rates,

491-2 EXCHANGE ST.*
Portland, Mo.

RIGID ECONOMY,

FOR SALE AT

Bindery

UP STAIRS,

times demand

Largest

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals In
the city, lor

nly

To Tbe Consumptive.
Wilbor’x Compound of Cod Lives Oil and
Lime, without possessing the very nauseating flavor
of tbe article as heretofore used, is endowed by the
phosphate of lime with a healing property, which
renders the oil doubly eflicacious. Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy can be exhibited to those who
desire to see them. For sale by A. B. Wilbob,

Believing as we <!o that Ilie presand prospective stale ot ilie

The attention of gentlemen, ami their personal examination, esjiedally those particular in matter of
dress, is respectfully solicited to the

sep6

NOTICE^

AT

d3m

EXPERIMENTAL!

COMPANY

has reduced its rates more than 53 per cent, in
ten years. Its own lines are connected with more
than seven thousand stations and through its connections reaches directly more than ten thousand
stations.
It has twenty-eight wires coming into
Portland from all directions, while its rival whoso
advent is heralded with much sounding phrase, has
but one wire in one direction.
The rates by the
Western Union lines will always be as low as by the
lines of any other Company that has any capacity
for handling telegraph business.
JT. 8. BEDLOW,
§npt* 3d Dial. Eaitern Division.
oct12
dtf

60

An adjourned meeting ot the Veteran Association
will be held at the Lolge Booms, on TUESDAY
EVENING, 17th Inst., at 7 o’clock.
All members of the order of thirty years standing
are requested to be present.
The proposed Social Festival is deferred until
farther notice.
Per order,
A. T. GERRISH, Sec’y.
octl2
sndst

ROOM

!

Telegraph

VETERAN ASSOCIATION, I. 0. 0. F.

JN ew Book

STREET.

DOW

RETA-ILING

493 CONGRESS ST.

gntf

Chemist, Boston.

0 1-2

aui)

—

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

sep26

1

PIANO AN1) ORGAN,

Boots & Shoes

Charles Custis & Co.,

CHINESE.

Go and consult

BLACKSTONE,

—

Randall

and

F. EATON.

H

1EACUER OF

Very Low Prices.

Price 35 cents. For sale by all druggist. If you i
1
are remote from the city, send 50 cents to the Agent
and receive a box by mail. General Agents for the
United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont Street, Boston,
octll
WS&Man6m

Spiritualism

languages.

—

raw© r s
—

wanted.

SPECIAL

teacher of ancient

our

use.

does not cause VIOLENT sneezing to
iSl"the injury of the sufferer.

Q/I

M.,

FRANK A.

Shirts

my5isdly

Which Is rapidly coming Into very general

oil—AND

A.

For particulars address

aagsdtf

^

Under

Snuff,

It is very easily applied,
n.l
u U.““an agreeable sensation.

Webster,

we

RAIDER’S

■f of-

BOYS,

IVOKKI DCS KWOl'K, TIE.
Fall Term will Commence Augiiit ‘iS.
Mr* Eaton has associated with ldmself Mr. Joel
Wilson (late Principal of Gorham Seminary). They
will be assisted by Miss N. E. 11 union,
Preceptress,
i\lrs. Joel Wilson, Teacher of Music, Mrs. N. W.
Otis, Teacher of Drawing and Painting; John 11.

ent

m FAILURE.

which

Nautrigon

and distance on the great circle, and several other
navigation. The expense of learnproblems useful inthis
ing navigation by
method is very small.
jyl5tf

SOCKS

FOB 25 CEBITS.
Reaperlfully,

GEORGE H. ESTEY.

This “Snuff’’ has several

the

early examination of these goods is solicited, as
only have about 25 dozen iu stock.
Also One More Case ot
(hose
Gents’ heavy double Heel and Toe

—

German

by

BREEN, 199 Franklin Hi.,
Will teach navigation bv the use of the “Nautrigon*
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who
have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learu
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude,azimntli, course
EDWARD

An

Very gratefully yours,

ness.

ThF&Stf

to

75c Corsets for 63c.
Our 91.00 Corse I* for 75e.
Our 91.45, 44-bouc French Embroidered
Corset, for 1.00.
Our 91*50, 56-bonc French Embroidered
Cornet for 91.45.
Our 94.45, OS-boue, Heavy French Embroidered Corset for 91.75.

last resort I

as a

ISta?

Annlv
y frolu

Room'P

Navigation

!~

Our

a

GEO. M. BOS WORTH,

The splendid ship Oracle, recently launched from
the yard ot Hilchcock & Blair, at Bath, is to be taken
to Portland aud coppered, and Irorn here will
go to
Baltimore to load for San Francisco. She is owned
by the builders, aud others of Bath. Capt J J Humphreys of Yarmouth, (who commands her), Capt Andrew Mack and E A Sawyer ot Portland, L C Blair of
Liverpool, Gilchrist & White ot New York, and E
Haggett of Newcastle. Capt Humphreys is an able
shipmaster aud worthy the command of so hue a

ful

and French

thl.

Country.
ju!2dtlM. K, PALMER.

sulwcribers have been appointed
Agents fot
Albion Cend
Work.. A superior
Strictly Pare White l.end ground in
Oil; tor sale in the usual variety of packages, and
at the lowest market prices; guaranteed to be as

represented.
w. W.

WHIPPLE & CO.,
Ukarkct Mqunre.

dti

Side Lace Boots I

A full assortment in French
Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for
Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice
fitting Boots made to order lor
men or women.

m. a. palmeh.
dtf

RUBBER COATS.
A

.lien’s Rubber Cants, all
perfect, far 81.30 each. Rubber Htaahels
IIIUHLK
HALL’S
only OO cent*.
new

lot of

STORE,under

aloioalh Uatel.

sepl27dll

furnace

heat and have rooms not sat-

can

to

find

a

remedy by applying

W. II. PENNELL &
No. 38 ami 40 Union

CO.,

St.,

where the Combination may be teen at work.

sep30___dim
Forest City Horse Shoeing Shop,
At No. SO Penrl siren,
BY

YOTJJVG & WYMAN,

PRACTICAL

HORSE

SHOERS.

Horses shod for $1.50 per set. All in.
terfering. Overreaching und Corns and
Quarter Cracks cured. Ail work warranted to render entire satisfaction.
oclOd2w

ICE SAWa
Best Quality at Reduced

Prices.

R HOE & CO.,

JLead~

the
THE
brand of

use

isfactorily warmed,

find the

in

Heating,

Safe! Simple! Cheap! Noiseless!
All who

1'U MIDDLE 8T„ where they will
largest Stack of flue Bool,

lo

Pure White

ISo. 33

Sch D H Ingraham; Ames, Rockland—master.
Sch Emeline, Blake, Wiscasset—Chase UroB.

Barque

of

one

°*

y
in

is

_

most of which are of our own importation, and very
choice styles; also a good stock of fine Domestic
Woolens, which we are prepared to ofter at greatly
reduced prices from last season.
We si all from this date offer special inducement
to customers that pay cash.
Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.
sept23d2m

box, little thinking it would be of any
benefit to her, as I had tried numerous articles, both
here and in the united States. I am now nappy to
state that one box of Rseder’s German Snuff has
made a complete cure. Her appetite is good, and
she is fast recovering her wonted health and happi-

purchased

—

ASSETS

a

read without inDefects of Sneecli
of
L. B. Monroe,

we

happiness.

Cablton. St. Johns, N. B., Feb. 20, 1875.
Dear Sir: Allow mo to state the iollowing tacts.
For ten years my daughter had been troubled with
Catarrh; it was continually growing worse, and we
had at last given up all hopes of her ever being cured
for to all appearances she was in the last stages of
consumption: her appetite was gone, and her whole
system was completely run down. SeeiDg your ad-

LONDON,

COMBINED

Sch Trader,
Sch E U

Willard.

from the

sept!3

CLEAKED.
son.

were

GEORGE L. BAILEY.

scows in tow.

dredge aud

it

bed of death, and by the
timely use of Rteder’s
German Snuff restored to

1

for New York.
Sch S M Bird, Merrill, Georgetown, DC—coal to
Bolling Mills.
Sch Lucy, Colwell,{Philadelphia—coal to James &
Williams.
Sch Idaho, Jameson, Gloucester, to load for New
York.
Sch Julia Clinch, (Br) MalODev, St Andrews, NB
Sch StODy Brook, Crooker, Bath—barrels to Cbas
A Dyer.
Sch Deposit,-, Phipsburg—dry fish to Curtis &
Davis.
Sch Balloon, Philbrick, Bangor for Boston.
Steam-tugs Mary B Curtis,Kiel), ana John Bacon

receiving

or

nSwL.tV'HH1
rnFf!UE3'
O^tory, Prut.
?

EATON FAMILY SCHOOL FOB

All

as

to

ocU

Street,

CLEANING OUT

feblTsneodtt

ALWAYS GBTTflB BEST!

OF PORTLAND.

with

English, German

CURED.

chronic disnever fail*

to

are now

line of

BAILEY7^

eases

iflittalarf Alut&auc.October 14.
Sun rises... .,,.C.12 } Highjwater. 8 30 AM
Sun sets.5.IS | Moon rises. 2.55 AM

just opened, and

liavo

wo

taught to speak,
throat or lungs.

PERSONS
jury

PorUarii1 every Saturday.
l to 2IP. M„ at Y. M. C. A.
Library

KENDALL,

168 and 170 Middle

a

; Homoeopathic Schools,

Wilson.

Bunker, Boston,

CIIADBOIRN &

CONSUMPTION

raised

Voice Culture tor Speech

n .M
Dean)

GRAVE.

Building.

The Doctor is

Graduate

CHARGE

OF

his rooms in

a

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Oct. 13.]
$1100 Eastern Railroad scrip. 45$
$10,000 Eastern Railroad new gold bonds. 45$
4,10 Eastern Railroad. 6$

at

FROM THE

and

little of Philadelphia,

Win. H.

In Otislield, Sent. 21, Mr. Henry Holden,
aged 89
years 6 months.
In Biddel’ord, Oct. 6, Mrs. Sarah, wife of Nath'l

PORT

styles”

SNATCHED

ORGANS.

eodtl

UlUUlUPi

MAJU.JSrB

feet, 1
Georgs Fenno’s,
/
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.
“New York

_

D It.

EDUCATIONAL.

New Woolens !

\
head to

I&RRETT,

cat .t .inr>

Bought

^NOWS.

eep21dtdecll

New York.
Ar at Queenstown 29tb, Spartan,
Jackson, fm San
FranciBCo, for orders.
Ar at St Helena prey to Sept 29, Carrie
Humphrey,
Grozier, Rangoon lor England; Ned White, Thombs,
Manila tor New York.
Sid fm Bordeaux Sept 2G, T K
Weldon, Colson, for
New York.

32 Exchange Street.

30 years 11 months.
[Funeral seivices Sunday forenoon, at 114 o’clock,
at India Street Church.
In Westbrook, Oct. 13, Mrs. Jennie B., wife of G. F.
Jordan, aged 32 years 3 months.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 1 o’cloek,
at her father’s residence, N. W. Boody.
In Phinsburg, oct. 9, Mrs. Susan C.
Callear, aged
35 years 8 mouths.
In PhipBburg, Uct. 11, Sarah B„ wife of James B.
"vnvu) W8VU

Calais.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

ARRIVED.

Roston mock Market

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex.
Pacific Mail.
New York Central & Hudson R R.-..

O'lrilitidp fnp Hn

Sid nth, Bchs Nellie H, Nellie Carr, Florence P
ana I.ucy.
BOSTON—Ar 12tb, flcha Para, Chase, Rio Grande
via Portland; Scud, Hallowed, Hoboken; Am Eagle,
Brown, Sullivan; New Zealand, Brown, and Wm H
Archer, Bellaty, Ellsworth ; Agenora, Hutchins,
do; H N Cushman, Walls, Frankuu; Brilliant, Farnum, and Samaritan, Hall, Bangor; Pemaquid. Allen, and Mary J Adams, Coombs, Bristol; Saginaw,
Ryder, and Cambridge, Bath.
Cld 13th, barque Samuel D Carlton, Freeman, for
Charleston; sch Lettie Wells, Ashford, Calais.
Ar 13th, schs Nellie Carr, Wentworth, Cape Haytien; Lizzie Major, Gerrish, Port Johnson; Clio Cbilcott, Fullerton, New York; Sarah, Hamlin. Deer
Isle; Abby Morse, Hopkins, Vinalhaven ; Jennie
Howard, Knight, Bath.
Cld 13th, brig Agenora, Walls. Portland; schs J S
Bragdon, Fletcher, Philadelphia; Maud, Robinson,
do; .Maitba Nichols, Ross, Newark.
NEWBUKYPORT—Ar 12th, sch Mary D Wilson,

PHIfSICIANI AND SURGEON,

city, Oct. 13, Mrs. Annie B., wile

_

Foreign Exports.

t-ti-illn

Iiall,

DIED.

Receipts.
cornmeal to G*

Scbr Armida Hall—4001 shooks and
heads, 02,781 It lumber. 22 casks copper nails.

sey, Fall River for New York.
Sid lltb, schs Clara Smith, Pushaw, S J Lindsey,
Mansfield, Forest City, Harper, Ann, Alida, James s
Pike, Wm Todd, Callsta, W S Farwell, L T Knight,
Chancellor, and others.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar llth, schs Leoneasa,
Bou&ey, and Alvarado, Witbam, Port Johnson for
Salem; Lizzie, Frye, Hoboken for Portsmouth; L E
Messer, Gregory, Boston tor Philadelphia; Cariie

H. M,

In Cape Elizabeth, by Rev. A. A.
Hillman, John
Cash and Miss Almira Low, both ol
Cape Elizabeth.
In Phipsburg, oct. 11. Engene I).
Eddy of Kansas
and Georgie B. Sherman of PhipBbnrg.
In Mechanic Falls, Get. 3, R. O. Uwinel of Minott
and Miss Ida A. Fuller ot Norway.
In Andover, Oct. 3, at the New
Seminary Chapel,
by Rev. E. C. Smytbe, 1). I)., Frank E. Clark, pastor
elect ot Willis ton Church, Portland, and Miss Hattie E. Abbott ot Andover.

In this

Millbridge.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 12th, schs John Somes, Mason, and Nettie B Dobbin, Dobbin, New York.
Sid 1m Dutch Island Harbor 12th, sch L B Sat
gent,
(from Bangor) for New York.
NEWPORT—Ar lltb, sch Neptune’s Bride, Lind-

European Market*.
London, October 13—12.30 P.M.—Consols

at 96 5for money and account.
London, October 13—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1865, 1064; 1867,1088 ;uew
5’s, ex-coupon 106J; Erie 9jj.
Liverpool, October 13.—12.30 P. M.—The Cotton
market is quieter; Middling uplands at 515-16d;
do Orleans at 6 3-16d; sales 12,000
bales, including
2000 bales lor speculation and
export; Receipts 2900
bales, of which 1600 are American.
16

for

108c.

bush

SAGUA.

St.

Obleans. October 13_Cotton is firm and

n nn

By

36,382 bush wheat, 2101

bush corn, 5520 bush oats.

Bonded

FI'S Aft Cl ALAND COiUmCKCIAL

bbls flour,
bush oats.

\ In

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.1
Cld at Philadelphia 13th, sch N W Magee, for
Portland.
Ar at New York 13th, sch Starlight, Portland.
Ar at Bremen lltb, barque Ironsides, New York.
Ar at Calcutta Sept 5, ship Ivanboe, Bombay.
Oct 6, lat 41 05, Ion GO 30, brig Frontier, lrom Portland lor Ponce.

NewIork. October 13—Evening.—Flour—receipts
10.000 bbls; the market is still in buyers favor wilb
a vcrp limited export and home trade demand; sales
13,700 bbls; No 2. 3 10 @3 90: Super fine Western and
State at 4 40 @ 4 90; extra Western and State at 5 15
Ca> 5 25; choice Western and State at 5 30 @ 5 50;
White Wheat Western extra at 5 55 @6 50; Fancy
White Wheat Western at 6 55 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at
5 15 ® 6 75; extra St Louis at 5 20 @ 8 50; Patent
Minnesota extra at 7 25 (g} 8 50; choice at 8 55 @ 9 60;
Southern at 5 15 (eg 8 50. Rye flour is dull at 4 40 (c^
5 15 tor suntrlluo.
Cornmeal quiec at 2 75 @ 3 30.
Wheat—jeccipt' 88.300 bush; the market is 1 @ 2c
for
Winter
higher
grades; about lc better for Spring
with a fair export and moderate milling demand;
sales 213,000 bush; 1 13 for old ungraded
Spring; 1 21

Da.»1

MOST EVERYBODY

thing most everybody knows,
/One
That Boys are
Clothed" from

/

N

Wicklow, Sept 28-Sch W H Mitchell, of Machias.
from Dublin for Cape Breton, slipped her chains during a heavy blow 25tb, and while trying to reach this
port struck on the bar. She was atterward hauled
off and anchored inside the bar with six feet water in
her hold.

184
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Capt Gardiner will soon
this route.

on
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Providence Print Clotha market.
Providence, R. I., October 13.—Tlie Printing
Clotbs market very quiet at 4$ (a} 4gc cash for best 64
x 64 standard and extra.
Domestic

Grand Meman.

ave a

—

Boston, Oct. 13.—A serious accident occ aired ou the Old Colony .railroad this morning at
Randolph, Mass., by’ which a fireman was
killed and three employes of the company were
hurt more or less seriously.

W.

Congresaioual

New

increased Democratic majority. The state
will probably go Democratic by 12,000 majori-

an

iYcavs from

The Democracy have a grand demonstration
Saturday evening to celebrate their victory in
the October elections1. The ftepubhcaus will

at

Earties larger vessel to go

Central Pacific bonds.109*
Union Pacific... 10i;J
Land Grants. loo}
Sinking Funds. 914
Erie 1st.
Boston, Hartford
184

Guaranteed.....

Indiana Governor Democratic and

a

T. Ii.

Majority

Increasing.

alongside assisting.
[To tlie Associated Press.]

noon

Ohio

The

Somerset Court.
Skuwiiegan, Oct. 13. -The September term
of Somerset County S. J. Court adjourned this

Delaware & Lackawanna... 69$
Pacific Telegraph. 16
Atlantic
Missouri Pacific. 2J
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 1
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:

j

MATTERS IN MAINE,

societies have done good rather than harm.
Otto Grundman, a noted Antwerp art instructor, has been invited to take charge of the
new “life” school in connection with the Boston Museum of Fiue Arts, and has accepted

Governor

THE ELECTIONS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

New York &r Chicago.

eodlm&wlw

octlO

1).

H. BARNES.

Accountant

opened, examined, balanced, and closed;
Trial Balances and C'a-h Accounts investigated; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attention to bankruptcy matters, thesetilemeutof estates,

BOOKS

examination of agencies, ami other matters requiring
Orders lelt
the services of a thorough accountant.
at 28 Exchange St., Cortland, Me., or forwarded, by
attended
to.
mail, promptly

aug2tidtfsep30W2tStl
Removal.

Window Mhticlew., will remove (o
third door from Temple St.,
flow at 03 Exchange 8t.
dlw*

BP1KE,
420 Congress St.,
jet. 16th.
octl3

Oak

Ship

Timber lor Sale.

Now landing lrom Schooner Koret and for sale by
CURTIS A DAVIS,
ocCdtf
154 Commercial Street.

#

1

THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK.

PRESS.

THJS

SATURDAY MORNING, OCT. 14, ’G:

Failure* for fbc

First Niue Month* of

1S76.

York,

CITY AND VICINITY,
The usual
New

W. F. Studley-7.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Tukesbury & Co.—Dress Goods.
Gent’s Underwear—Owen & Moore.
Ladies* Underwear—Carleton Kimball.
Try Diamond Pectoral.
Notice—County Commissioners.
P. M. Frost—Dry Goods.

For Harpswell—Magnet.
For Sale—Good House.
Centennial Stationery Package.
Board—31 Elm Street.
The Latest—Merry.
Facts are Stubborn Things.

Wanted—M an.
Wanted—Situation.
I. O. O. F.—Monthly Meeting.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture—Harford & Dow.
l-16tb Bark Rachel—F. O. Bailey & Co.
The Pennsylvania Coal Company.
Religious Notices.
Bay Side Parish and Ivnightville Church.
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
P.m.: Preaching at 2 and 6 p. m.
Preaching at
Knigbtville at 10$ a. m. Sabbath School at Ilf a.
m.
Social meeting 7$ p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H

A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. in., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.

Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7
p.m.
Praver meetings on Thursday evenings at 7$ p. m.
All trom sea and land are invited. Seats free.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum StreetsSt. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Looust street.—Frederick S.
Sill, Rector. Services on
Sunday 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’
Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting,
and Saturday at

7$

o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton,
tor. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m.
tings free to all, and all are welcomed.

w

RecSit-

West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free. All
are welcome.
Vrnov D<n»r< T>
-----—

d -_n

--.v*

v>aov.u

Mvvio*i,vvi.

Cumberland Streets.—Rev.

auu

C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10} a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11| a. m. Prayer moeing at 7 o’clock
evening.
t3P"The Disciples of Christ will meet at 8 Winter St., corner of Gray, every Lord’s
at 3 n m.
Day
to attend to the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
Harmon’s Hall, West End, Portland.—Preaching by Rev. J. A. Strout, at 10} a. m. Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m. Seats free.
Woodford's Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
A. strout, Pastor. Preaching at 2} p. in.
Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m. Seats free.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H.
Wright
pastor. Services at 10} a, m. and 3 p. m. Sunday

school at

1} p.

m.

Reform Club.—Social religious temperance meeting to-morrow at 10} a. m., and 7} p. m., in Association Hall, corner of Casco and Congress Street.
C3F"Mrs Clark and Mrs. Benson will hold a meeting at Cash’B school house uear the Kerosene IWorks
next Sunday.
First Universalist Church, Congress Street.—
Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs, pastor.
Services at 10} a m,
Sunday School at 3 p. m. Vesper service 7 pm,
Williston Church, comer Danforth and May
Streets.—Bible Service at 10.30 a. m. Preaching
at 3 and7o’clock p.m., by Rev. Chas. N. Braiuard of Middleburg, Vermont.
Arcana Hall.—Conference at 3 p.m. Subject:
“What can be done to raise the morel standard of
Christendom to that of most heathen nations. All
are invited.”
STATE Street Church.—Prof. Barbour ot Ban.
gor will preach morning and evening at the usual
hoars.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. George N. Marden
will preach to-morrow at 10} a. m., and
/pm

Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7}o’clock.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
Street.
Preaching Sunday at 10} a. m. and 3 p. ruby Elder George W. Burnbatn. Prayer meeting at
8 a. m. and 7} p. m.
Sunday School at 12 m.
Seats free.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. MSterling, pastor. Preaching by the Pastor at 10}
a. m. and 3 p.m.
Sunday school at 1} p.m. Sunday
School Concert at 7 p. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. CnuRCH.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1} p.m. Prayer meeting at 6 and 7
p. m.
Preble Chai-el, corner Preble and Cumberland

streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preaching at 3
A Temperance Meeting at 7
p. m.
p. m. Free
to all.
Allen Mission Chai-el,
School at 1} p. m.
Prayer

LocustStreet.-Sunday
Meeting

at 3 p.

m.

Temperance address evening at 7}, by Dr. Johnson.

Temperance meeting Monday evening.
India St. UnivebsalistChurch.—Rey.
Geo.W.

The morning service will lie'
Bicknell, pastor.
omitted to-morrow. The funeral service of the late
Mrs. W. H. Oilier, will be held at the church tomorrow at 11.30 o’clock a. m.
Sunday School at 12.30
p.m. Iu the evening at 7 o’clock, will be given the
Becond lecture in the course. Subject,—"What went
ye out to See.”

United Males Circnlt Court.
BEFORE JUDGE FOX.
Friday.—Emeline P. Steward vs. The American
Popoular Life Insurance Company. The plaintifi
claims $3,000, the amount of the policy for which
her deceased husband's life was insured.
The defendant company refuse to pay, and
allege
that the policy was obtained by means of ialse representations.
xiic ucicuae lttis aimust
euureiy on me testimony
of Dr. T. S. Lambert, the president of tbo company,
and Mr. Millegan, the company’s adjuster of losses.
The testimony is of alleged admissions made
by the
plaintiff to these officers separately. Dr. Lambert is
contradicted on all material points by tba plaintiff
herself, and another lady who was present throughout the Interview, who say, first, that the plaintiff
took no part iu the conversation whatever; and second that no such conversation as the doctor testified
to was made by anybody.
Mr. Millegan is met in
same way by a square denial.
As this puts in issue
the veracity of the two chief officers of the defendant
company, the verdict of tbo jury will be of interest
to the public.
This case has been on trial two days and will go to

the jury

to-day.

Baker & Baker.

Strout & Gage.

Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

Friday.—Gustavus B. Broid and Emily Broad vs
Eastern Railroad Company. To recover damages for
being ejected tom the train at Salem, October 22,
1875. On trial
Cliffords.
N, Webb.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE KNIGHT.

Friday.—Dawson McGlincby. Search and seizure.
Fined $5 with costs. Paid.
Wm. 11. Quinn. Search aud seizure. Fined.$50
with costs. Appealed.
Joseph McCarthy, James Wilson, Frank Webster.
Walter Leo and David Campbell. Vagabonds. Tnirty days each.
Oriel

Yesterday

Jo111ngs.

glorious autumnal day.
The Carrie Bertha arrived here all right yesterday, 65 days from Hull, for Sidney, C. B.
was

a

The railroad commissioners have begun their
fall tour of inspection.
D. H. Young advertises another Centennial
excursion.
Mr. J. E. Bryant was bitten in the calf of
the leg, by a dog, on Oxford street, yesterday

morning.
A new street is to be opened at West End
from Portland to Burnham street. The name
is not yet decided upon.
The police recovered a coat yesterday morn-

ing which was stolen from the Boston and Portland clothing store.
The

new

Telegraph

office of

the Atlantic & Pacific
Company, is to be at No. 10 Moul

ton street.
The fishermen

reaping great benefits
just now, taking herring from the vicinity of
of Wood Island.
The regular morning service at ludia street
ate

church will be omilteu to-morrow.
See Sunday services.
Tlie lecture committee of the Army & Navy
Union go on their annual trip to-day iu the
jacui

v lva.

A number of Poitlaud people were on the
train which collided with another on the Old
Colony road yesterday morning, but none of
them were injured.
Warden Kice passed through this city yesterday with five prisoners from the Alfred

jail.
Mr. Hiram Sweet and family, supposed lost;
safe. They put into a harbor near Harpswell to avoid the gale, and bave returned to

are

the city.
Mrs. Ulmer is to have a complimentary benefit at Music Hall on Monday evening the 22d
inst. “Our Boys” will be played and Miss
Marsh and Frank Curtis are to assist.
A runaway horse attached to a jigger struck
a wagon on Moulton street yesterday morning,
and the occupant, a small hoy, was thrown out
and

slightly injured.

There was a very interesting temperance
meeting at the Allen Mission last evening.
Earnest and effective speeches were made by
Dr. Kimball, Capt. J. B. Coyle, Mr. Clark and
others.

$More than GOOD persons are registered on the
Maine books at Philadelphia. This does not
of coarse include all the visitors from Maine,
bat only those who have visited the Maine
headquarters and registered their names.
By a new invention just placed in the house
o£ Washington Hook and Ladder No. 1, the
driver of the carriage opens the out#r door after he is seated on the truck, thus avoiding
accidents by their sudden opening by other
persons.

1876.

1875.

Loring’s Specific.

Wednesday

above

throughout the United States for the past three
months, 2,448 in number, show an increase
over those of the second quarter of the year,
equal to twenty-five per cent.
In order to show at a glance the relative figures, wo compile from the circular the failures
of each quarter of the year since the beginning
of 1875, at which date these quarterly state
ments were commenced:

Leighton.

&

the

Circular on

E. Russell & Co., is at hand.
It will create
surprise, and somo disappointment, to learn
from the figures which it contains, and which
we present below, that the mercantile failures

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Drunkard’s Career—Music Hall.
Pioneer’s Ball—City Hall.
One More Centennial Excursion.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Eureka Machine Twist.

Yickery

Quarterly

topic, from the Mercantile Agency of Messrs.

Advertinementfi To-Day.

ent recently, did not evince itself till two-th'rds
of the quarter had expired, and even then was
too restricted to influence those iu an embarrassed position.
The amount of liabilities, however, iuvolved
in the failures of the third
quarter of the year,
show a considerable decrease in
proportion to
the number of failures reported. The
average
amount of liabilities for each failure iu the last
quarter is $19,500, agaiust $24,300 in the pre-

ceding quarter, and against $30,600 in the corresponding quarter ot last year. Taking the
average of the whole seven quarters of the two
years thus far elapsed, the indebtedness iuvolved iu each failure of the past three months
is $5,000 less than for the quarter preceding.
Two inferences are drawn from this reduction
of the
proportionate liabilities—first, that

smaller traders have been yielding to the pressure of the times, and that a less number of
large concerns have failed; and second, that
the lines of credit have been restricted, and indebtedness reduced. Certainly it would appear
from these figures that less is lost iu bad debts
iu proportion to the number who succumb.

The comparison of the past nine months of
1876 with those of 1875 is not at all cheering, as
will be seen by the following:
Failures.
Liabilities.
...

V100,ZiZ,UUU

131,172,000

$25,100,"ooo

Increase. 1,716
Were it not that other circumstances point to
a more cheerful prospect, this revelation of a
portion of our most recent commercial history

might well be disheartening, But, notwithstanding these depressing figures, which it is
the duty of the Agency to make public, it does
not fail to discriminate in a very clear and able
manner between what is discouraging in their
statistics, and what are the indications of an
improved condition of trade. The following is
an extract:
“Allowing for the exaggeration with which
the first signs of a revival would naturally be
enlarged upon, it is undeniable that in several
of the great staples of business there is increased activity, with au improvement in values,
sufficient to encourage the hope of profit. Consequent upon these indications, there is everywhere apparent a decided increase in confidence, and this most essential element toward
the return of prosperity is very perceptibly
gaining ground. It remains to be seeu whether
the gain in confidence is justified by the extent
of the real and actual improvement in business,
or how much of the improved
feeling is to be
attributed to ‘the wish that is father to the

thought.’

As to the condition of the commercial comin relation to which the Agency may
be, by its position, presumed to be well posted,
the circular goes on to say:
“There is not only a good deal to show we are
nearer a prosperous condition, but there are
many proots that the lengthened depression has
not produced general exhaustion. The healthy
constitution of the commercial organization
remains unimpaired, and it can well afford to
wait for the fulfilment of the better promise
that now dawns. We have suffered, it is true,
but not organically; and therefore it may be
fairly hoped, that when the better times at last
arrive, the trade of the country will be found in
a healthy condition, with the additional advantage of many lessons from the period of adversity through which it has passed. The vast
majority of our merchants and manufacturers,
though they have suffered heayily, have sustained themselves in spite of the altered condition of bnsinoss, and the general stagnation of
trade. The power of resisting the continued
strain has been the hopeful feature of the past,
as it is now of the future, when there are
indications, be they ever so slight, of improvement.
Meanwhile, notwithstanding the reverses of those in trade, the great bulk of
producers in agricultural regions have prospered. This vast body, upon whose prosperity
must be based that of all others iu this country,
have been exceptionally favored. Good crops,
bringing good prices, cheap freights, reduced
cost of labor, and lower prices for all supplies,
have largely increased their purchasing power,
and placed them in a position comparatively
independent of the adverse circumstances prevailing in other classes.”
The circular concludes with a caution prudent merchants and bankets will not be slow
to appreciate:
“The improvement in business noticeable
within the past month may be regarded as the
first feeble intimation of this change. It would
be unsafe to rely, however, too implicitly on
the expectation that the hard times are nearly
over.
The ‘spurt’ in trade, whioh some term
tbe activity of September, is not likely to be
followed by a continuous revival throughout
the autumn and winter.
On the contrary,
there is handly a possibility that the immediate future can be fruitful of much advance.
The season of the year, the expenditure of the
masses traveling to and from the Centennial
Exposi tion, the circulation of money for the
movement of the crops, cheap transportation
and other circumstances, have been favorable
to an improved business thus far in the season,
notwithstanding the political excitement incidental to a Presidential year. These favoring
conditions will hardly prevail to tbe same extent throughout the current quarter.
It will
therefore not do to take the results of tbe past
thirty days as tbe harbinger of the next ninety.
Still, the conclusion is universal that the ‘tide
which leads on to fortune’ has turned, and that
tne future will witness a steady though gradual improvement in numerous business interests hitherto depressed and profitless.”
In Maine the failures during the last quarter
have been 35, against 38 the second quarter and

munity,

40 the first; total for the nine months 113 with
liabilities of $1,511,250, against 90 with liabilities of $904 in the first nine months of 1875.

Views.—The matinee
this afternoon will bring out a large audience
Centennial

at Music Hall to see the fine views of the Philadelphia exhibition There will he a large attendance of school children.
Mr. Maynard
has given Mr. Hunt, the School Superintendent, two hundred tickets to be distributed
among those scholars who are unable to pay
the small admission fee.
There was a crowded bouse last evening.
The views were brought out with great distinctness, especially those of the Bryant and
Mr. Maynard has yielded to a
Century vases.
generally expressed desire and will continue
his exhibition through next week.
To-morrow
evening he will give a temperance lecture at
Music Hall, illustrated by views taken from
“Ten Nights in a Bar-Iioom.” The allegories,
“No Cross No Crown” and others will also be
The lecture is highly spoken of
exhibited.
whevever it has been delivered.
Real Estate Xbansfebs.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:
tiorham—unit

oi lauuana

ouuumgs

rrom

Asa

Burnham to Lewis N. Burnham.
Gray—Lot of land from Eunice H. Low to
William H. Goff.
Lot of land from John Newbegin to Annie
E. Newbegin.
Scarborough Lot of land with buildings
thereou from Busbworth E. Prout to Daniel P.
—

Seavey.

Windham—Lot of land containing twenty
acres, with buildings thereon, from Mary Allen
to William Waterhouse.

Temperance Reform Club.—The Club
held a large and enthusiastic meeting last evening in Association Hall. Stirring and interesting speeches were made by Messrs. Smith,
Merry. Llewellyn, Facey, H. P. White, Dow
of Rockland, Vice President
Heghdon of Poland, Joseph and S. F. Pearson, after which
several signed the pledge. The Club will hold
a gospel temperance
meetiug at 10J a. m. and
their usual Sunday evening
meeting at 7£
o’clock in Association Hall.
■nvlted to attend.

All are

cordially

Base Ball.—The Dirigos of this
city played
the Emeralds of Biddeford on the Western
Promenade yesterday. The game was witness-

ed by a good crowd and the first of it was very
interesting. As was expected the Emeralds
were badly beaten, the score standing 32 to 10.
The Biddeford club could spend a little spare
time very profitably in practice.

New Music.—Collins & Buxton have just
published and have for sale a new and very
pretty polka, “The Fairy Dance,” by J. I'.

Armt & Navv Course.—Miss Anna Deasdill, tbe leading contralto of New York, has
been secured for the opening concert in this
course. This will be her first appearance in

Wheelwright. It is dedicated to Miss Louie
W. Ford, and promises to ho very popular.

this city, and our musical peop'e may expect to
hear one of the best singers in the country.

_

on

Monday evening next.

At the recent reunion of the sons and daughters of Maine, residing in Providence, Rev. M.
J. Talbot presided, and brief remarks were
made by Rev. H. M. Eaton, Rev. A. R. Bradbury, Messrs. Geo. W. Blair, Nelson Ware
and James O. Swan, Charles A. Wilson,
Esq.,
Rev. S, W, Field and others, as well as several

ladies.
Mr. O. A. Robinson ol this city, who has assisted at so many entertainments given in this
vicinity of late, is on a visit to Bath, and it is
a

few

select entertainthere. Our Bath

ments in that city while
friends who attend the entertainments may be
assured that they are to liavo a treat, for a liner
elocutionist, character impersonator and vocalist never visited that city.
Rev. J. W. Johnston, who has been pastor of
the Pine street M. E. church in this city for the

past three years, closes his labors in connection
with that society to-morrow, when he will deliver a farewell sermon before young men. Mr.
Johnston came to the city three years ago a
perfect stranger, aud he has not only endeared
himself to bis society, but has made many
warm friends
among our citizens in general.
He has been very successful as a pastor aud his
church has flourished under his ministry.
He
was chiefly instrumental in building the church
edifice erected the past season by the society.
He goes to his new charge at Boston Highlands
with the best wishes of a large circle of friends
in this city.
Portland Fraternity.
The annual public meeting of the Portland
Fraternity will be held at Congress Square
church to-morrow evening.
The regular business of the meeting will be to listen to the report of the managers, aud there will be brief
remarks by several citizens interested in the

good

work.
The choir of the church will
furnish music in their usual excellent style.

No contribution will ba taken;as the meeting
is only to inform those interested as to the
progress of the work and the prospects for the
that there will be a large
attendance of those who are willing to give encouragement to this most beneficient institution which is giving instruction to many who
future.

It is

hoped

ignorant,

must otherwise remain

and is

sur-

rounaing witn good mnuences tnose wno
might otherwise bo led into temptation of
wrong doing. It is a humane and useful mission and deserves the approval of citizens interested in the welfare of the community.
Tna Museum.—“The French Spy” will bo
the last time at the matinee to-day,
This evening “Oliver Twist” will be performed
with Miss Marsh in her striking impersonation

given for

“Nancy,”
impersonation which there is
a general desire to see once more.
As this is
Miss. Marsh’s last appearance, there ougl\t to
be a crowded house to bid her farewell.
of

an

Monday “Money and Misery” will be
brought out with the finest scenic and mechanical effects ever attempted at the Museum.
Streams of running water atd many other
On

illusory spectacles

are features of the play, and
it closes with a grand transformation scene of

great brilliancy.
Mountain Excubsions.—The cheap mountain excursions over the Ogdensburg are proving very popular and the trains have been
crowded the last two days.
To-day is the last
of the three, but it is quite likely that the officials will yield to the popular demand and continue them next week.
It is no wonder that
the trains are crowded when the price of tickets is taken into consideration.
Fob the Centennial.—Our readers living
the line of the Maine Central should not

on

forget the grand Centennial excursion which
starts Monday. The Maine Central train of
that day makes close connection with the
tRochester express train at Westbrook. Tbe
prices
route

are

is

a

as low as could be
very popular one.

wished and the

Only Five Minutes Intebview.—One of
the parties reported to have been engaged in a
prize fight near the workhouse on Wednesday,
desires to have it denied that there was
money in the matter. There was a five minutes “interview” with fists, but entirely of a
friendly character and without the least feel-

ing-

_

Abbest fob Labceny.—Officer Burnham
arrested a sailor yesterday who is supposed to
know something of a watch which was stolen
from a boarding house on Fore street. The
sailor says he never was in the house and
knows nothing about the watch.
Maas Temperance Convention.
Pursuant to a call signed by Hon. Henry
Tallman of Bath, and others, a very ligbtly attended state temperance meeting was held at
Meoniau Hall, Augusta, Thursday, to devise
means to induce Congress to prohibit the manufacture and sale of liquors. N. F. Woodbury
of Auburn called the meeting to order, and Mr.
Tallman was elected president, F, A. A. Heath
of Hallowell and Abbie K. Marden of Palermo

secretaries,
Mr.

briefly
The

Tallman on taking the chair,
of the objects of the meeting.

following

vice

presidents

were

spoke
chosen:

N. F. Woodbury of Auburn, Itev. Mr. LeLacheur of tiallowell, Mrs. Fitzgerald of Brunswick, and Mrs. JLjivermore of Gardiner.
At the request of the chairman, prayer was
then offered by the Rev. Dr. Adams of Wine-

low.
The following
committee on resolutions
raised by nomination from the floor:
Messrs. Woodbury of Auburn, LeLacheur of
Hallowell, and Mrs. Fitzgerald of Brunswick.
Mr. Woodbury of Auburn said that as the
meeting was for action, as well as talk, he
was

thought it necessary that a committee should
be appointed looking to the formation of a distinctive political party, and that a state com-

mittee is needed to carry out effectively the objects of the call. Mr. Tallman concurred.
In the afternoon Mr. Clark of Mechanic
Falls presided.
Messrs. Goodwin of Gardiner, Curtis of Corinna and Perkins of Palermo were appointed
on the committee to nominate electors for President and Vice'President.
Mr. Woodbury reported resolutions reaffirming the platform adopted by the national prohibition party, including woman suffrage, &c.,
committing to a district temperance party, the
support of the prohibition candidates for President and Vice President.
Mr. G. H. Mathews of Waterville objected to
Rev. Mr.
forming a new temperance party.
Park of Gardener said he signed the call for the
meeting on the afllrmationjthat it was for the
object indicated, but now he learned that it
was to form a new party.
Mr. Fitzgerald also
objected to turning the meeting into something different from the object set forth in the
call. Mr. Woodbury said the gentlemen who
got up the meeting were absent.
Mr. J. P. Curtis of Corinna said that if
measures were taken for the formation of a
third party, it would not meet the approval of
the temperance men and women of the state.
He declined serving on the nominating committee for electors for President and Vice President. Mr. Levi Goodwin also declined that

position.

Mr. Levi Goodwin of

Gardiner believed in
non-sectarian, non-religious effort and operations in the cause of temperance. He would
form no third party; when the temperance
men and women arrive at a high point in the
reformatory work, the party will be formed of
itself and without any arbitrary action. Mr.
Goodwin took tho stand a^J spoke further for
peace and harmony.
Mr. Mathews said he came as a delegate
“um

m

aiuvinr,

uut

ui'

vvuuiu

uaia

tu

home with such a record as we had made here.
He thought, on the whole, the meeting better
adjourn and the members go home determined
to let politics alone in their temperance work.
Mr. S. W. Woodbury of Auburn assured the
meeting that they might as well make up their
minds that they would never get good temperance legislation from either party.
If we don’t
do something besides talk, we will never gain
any advance. He would have moral suasion
for the rum drinker, and legal suasion for the
rumseller. We cannot make a temperance
party out of either party. If gentlemen did not
endorse the resolutions, let them submit a plan
of operations.
Mr, Mathews said we had legislation enough
if we only enforce it. Ho though that this action was ill-advised.
A vote was taken on tho resolutions, and
they were laid on the table unanimously.
Kev. Mr. Park then offered the following resolution, which was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That all friends of temperance
throughout tbe country be invi.ed and requested by conventions aud petitions to bring such
influences to bear upon Congress as shall lead
at tbe earliest possible date to the abolition of
tho manufacture and traffic in ardent spirits by
our national government.
After a few additional remarks the meeting

adjourned.
A correspondent of the/,New York Observer
defends the course of tbe president and trustees of Johns Hopkins University in not preceding Prof. Huxley’s introductory address with
prayer, on tbe ground that the address was in
the nature of an
opening lecture in the University course, and that “to devout Christians of
every connection it does not seem lilting to introduce an ordinary leoture with religious ser-

vices.”

Religions Notes

News.
The pastors of Biddeford and Saco havo organizen a pastors’ conference.
The semi-annual conference of Congregational churches of Washington county was
held at Robbinston Oct. 3 and 4.
Rev. Mr. Osgood has tendered his resigna-

A grand ova-

tion awaits him.
lu the Supreme Judicial Court yesterday, on
motion of Hon. Nathan Cleaves, Charles M.
Perry was admitted to the bar as an attorney
and counsellor at law.

thought he may give

No.
Liabilties.
No. Liabilities.
First quarter ....1,382 $13,173,001) 2,806 $64,044,000
Second quarter 1,581
43,771.000
33,667,000 1,744
Third quarter...1,771
54,328,000 2,450
47,857,100
Fourth quarter.2,405
70,888,000
It was hoped that the failures in the third
quarter of the present year, just closed, would
show a reduction corresponding with that indicated in the second quarter, but this was perhaps too much to expect. The improvement
in business, which has been so generally appar-

The

Personal.
MiBS Belle Bailey takes Miss Ulmer’s place
at the Museum.
Mr. Blaine speaks at Cooper’s Institute, New

and

tion of the pastorate of the Congregational
church in Ellsworth.
The Y. M. C. A. of Brownfield numbers
about 40 members and good results are hoped
for from its winter’s labors.
Mr. C. H. Taintor, the well known temperance reformer,is now studying at Bangor Theological School for tho ministry.
Rev. J. A. Steadman closed his labors with
the First Baptist church in Hancock, October
1st.
Rev. E. A. Van Kleeck of Dover, has so far
recovered from his illness as to be able to rehis pastoral duties.
Bishop Healy, on Sunday, confirmed one
hundred and twenty children at the church in

sume

Topshaw.
Rev. Georgo N. Harden of Farmington, has
returned from his tour in Europe in greatly
improved health.
At Farmington Falls three persons wore received

into

tho

Metliedist chnroh last

Sun-

day.
The Baptist Society at Presque Isle has extended a call to the Rev. Mr. Norris of Piscataquis, and it has been accepted.
The Lutherans are talking about celebrating

“Reformation Day,” October 31st,

on

the Cen-

tennial grounds,

Philip Phillips,

the singing pilgrim, is at
present giving a series r.f one hundred services
in various parts of the United Kingdom.
Rev. Mr. Waterhouse, pastor of the M. E.
church in Monmouth, bautized two persons on

Sunday,

Oct 8th.

He is holding a series of
eveniog meetings with success.
Rev H. M. Sawtelle, by request, has withdrawn his resignation of the pastorate of the
Baptist church in Waterboro, and will continue
bis work there.
The Warren avenuo Baptist ebureb, in Boston, of which the Rev. George F. Pentecost is
pastor, has been arraigned by the proper ecclesiastical authorities for its principles and practice of open communion.
The Piscataquis conference met at Abbott on
Tuesday and closed Thursday. Tuesday afternoon the new church was dedicated with a sermon by Rev. Smith Baker of Lowell.
The
evening was given up to a discussion of church
work.
Oa Sunday Oct. 1st, Rev. Dr. B. F* Shaw
baptized seven candidates at Fairfield, four of
them meD, and two of them with their wives.
Five others have been accepted by the church,
and will be baptized, it is hoped, in a few
There are more than 500,000 colored members
of the Baptist churches in the United States,of
whom 100,000 are in Virginia. Seven institutions to educate colored Baptist ministers have
been established, mostly sustained by the
American Baptist Mission Association.
The Kennebec County Sabbath School Association will hold its eighth annual session in
the Methodist church at Vas3alboro’, Getchell's

Corner, commencing Tuesday, Oct. 17th, at 1
o’clock p. m., and continuing through Wednes-

day.
Sunday
designed

and

Monday, October 22 and 23, are
days of prayer for Sunday schools

as

throughout the world. Sabbath Sermons are
recommended, in addition to the usual exercises, as well as a meeting on Monday evening
for the delivery of addresses, etc.
The London Post says that the second great
will be held at Lambeth
in the autumn of 1877, and that there is every
reason to believe it will be attended by a very

Pan-Anglican Synod

large majority of the bishops who are in communion with the English Church.
The Bev. E. H. Myers, of the Methodist
church, and Avson and McFarland, of the
Presbyterian churcb, were absent from home
when the pestilence broke out in Savannah.
WJth a noble Christian courage they hastened
home to administer to the sick and dying.

Meyers is d ead and McFarland has had the
fever.
Bev. Dr. Butler, having closed his labors
with the Second Baptist church of Bangor, entered upon his new associational work on Sat-

urday, Sept. 30th, preaching at South Winn.
Ou Sunday he baptized two at Lincoln Centre,
preached three times and attended a funeral.
During the week meetings at South Winn
were continued, and an interesting work is in

progress.
Several evangelists are arranging to travel
through the country this winter, besides Moody
and Sankey. Like them, they will go in twos.
Messrs. Whittle and Bliss are already widely
known. George C. Needham, the Irish evangelist, and George C. Stebbins of Boston, are
to make one party, and Harry Morehouse, au
English evangelist, and William Johnson of
Philadelphia, another. The chief of operations
will be the West and Northwest.
Zion’s Herald says of Maine M. E. churches:
The recent quarterly meetings were seasons of
encouragement to the churches at Bangor. At
the First church an encouraging number received baptism and joined in full fellowship.
At Brownville, Bev. C. A Southard, pastor,
ten persons were receutly baptised and eleven
joined the church, making a total of thirtytwo received into lull fellowship within six
months. At other points of the charge the
work is also prosperous.
A

i.i pnf v

nunwiiiT

——

It was an event that the friends of the school
had looked forward to with great pleasure, and
rnarKed the completion of the 70th year since
the academy was opened.
Alter the settlement of the towD the citizens moved for a
church and an academy at the same time.
One building was erected, which partitioned
from floor to roof gave an audieuce room for
the Baptist society and a school room for the
academy. This joint occupation continued for
years, till the church and the school each obtained fine buildings for separate use.
The
school has educated many men who have attained prominence in after life.

STATENEWS
ANDROSCOGGIN

tary influence it might exert on the conduct of
those who attend fairs, to have the following
report presented by A. J. Morrell, chairman of
the committee on butter and cheese printed:
Of butter, two specimens were presented; one
by Mrs. Annie L. Morrell, and one by Mrs.
H. C. Leavitt, and after mature deliberation
the first premium was awarded to Mrs. Annie
L

Morrell,

and the second to Mrs. H. C. Lea-

vitt.
Of cheese, one sample presented by Mrs.
Ella L Morrell, carried off the first prize, for
the want of competition.

And, further, we as a committee feel it our
duty to express our deep regret and mortification, when the town of Windham, noted for
the skill of its many excellent dairymen, can
present but two specimens of butter for a show
that is generally conceded to be equal, and in

respects superior to the county fair. It
is far from satisfactory to us as citizens to hear
strangers speak in high terms of every part of
our show except the dairy department, which
they consider inferior to any show of the kind
they ever attended. The causes which have
produced this result are knowu to us as a committee, and also to those geuerous ladies who
have in the past contributed their products in
this line to make up the excellent shows for
which the town of Windham has been remarkable, but to those ignorant and impudent
specimens of humanity who have been in the
habit of constituting themselves a committee
and mutilating the samples bevond description, it is no doubt a mystery why the contributions in this department have been so very
meagre on this occasion. The samples of butter heretofoic presented have been many and
have constituted a marked feature of our fair,but
the shameful and even contemptible treatment
contributors have received by having their
splendid specimens so mutilated by knives and
dirty fingers as to be almost unrecognizable and
nearly worthless, has caused the withdrawal
which to us is so painfully apparent.
What
dairywomau we ask would not be disgusted with
the spectacle, and inwardly promise herself that
she would keep her butter in the future where
it would be (spared such ruthless desecration?
We would not by any means refuse to the public the privilege of feasting their eyes or olfactories on what has been presented in this department on previous occasions, but we do
think there should be decency enough in lookers on, to not abuso those who exhibit for our
common interest.
And now in conclusion let us hope that hereafter when we have another exhibition of this
kind that the ladies of this town will bring in
their contributions as liberally as in the
past;
and we will also hope that these contributions
will be returned to them in the same perfect
state as when placed on the exhibition table;
and also hoping we may be spared the pain of
witnessing the doings of those destructives who
have so annoyed the gentle dames of our goodly
town, till they, iu seif defense, have nearly all
withheld that which has been the flower of our
some

son.

Chas. KOGERg,

J

)

SOMERSET COUNTY.

There has been picked the present season
from the Reynolds cranberry meadow, in
Burnham, about 500 bushels of cranberries, the
largest yield for fifty years.

Carlton Kimball offers to the ladies great
merino underwear. Don’t fail
to read his advertisement.

inducements in

I have just closed out a job lot of nice unbleached Damask, slightly soiled, which X propose to sell at retail for less than the cost of
W. F. Stcdley,
importation.
ocl4S&M2c
Under Falmouth Hotel.

Sleep My JLitile ftarliag.
The latest popular song. Sent post paid on
receipt ol 35 cents by addressing the publishers,
Collies & Buxton, Portland, Me.
ocDeodlw
Go to

Navy blue and seal brown serges and diagonals, 27 inches wide, for 25 cents, Goods that
were sold at wholesale for 42 cents the first of
W. F. Stcdley,
jhe season.
Under Falmouth Hotel.

Hebron Reunion.
The unpleasant weather of last week mate"
rially interferred with the plans of those interested in Hebron Academy, yet the attendance was

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at
salesroom,
35 Exchange street, this morning at 10
o’clock,
a large lot of new and second hand furniture
&c.
carpets, stoves,
Remnants of all kinds of all wool flannels
at two-thirds price of the regular goods, and
warranted all perfect.
W. F. Stcdley,

ocl4S&M2t

Under Falmouth

Hotel.

Are you troubled with garments ripping?
Use the Eoreka Machine Twist, and yon
will have one trouble less. Try it and you will
use no

other.

by

Bonney of Portland, a student of twenty
years ago; Rev. Sumner Estes, who was a student twenty years ago. He related his
struggles in obtaining an
as an encour-

the evening there

was a

concert and

sociable.

—

BETWEEN OAK & CASCO STS.
oct4

tdf

FACTS ARE STUBBORN THUS!
IS

WHAT

IN

CONTAINS.

20 Sheets of Paper.
1 Fabers Lead Pencil,
1 Slate Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
1 Pen Holder,
1 Rubber Eraser,
1 40-Page Account Book, 1 Child’s Illustrated Book
20 Envelopes, (white and bufl), good quality.
OK NTH
WANTED
Sample package,
wholesale price list and outfit sent by mail on
of
25
cents.
receipt
Large discounts to agents.
CENTENNIAL STATIONERY CO.,
Nobth Haven. Oonn.
Please mention this paper in writing. octl4d4wt

the DIAMOND PECTORAL
for
and
Bronchial
Cough, Colds
affection.
Try the AMERICAN VEGETABLE HEALTH PILLS lor a Mild

Physic.
Try the AERATED OXVGEN lor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases,
For
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
sale at ROOM 3. Cahoon Block,
383 Congress Street,
Wanted.
intelligent man to travel in the counWholesale Grocery House.
Must
experience. Address BUSINESS, Box 1052
octl4dlw
giving real name.

—

COMPANIES

a

at
FOB
oct!4

9

or

eod2w*

For Sale.

following Statement of two Policies, on tho
person, taken ont at the same time, for the
same sam;
one with the
OLD MCTCAE
LIFE, the other with the NEIV YORK
LIFE
COMPANY
(the so-called DISTRICT SOCIETY.)
The

same

GOOD House:

A
City Hall.
oct!4d2w

Blankets
value.
octl3-d3t

Age 98.

$10,000

Amount

Amount

2, 3 and 4 Button

$10,000 (Life Plan )

Cash Dividend, January 1..,.

KID GLOVES,

91.76

Per Cent, of Dividend, 11.
Ratio of Expenses in 1873,9 9-10.
tentage.

The Latest and
—

Most Reliable Returns

_

only

22

The “Forest Tar” preparations
upon the tar for cures.

rely entirely
ocl4dlw

Nice California crib blankets only $1.75 at
W. F. Studley’s.
ocl4S&M2t

LADiES.Cloaks at low prices.
octl3-d3t

Leach,

_184

Middle S.

Self Knowledge.—While we do not hold
that “every man should be his own doctor,” we
are free to maintain that the ignorance of a
majority of men and women upon matters
most vitally important to their physical organization is lamentable. If the standard works
ot the Peabody Medical Institute, Boston, could
be placed in the hands of all, both old and
young, the field of quackery would be greatly
diminished and the destructiveness of our most
insidions and wasting diseases greatly lessened.
By reference to our advertising columns, it will
be fonnd that the titles of these works are “The
Science of Life, or Self Preservation,” “Sexual
Physiology of Woman and Her Diseases,” and
“Diseases of the Nerves and Nervous Maladies,”
the value of which is proven by the fact that a
beautiful and costly Qold Medal has just been
presented the anthor by the National Medical
Association.

$1.00

the Hatter,

Merry,
in

Call and

great variety

and your

among which are the

celebrated

them.

makes

BLANKETS

HORSE

at

Prior

old Silk Hat in exchange, will
the latest Dunlap Style of
Silk Hats, at

M

U W

W **VhV«

FITZGERALD
Proposes

to give his Customers, the People,

or

Sore

GARIBALDI,

and for Piles.

Cuts,

the Toilet and Bath.

Inhaling forCatarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druyglete.

Home from the Centennial

trom 45 cts.

has

returned from the Centennial, and is now ready
to wait on his friends and customers with

New Goods and New Styles
—

FOB

Heavy

Ladies’

Heavy Merino

Ladies’ Heavy Cashmere Drawers

from 35 cts. upwards.

Boy’s

Extra Heavy Scotch Lambs Wool Whirls
aud Drawers, all sizes, prices $'J.40
to

93.50

each.

Scarlet Shirts and Drawers, a first-rale
particle, at 9*>00 each for all sizes.

OWEN & MOORE,
Congress St., Cor. Brown.

octl4

DOHA

HA IMA !

Children’s New Britain

trom 15 cts.

These Goods

rupt Stock,
Eld,

from

are

are warranted

include

and

Bank-

a

many

Ladies’ Knit Jacaets

L NELSON & CO.,
444

495 CONGRESS

&

from 38 cts. upwards.
50 doz. Canada Knit Hose
tor 50 cts. per pair.
Best Quality Ball Yam,
all colors, 15 cts. ball.

Silk Tassels,
Best

UNDER

U.

S.

HOTEL.
d3t

Bustles in tine

Wamsutta. 87 cts & $1.15 eacli.

English

d3w

For Comfort, Elegance and Durability,

Splendid Line

CO.,)

J. C. Reuuctt & Barnard’s superior grade
of

Ladies’ Fine
The French Last

Shoes, Ten Widths.
a

jy7dtt

ii

—

OF

/ns

UU1

All

DAVIS,

5 cts

October
cures the very worst cases, no
severe or
standing.
there be a human
on the

tlic finest and
matter

ir• a

m

1VIU

VX1UVCS)

largest

assortment

ill*

r

rmssfl

a

Association will he held
THERelief
Oct.
TUESDAY

EVENING,

at Odd Fellows’
17, at 7J o’clock.

JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.
Attest:
octlld3t

SITUATIONj at Seamstress by the day
week. Inquire at 19 WASHINGTON ST.

A
0Ctl4

d3t*

J. H.

the Novelties
Season.

ol'

Fitzgerald,

Portland,

the

I invite my friends and the
Ladies in general to call and
examine the Goods, whether buy*

ing

or

not.

Buying all

FOR
I

my Goods

CASH,

able to secure Bargains,
nnd sell at lowest prices.

am

Respectfully,

T. Lobenstein,
NO. 4, Beering Block.
d2w
octl3

or

Mo.

sep3Q’dtf
SPECIAL

STEAMER MAGNET,
CapL Curtis, will leave end ot
Commerriftl
Wharf,
Monday,

Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 3 p. m. Returning, leave Harps well Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. m.—-will touch at
Long, Little and Great Chebeague and Bailey's
Island each way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN.

Hall.

all

spool.

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.,

GOODS,

HARPSWELL^

«»■■■"
■

14th,

a

Space will not admit of further quotations. We expected to move to our new
store on the tlrst of October; this we
Hud is imuo-sible. We had part or our
goods packed; we were compelled to unpack them, and the re.uit was, our angry passions rose. We decided io sell, if
possible, the entire stock at almost the
cost, and for a short season do MUSIWhere the fuu comes
NESS FOB FUN.
in, “Meponent sayeth not.”
Yours very repeclfiilly,

IMPORTED, ALSO DOMESTIC
and

doz.

Spool Silks,

long

If
face of
being
the earth suffering from either of these
we
do
assure
him
distressing complaints
that in EORINtt’S SPECIFIC he wilt
sorely find relief.
Sold at wholesale by PERKINS & CO., PHILLIPS
A Co., Portland, W. E. MANN, Bangor.
wtf39
ocl4eod2w

a

aa

for 75 els.

—

I will open next Saturday,

ft

paper

ipi.UV

all colors, (or § cis.

WAITED.

NO. 1 JELM STREET

a

Buttons,

Trimming Buttons,

Opening

specialty. Sold by

PKEBLEDAVIS,1’ } LEAVITT &

ot

17 to 35 cts.

STREET,

I. O. O. F.
mouthly meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual

BUY

Stuck,

Needles

4 cts.

Just above the Preble House.

how

piece.

variety,

from 30 cts. upwards
Unlaundried Gents’ Shirts,

Best

Notice.

Corner of Croaa Street.

all colors, Sets. cacb.

Quality Dress Braid,
6 cts. a

Kimball,
NELSON

upwards.

all colors, 3 cts. per yard.

Congress St.,

These goods were bought low for cash which
enables me to offer them at the above prices.

TO

trom 35 cts,

Silk Lacing Cords,

ocl3

(SUCCESSOR

trom 15 cts. to 50.

Button.

:

pair.

Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose

choice Party Shades in 3 and 4

■old !aat year far 80 ceau.

Carleton

lO cts. per

real
very

upwards.

Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose,

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hose

year far 03 cent*.

$2.25.

Suits,

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose

40 doz Ladles’ Tests and Pants at 50 cts,

40 doz Ladles’ Tests and Pants in White
and Scarlet, splendid goods, from $1.00

Pants,

87 cts. and $1.00 per suit.

dtf

Merino Underwear.

to

Mixed Vests and

all sizes, 38 cts.

full line of the Celebrated
Norfolk and New Brunswick Coods.
These are full finished and the
most serviceable goods
for the price in
the market.

flNIlE County Commissioners will receive sealed
X proposals for building sidewalk on Portland
Bridge, until WEDNESDAY, Oct, 18th, at S o’clock
p. in., reserving the right to reject any and all proposals not deemed in the interest of the County.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the office of
E. C. JOKDAN, Givil Engineer, 18t Middle Street.
WILLIAM SMALL, ) County Commissioners
for
SAMUEL DINGLEY, }
SOLOMON STUART, ) Cumberland County.
oct!4d4t

sept30

Cashmere Under-

Heavy

a

ON THE MOST REASONABLE TERMS.

Merchant Tailor, 244 Middle St„

Drawers

Children’s Merino Vests

—A.ND—

9**5.

We also have

Garments of all Kind & Qualities,

W. C. BECKETT,

for(35 cts. each.
Merino Vests

Ladies’

from 35 cts. upwards.

offered.
25 dozen heavy goetland mixed Shirla
and Drawers at
75 cento each,
which we considered cheap at
91*00 last year.
25 dozen heavy Blue Bibbed Shirls and
Drawers at 91 OO, usually sold for

oct!4*d&wtf

—

upwards.

tor 87 els, each.

FOR

W. C. BECKETT

cts. each.

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers

Burns,

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

Corsets
(orJ 87

tor 87 cts. each.

the Breath.

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers,

or

Foy’s

Ladies’ Heavy Meriuo Vests

Ladies’
vests

SEAMLESS

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and

Purifying

ASTONISHED, AND

BE

for 50 els. each.

Tar

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

that prices

here quoted are ruinous,
and if
continued must
terminate in Bankruptcy.

tor 50 cts. each.

Tar,

or

full and
large proporarc

a

tion of the goods having
been
purchased within
This fine
Sixty days.
Stock amounting to at least
fifteen thousand dollars
will be thrown on the
market for the next three
weeks at a SLIGHT ADAll
VANCE ON COST.
and
intelligent People
Dealers
Candid
must

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Solution,
Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Forest Tar Salve,
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,

BENEFIT.

PERIDOT,

■

WM*

Moving

to

lor 35 cts. each.

We invite special attention of the gentlemen to
our fall stock of Underwear which is now complete
and includes some of the best bargains we have ever

dlyeom

Forest

fbe usual sizes, deliverable at Company’s Coal
Docks at Newburgh, during the month ot Noverber,
1876.
GEO. A. HOYT,
octl4d2t
Vice President.

the Lowest Prices.

fl-fint’s TTnrlevwpar I

Samnle bottles 10 cent9.

sep20

100,000 Tons Pittston Coal
of

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

THE HATTER,
MERRY’S,
octl4dtf

A

and trv it.

11 o’clock A. M.

of

secure

W «.*i W

Auctioneers, at Exchange Salesrooms,
Trinity Building, 111 Broadway, New
FRIDAY, the20th day of October, inst at

Madame

NOB BY HATS
see

on

Fine W. Bone Corsets

40 doz Ladies’ TestsandPants 62 1*2 cts,

few years ago “August Flower” was discovered
to be a certain cure for Dyspepsia and Liver complaint, a lew thin Dyspeptics made known to their
friends bow easily and quickly they bad been cured
by its use. The great merits of Gbeen’s August
Floweb became heralded through the country by
one sufferer to another, until without advertising,
its sale has become immense. Druggists in EVERY
TOWN in the United States are selling it. No person suffering with Soar Stomach, Sick Headache,
Costiveness, palpitation of the Heart, Indigestion
low spirits, etc., can take three dosas without relief
Go to your Druggist and get a bottle for 75 cents

WILL

& Co.,
Bascmeut of

York,

WONDER.

Pair,

a

St., Sjgn of the Gold Hat,

■•Id la«t

HERDER WILL OUT.

The Pennsylvania Coal Company
sell at Public Auction, by John H. Draper

READ,

_

New vigor.and renewed energy can be obtained by those suffering from the pangs of
Bright’s Disease,kidney and bladder affections,
female irregularities. &c., if they will partake
of DIi. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY NEPHRETICUM. An effectnal cure will be the result if
it is given a fair trial.
june27eodawlw
11—2G-41

our Rooms, No. 18 Exchange
on TUESDAY, Oct. 17th, at.10 a. ra.,
elegant lot ot Choice Furniture, Parlor
Ac.
Sets, Chamber Sets,
HARFORD A DOW,,Auctioneers,
octHd3c

large

—

ways be lound with

S&M2t

Childrens undervests anddrawets
cts. at Lieacb’s, 184 Middle street,

AT

safe, sure and economical investment4may al

a

_

ocl4

Blacks and Colors

Operas, Whites,

Mutual Life.$40.30
19
oclldislw

d3t

acknowledge

Per-

Dlridends.
DiOerencc in favor ol the

CO., Auctioneer*.

WE Street,
and

a

complete,

1000 PAIRS

Per Cent, of Dividend, 30.

Age 98.

months

18

Matanzas.

AUCTION.

AT

in nice order; near
GEO. A. WHITNEY,
No. 46 Exchange Street.

03 96

NEW YOBK LIFE.

M., Copper

will sell at

seven rooms:

Preminm.$914.80

Knlio of Expenses in 1873, 7 9-10.

12

we

The lines

(Life Plan )

Cash Dividend, January 1....

slightly imperfect at two-thirds
Leach, 184 Middle street.

Extra large size Damask Towels for 25o at
W. F. Studley’s, under Falmouth Hotel.

Oct.

by

TUESDAY.
17th, at
M., at Merchants*
shall sell l-16tli ot tho
ON Exchange,
Portland,
is

Bark Rachel; 405 tons N.
old. and is now loading tor
Terms of Sale Cash.
ft?. O. BAIlyKV 4k
octl4

A

MUTUAL LIFE OF NEW YOBK.

German woven Corsets at Studley’s for 58
cents, marked down from 75 cents.

S&M2t

l-16th Bark Rachel
Auction.

JUDGE TE WHICH IS BEST !

and Travelling Caps, &c., just received.

_

ON

3 gentlemenKlarg efrone room*)
31 KL.R MTBKET.

!

237 Middle

ocl4

AT AUCTION.
SATURDAY.Oct. 14th, at ten o’clock a. m., at
salesroom 35 Exchange St, we shall sell new
and second-hand furniture, chamber sets, stoves,
mattrasses, crockery ware, kitchen furniture, carpets, &c.
ft?. O. B AI Is EC V 4k CO., Auctioneer*.
oc!3(12t

Board.

LIFE INSURANCE

1876._oct6d8t

octulit!

A
active
lor
AN try
have

—

IT

A

Congress Street,

THERE

The grandest offer ever made, it can’t bo
beat I Try it and be convinced.
SEE

Vickery & Leighton, Middle street, will
show this day the nicest lot of ladies’ garments
the market affords.

education,

agement to students present to persevere. Rev.
A. C. Herrick, a
student,and also for ten years
principal of the academy, made a speeob,
weaving in many incidents in the history of
the institution, as well as some of the ticcurences while he was connected with school.
In

537

for

A nice all wool grey dress goods at Studley’s
for 25 cents' These are a lot of goods bought
under price, and have never been retailed for
less than 37$ cents.
ocl4S&M2t

very fair. On Thursday, the school
well filled with vis iting friends.

“True Education.”
At the close the people
adjourned to the academy, where a bountiful
dinner had been set by the generous
people of
Hebron. The numbers required the
sitting of
two tables; and this made it
necessary to adjourn to the church for the usual afteruoon exercises. Here speeches were made
Percival

AT

Preminm.$914.80

rooms were

In the evening there was a sermon
by Rev. A.
C. Herrick, of Freeport. Friday
morning there
was a large audience at the
Baptist church,
where Rev. Dr. Robbins of Colby
University,
delivered an eloquent oration.
His theme was

GOODS

Centennial Stationery Package.

One case more extra heavy for
50 cents each.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

It is estimated that three thousand barrels of
small herring have been spread on the land in
Lubec this season. Over one thousand barrels
have been used for manuring purposes at South
Lubec, some farms having had two hundred
barrels. The price is 25 cents a barrel. Two
weirs near West Qaoddy Head took about
four hundred barrels of them in one tide Inst
week.

DRY

CLOAKiNGS

Merino Vests.

the County of Cumberland, I
shall sell at public sale, on the premises, on SATURDAY, tho fourteenth .lay of October, A. D. 187B, at
ten o'clock in the forenoon, the following described
real estate of Thomas Gill, late of Portland In said
Comity, deceased, for the paymeut ot his debts aud
incidental charges of sale.
Said real estate consists or a Dwelling House,
Store and Lot, situated on the westerly side of
Center Street, iu said Portland, aud numbered
eight on said street, being the homestead of said
Thomas Gill, in his lifetimo.
BKtAN E McDonough, Adtn’r.
F. O. BAILEY A UO., Auctioneer..
for

Portland, Sept. 12th,

Call and aecnre some of the Bargains.
oc!4(131

prices.

a

cense

FURNITURE, &c.,

—

in all the latest styles at very low

Administrator’s Sale.
hereby given, that by virtue of liNOTICE Ufrom
the Hon. Nathau Cleaves, Judge
of Probate in an<l

hii entire Slock of

COST !
AND

WALDO COUNTY.

ocl4S&M2t

CLOSING OUT

—

goods.

In ono year there was manufactured in the
town of Pittsfield about 3000 bedsteads, $12,000:
275,000 fruit box shooks, $60,500; 15,000 barrel
shooks, $6,720 : 2000 barrels, $000 ; 3,000,000
shingles, $8,250; 1,000.000 boards, $120,000;
400 cords of wood, $1,600; amounting to $210,000.

Street,

—IS—

with velvets to match.
Lnstings
in all shades cat bias.

Company of Oxford are running on extra time, until ten o’clock at night
They are also putting in several new looms in
order to meet the great demand for their
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A young man named George
McLaughlin,
aged 22 years, met with an accident in Greenfield, on Monday, that resulted fatally. He
was at work in the woods when a tree fell suddenly, striking him and breaking his neck. He
was a stranger in that section.
He came from
the Provinces, and it is thought that bis home
was in Erederickton.

Middle

DRESS GOODS

OXFORD COUNTY.

or

The

222

& Co.

have just received from New York
and Boston markets some very
choice

The Robinson

or

A. J. Morrell, )
Wm. Varney,
Committee.

P. M, FROST,

Tukesbury

AUCTION SALE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

COUNTY

The Auburn factories are still busy, showing
a shipment of 1766 cases the
past week, to 1503
cases lor the preceding week.
The receipts of
leather have been quite heavy—124,000 pounds
to 71,178 for the previous week.
Hay is plenty at $14 to $15 a ton in Lewiston.
Bates College students get board in clubs for
$2 75 a week.
A Joseph has arisen in Lewiston. E. H.
Johnson testifies before the police court of that
city that 3 young woman enticed him to her
room on pretense of buying a stove, then locked
the door and made an assault ou his chastity.
He resisted her and she called a man who gave
him a terrible beating. She says that Johnson
attempted to violate her person, and that her
outcries brought the man who whipped John-

nr.tl

Windham Fair.
At a meeting of the Windham Agricultural
and Horticultural Society, held on the evening
of the 7th insf., to hear the reports of the committees on the different departments of their
late fair, it was voted, in view of the salu-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

TO

NOTICK.

SHIPPERS~OF

FREIGHT.

freight destined to points reached by tho fellowing Fast Freight Linos, viz: Red, White,
Blue, Canaua,*Soutliern, International, Hoosac Tunnel and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by

ALL

Boston & Maine Railroad. For through rates and
R- A. McCLUTCHY,
bills lading apply to
Agt. Fast Fret. Lines at B. »£ M. K. R., Portland.
dtf
aug24

HORSES TO BOARD.
can be
new

three

more

horses accommodated

Clark Street,
at the
boarding stable
THKRE
to suit the times. Also any gentleman
on

prices

at

having

colt he wishes bitted and broken, can get the best
of reference.
This is the most pleasant stable in the
city, each
horse having a window to get good air and light.
Please call.
JOHN RYAN,
a

octll

isdlw*

THE

CUCUMBER

PREMIUM

WOOD PUMP !

The best and cheapest out door pump in tho
market. Liberal discount to ti e trade. Send lor a
circular.

KENDALL &
augll

WHITNEY,

Agent*, Portland, Vie.

dtf

POETRY.

in Europe. This appearance of
youth was but another charm; alhad only reached the twentyshe
though
third year of her age. She took much interest in my copy of Correggio, and gave me an
order for a copy of the “Madonna della
Scalla,” at Parma, to be done at my leisure.
So we were on friendly terms at once.
All this followed our first breakfast in the
pavilion, through the month which succeeded
Lady Diana’s departure. Perhaps I owed
something to the friendship which immediately sprang up between me and the young
duke, the heir to so many possibilities. As
he is a very great personage now, I hesitate to
remember that he was a bullet-headed little
hoy, not at all like his beautiful mother, and
quite full of the dispositions of a spoiled child;

tiful

the Lake of Como, and to see again the Villa Lucca. But at Caddenabia I heard that
the Villa Lucca 'was let to a Itussian Princess, who did not allow strongers to intrude,
so I went to the Villa Carlotta, which so
so much resembled it in position, and in the
arrangement ot the grounds, that I couid
almost rehabilitate old memories, and see
again the fair shapes who had peopled for
me the most romautic and poetical of garden solitudes.
As I was looking at the “Cupid and

women

extreme

Our Autumns.
We, too, have autumns, when our leaves
Drop loosely through the dampened air
When all our good seems bound in sheaves
And we stand reaped and bare.
Our

seasons have no
our will
nocn our sudden

Without

At
Ere sunset all is
But

each day

fixed returns.

they

come and go;
summer buru^

snow.

brings less summer cheer,

Crimps more our Inettectua! spring;
And Bomethmg earlier every year
Our singing birds take wing.
—Lowell.

LFrom Appleton’s Journal.]

hut he liked

An Artist’s Adventure.
BY

M. E.

W. S.

[CONCLUDED. J
I kissed the white hand she held out to me.
I kissed it, perhaps, two or three times.
“It has been an episode in my life which I
shall never forget, Mr. ThorutoD,” said she,

kindly.

“It has been the romance of my life, lady
Diana,” said I, firmly; for it was pleasant to
let her know, now that we were to part,
probably forever, how entirely I had worshipped her.
The beautiful hand was withdrawn; the
lofty, noble head gave me a salutation; the
delicate, red lips gave me a parting smile;
and as suddenly as she had come into my life
Lady Diana Estcourt went out of it.
Yes, went out of it forever.
The Villa Lucca resumed its quiet, aud I
returned to my Correggio.
The Madonna
looked at me reproachfully. I had neglected
her; and, as I tried to catch the suhie charm
which Correggio has infused into all his women, I failed. I thought of a pair of great,
blue eyes, of heavy, chestnut, wavy hair, of
lilies and roses, and of that spirited turn of
the head—iu fact, I dreamed of Lady Diana,
and she spoiled my work.
1 went of! and pulled on the lake.
I even

besought old Luigi, the steward, to let me
prune his trees; 1 tried various minor indus-

tries known to artists, in order to recover my
tone.
Nature treated me kindly, and the

long wilderness of garden offered me an unending opportunity for work. I was a very
successful pruner, so Luigi thought, and I did
good service to the plum-trees. I rose early,
and worked late. There was a pain at my
heart which I could not exterminate readily;
and in my close room, where she had sat

recently painting by

my

side,

so

it was unen-

durable.
I olten asked myseltwhy I did not leave
the Villa Lucca; why not give up copying the
Correggio until another summer; this mysterious princess might allow me still another
lodgment in her empty bouse.
Why did I not go? Because I could not.
I hugged my pain. I loved the remembrance
I could not leave the
that wounded me.
room, the grounds, the scenes which still
spoke to me of her.
One morning, after a sleepless night, I went

to cut away at my plum-trees. The
morning was glorious; the flowers were in
their richest midsummer luxuriance.
Old
Luigi was not yet out. I was alone with the
sunrise. Adam in his first morning walk in
the Garden of Eden was not more alone than
I.
I thought of our great progenitor as I
mounted my ladder to cut off a branch that
was interfering with a fruit-laden vine.
“How lonely he must have been!” thought
I; and, as I thought so, I looked down and
Baw what Adam saw—I saw a woman in a
new Garden of Eden I
out

eaily

Yes, a beautiful young girl in a lilac frock
stood looking at the morning-glories. She
was so slight and delicate that, as she stood
on tiptoe looking into the airy bells, she was
scarcely less aerial than they. I thought of
my friend Hamon’s picture of Spring, or Summer—I forget which—of a young girl who
stands on one morning-glory drinking dew
out of another.
“Ah 1” thought I “my friend Luigi has a
pretty daughter. He has kept her very much
secluded, or perhaps she has been away from
home.”
I then remembered that late the evening
before I had seen a boat stop at the little
wharf and some two or three people disembark.
“Good-morning, my dear,” said I to the
young girl; for she was looking anxiously at
my falling branch. “I will not allow this to
fall near you; hut perhaps you had better step
away from this neighborhood for a momonf

“Save the morning glories I” said the girl,
as she stepped away while I lowered the already falling bough.
“Yes,” said I, gallantly, “if only that you
have admired themand then I threw the
bough over the trellis which she had just
quitted, and descended myself.
“So you are my friend Luigi’s little daughter, I suppose ? And you came home last
evening, did you ? well, you are out early
this morning I”
She lifted her eyes to my face, and looked
at me with an amused expression.
“Perbaps,”said she, “I am always an early
riser.
Did Luigi—I mean my father—tell
you to prune these trees?”
“Yes; he was doing it laborriously one day,
and I came to help him—your father is getting old.”
Yes, and very indulgent,” said the girl,

laughing.
She

very pretty, there

doubt—
so delicate, so slender, so young, with the
soit, wavy, golden hair seldom seen except in
very young children, and gray eyes whichbad
a startled look.
Her lilac-muslin dress was
knotted round the waist with a ribbon, and
her long, loose sleeves fell back from her
white, slender arras, which had yet to reach
their fullest beauty. She was exactly a creature to meet in the early morning, while the
dew was on the flowers-she was, at that
•
hour, herself
“A bud with all its sweetest leaves yet folded.”
“And you are the American artist who
lives in the pavilion, I suppose, are you not?”
said Lugi’s daughter, after giving me a good
look out of the startled eyes, which I noticed had lashes darker than her hair.
“Yes, my dear, I am he; and when your
good mother brings me my breakfast this
morning, won’t you and she come and eat It
with me. I feel, I assure you, very lonely
since the lady Diana Estcourt and her mother left, and I think I shall go away soon mywas

was no

self.”

“Did you admire Lady Diana Estcourt ?’’
said my garden nymph.
“She is very beautiful, very superb, indeed,” I said; “in fact, everybody, everything that comes to the Villa Lucca seems to
break out with an epidemic of beauty. I
hear the princess is very handsome, ouly she
never comes here.
Have you ever 6een
her?”
“Who—I?” said she, rather absently.

“Oh,

yes 1 I have seen the princess.”
“Is she, then, so very beautiful?” said I,
for my charming companion was silent, and
I liked to hear her talk. She looked more
like a Greuze every moment.
“Well, people differ about beauty. I do
not find her very fine,” said Lugi’s daughter.
The young girl stooped to pick some flowers, and then, making me some excuse,
gracefully flitted down an alley and disap-

peared.

vvnen 1

went in

to

ine

pavilion

to

my

breakfast, Lvigi’s wife was in a great flutter.
I could not imagine what had happened to
the good, motherly, calm, Italian peasant
who had attended to my few wants.
“Well, Annunziata,” said I, “where is
your pretty daughter? I have made her acquaintance this morning and have asked her
to breakfast with you and me. Will you both

come?”

“Ah, holy saint!” said Annunziata; “the
signor little knows what he has done 1 That
was madame the princess herself, and here

she comes 1”
At this moment my Epretly Greuze, my
Hamon, my Spring personified, stepped
laughingly into the pavillion, accompanied
by a boy of about fix years, and a tall and
very dignified lady.
I did
“Ah, Mr. Thornton, forgive me.

not intend to mystify,still less to frighten you.
Forget, I beg of you, that I am the princess,
a title that frightens
everybody, and is a
heavy one to wear. Call me here—it is my
pleasure—Madame Louise, and only use the
etiquette which always comes naturally to

every well-bred man of the world when he
talks to a lady. My friend here, Madame
Sermoneta, will do me the justice to say that
I am always frank, and mean what I say.”
“The princess is to be obeyed in whatever
she may command,” said the ladv-in-waitin",
making a deep obeisance.
There were two alternatives open to me;
one was to jump into the lake and sink or
swim; the other was to make a bow and an
apology, and blush it through. I chose the
latter alternative. It was not my fault if a
princess chose to look like a gardener’s
daughter in the simplicity of her dress, and
to come out alone at four iu the morning,
into her own garden, although I confess I
felt very like a fool when I remembered my
undue familiarity.
It never chanced to me to see the princess
again alone—Madame Sermoneta was always
with her.
This, however, put a slight restraint on the
cordiality and sweetness of her manners and
conversation. She was delightfully agreeable
—full of talk on all subjects.
She chatted
about the politics of Europe, as another woman would have talked about the fashions.
She knew about art, aud books, and music,
and was altogether the qneerest mixture of
courtly elegance and bizarre love of freedom,
and almost bohemianism, that I ever met.
She was a European celebrity in this respect
as I afterward found out.
She, too, had the
great gift which Lady Diana had—she could
put a man at his ease at once. There was no
condescending affability, there was a sincere
sympathy. 1 soon found that Alfred Court
nay was right—she was one of the most beau-

Psyche”

great talker
was

I opened them and found a letter from poor
Estcourt. Its black borders feebly indicated the broken heart and the gloom
which had settled down on the poor mother.
“I send you a parcel which poor Diana directed to you just before she died,” said the

Lady

latter.
I opened it. It
of Courtnay—not

TO LET

heartily.

over

To Let.
YOU want the best fourteen dollar rent you can
find, call at W. W. Carr’s, 197 Newbury street;
30 a good rent for about seven dollars per month,
oc!3dtf

JF

For Rent.

“Yes,” said I, “and hero is the finished
portrait. Lady Diana and I painted Court
nay at the same lime; he said we wanted to
save the expense of a model; Lady Diana,
as was natural regarding their relations, gave
him a much better expression than I did. I
was not fortuuato in the expression, but
what do you think ot the portrait?”
I had busied myself turning the picture
round from the wall and when I again looked
at the princess she was as pale as death.
“It is very good—very like him,” said she.
what do you mean by ‘their
coldly; “but
”

story house, ten rooms,
bath-room, water-closets, gas. furnace, Seba*
go, etc,, at West end. Rent $400.
Apply to WMH. JEUR1S, Rea! Estate Agent.
oct12dlw*

MODERN
HOUSE,

octl2dlw*

ot six rooms corner State and Sherman streets.
Modern improvements. Familv
without small ohildren preferred. Can be seen from
3 to 5 P. M.octlldtf

To Let.
ROOMS In house. No. 50 St. John Street.
Price, $12 per month. Enquire on ihe prem-

SIX
ises.

make a great noise.
The princess roused Madame Sermoneta,
and, taking her son by the hand, bade me

octlO

“Good morning,” and retired.
I did not see her again for two days, durwhich time I reflected

deeply on what I
had observed. Courtnay’s change of manner
when he spoke of the princess had impressed
me at the time, but was it possible that a
man who pretended to love Diana Estcourt

could love another woman ? I could believe
it of Courtnay more than any man I had
ever seen, for there was a subtle falseness behind his curious eyes; I looked at my picture; yes! I had painted it there without

knowiBg it.
I was thinking this over and summing up
all I knew of him, and working away at the
same time at my copy, when I
again heard
his sweet voice and English accent pronouncing my name. He came in, handsome as the
morning, fresh, fascinating and manly, disarming criticism.
After the usual salutations and the natural
inquiries for Lady Diana, Courtnay said in
an off-hand manner.
“By-the-way, Thornton, my friend the
princess says that you misunderstood the relations of Lady Diana and myself; you sup-

betrothed; it was nothing, I assure
cousinly flirtation; Diana has forgotten me before this, and indeed, I doubt if
she ever thought much of me. Her mother
did me the honor to desire an alliance, I be-

THE SCIENCE OF

LIFE;

Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
tMixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, Oct. 9,1876.
au3ldtf

More Than One Million Copies Sold.'
Gold Medal Awarded to the Author by
the “National Medical Amioclation,” March 31st, 187(1.
“Tlie untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of Life, or
Self Preservation* Price $1. Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may be restored and manhood regained.
Also
another valuable medical work
treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases’
more tban two hundred royal octavo
pages 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for
printing.”—
London Lancet.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” also contnin*MOKE TUAN FIFTY VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which is worth the price of the
book.
“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of th Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfincb
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Lite is beyond all comparison Ibe
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—
Philadelphia Enquirer.
vuu

wv.-.j.,

vuv

Urand Tiunk ll% II. of Canada.
ALTERATION
SUMMER

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

It is well worth the

inspection

est time of any

of

House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring
skill,
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
secrecy and experience.
P. M.
auglTTh&Sly&w31

vere

1

from Portland to the West.
PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.15 a. m. and 1.40 p m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examinaroute

tion.
The Company

are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personunless
notice
is given, and paid tor at the rate ol
al)
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendentf
Portland. June 21, 1875.
ap29dtf

Go to the Centennial

A

RETURNIMG,

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl2.!ltl and at S.OO
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
nnd E. A N. A. Railway tor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Tlirongh Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seat* and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
oc9dtfGEO. BATCH ELDER. Supt.

and alter Monday, Sept. 18th, Excursion
tickets will be sold to the White Mountains as
follows:

ON

Prom Portland to Glen House and
return
$5.00

Crawford House and return
Pabyan House and return

REAL

“The benefit I derive from its daily use is to me invaluable."
HENRF WELLS, op Well, Fargo & Co.

without

dtf

Let

43
Slreet, suitable for
HOUSE
house. Apyly at 109 Centre Street.
Free

a

boarding

oc6dtf

Hall to Let or to Lease.

Congress

HALL,

No. 420£ Congress Street,
will be leased for a term ot years, if desired;

To

•

Let.

4 to 8 or 9 rooms, corner of Cumberland
and Franklin street, 203 Cumberland street.
with
Supplied
Sebago water, gas and furnace. The
rooms are all large and
sep‘29dtf

FROM

SANFORD’S
RADICAL
CURE
For CATARRH.

“I now recommend it exclusively, and consider it
superior to every other remedy before the public.”
I. T. CAMPBELL, Boston.

Wholesale Store,
the Thompson Block, Nos. 117 4L 119
Middle Street. Good location below the Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to

IN

II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32J Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
mh!4d&w22

To Let.
Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Danlorth Street, recently occupied by Watson
Newhall, with or without the furniture. Possession
JOS. ILSLEY.
given immediately.

THE

septl9

—

fob

—

SANFORD’S
RADICAL
CURE
For CATARRH.

TO

£.15T 1

Room in the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Arply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THLBSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
oe!2dtt

“I would willingly have given one hundred dollars
for the relief obtained from the first dose.”
R. M. YALE, Boston.

SANFORD’S
RADICAL
CURE
For CATARRH.

“It has cured

BYRON D. VERRILL,
205 Middle Street.

seplOdtf

me

rupted suffering.”

To Let.
com-

after twelve years of uninter-

WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, General Agents.
Sold by ail druggists.

FORTHE MILLION.

A Desirable Kent.
A New French Roofed Cottage,
Very pleasantly situated, near the Horse Cars, at
Woodford’s Corner; will b let to a small family.
WALKEN SPARROW,
Apply to
jaiGdtf194 Middle St.,

or on

the Premises.

To Let.
The easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by W. H. Anjfijjjl
JgaLilerson, Esq. Possession given first of May.
F. W. LIBBT,
Inquire of
apr!8dti42 Exchange St.

Store to

Let.
No. 122 Commercial
street, neat below
Dana <& Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately. Apply at 96

STOtvE

Dantorth St.

C. OXNARD,

aprll_

dtf

25 -CENTS.

COLLINS’

BRICK ROUSE No. 74 Da-nfortfi Street
all the modern improvements In
at
No.
10 Central Wharf.
quir
J°
dtf

containing

DOBBINS’

STAKCH

POLISH J

VOLTAIC PLASTER

Is warranted, on the reputation of Dr. Collins, its
inventor, an old physician, to be the best plaster in
the world of medicine. The union of the two great
medical agents, viz Electricity and Medical Gums
and Essences, iully justifies the claim, and entitles
this remedy to rank foremost amoug all curative
comoounds for all

‘Are

external Ar-hoa find Paina.

Doing

Wonders'

Messrs. Weeks <£• Potter: Gentlemen,—Collins’
Voltaic Plasters are doing wonders. They work
like magic, and those you sent last are all sold and
more wanted.
Please send me three dozen as soon
as you get this.
Money enclosed herewith. I want
them to-morrow night, if possible.
In haste.
T. F. PALMER,
Yours,
No. Fayette, Mo., May 1, 1876.

Sold by all druggists lor 25 cents. Sent on receipt
of 25 cents for one, $1.25 for sik, or $2.25 for twelve,
carefully wrapped, and warranted perfect, by
WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
dS&W2w
octll_

MURRAY’S

1 m

LA)

PURIFYING

Bitters!
This medicine has been before the public most ol
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it.
The
Bitters are composed ot the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are again prepared by the
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one ot the best articles ever offered to tbe
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this

Indigestion
of

or

ol the year.
lor the cure of

season

They are

par-

DynpepAia, Jnuudirc, I.ohs

Appetite* CienernI Debility, C!ostiveueAR, and nil di*en*es railed
by n»(uuhealthy stale ol
the stomach or bowels.

of recommendations
Any number
but tbe article is so well and

lished,

might be pub-

favorably known
Let

that it is deemed unnecessary.
the sufferer use
them a short time according to the directions on each
bottle and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered for the relief of the sick and suffering.

SOLD ONLY AT

D. B. SAWYER’S DRUG
A

GREAT

DISCOYERYJt

Bv the use of which every family may give their
Linen that brilliant polish peculiar to line laundry
work. Saving time and labor in ironing, more than
its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Dobbins’.

DOBDINS,

BRO. A

CO.,

176 Middle St, Cor. of

STORE,

Exchange,

formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also be found a good assortment ot
Driif,% Fancy and Toilet Articles.
store

apr2!l

dtf

UN. Fourth Ml., Philn.

W. L. WILSON &
Stole

■U|rl'j

Agents

for

Nlnine.

___TliS&Tly

"

For

Sale.

HATTIE
SAMPSON,
SCHR.
burthen, N. M., well found in
itsE.

Apply
jne21dtf

CO.,

to

230 61-100 tons
sails and rigging

JMICAH SAMPSON,

lOCemmercial St.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
On and after

Monday, April, 8,1876,
run as

follows:

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m.,
2.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
7.50 A. M. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at Worcester at 2.10 p. m.,
connecting with trains South and West.
2.30 P. M. Steamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p,m., connects at Epping
for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua
for Lowell and Boston, at Ayer Junction for Fitchburg and BToosac Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without
change of Cars,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40, North Rirer
at 6.00 a. m.
Rooms can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at th6 Depot.
P. M. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at

8tate

all stations.
0.20 P. M. Train runs to Gorham.
R.KTTJ •RNIiN' G-.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45 a. m.,
and 8.50 p. m.
7.20 A. M. Stops at all
land at 10 00 a. m.
11.25 A. M. Steamboat

Stations, arrives in PortExpress from New Lon-

don, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5.00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m., stops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1.20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.

11.45 A. M. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
8.50 P. M. Train is through from New Fork,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M, LUNT, Supt.
dtl
apl

PORTLAND & 0GDENSBURG KB.
f'hnnxc of Time, Oct. 9, 1S7C.

SALE.
Two Story
House, 9 finished rooms, supplied wilh gas ana
from
seen
afternoon
3
to
5 o’clock;
any
Sebago;canbe
a large lot: a chance for a good investment.
Inquire

IN

a

JOHN C. PROCTER,

of

oct9dtf

Exchange

93

Street.

market for
title.
Parties

Mass.

FOKJSALE.

No. 599 Congress Street, now occupied
by the Subscriber; can be examined any week
day between 3 and 5 p. m. For terms, inquire at
WM. C. HOW.
34 Union Street.
dtf
©ct2

HOUSE,

For Sale

FORJIAJLfi.

FIRST-CLASS Millinery and Fancy Goods
Store, situated in one ot most flourishing
factory villages in the State Desirably located, and
doing a good business. Sold for no tault. If not
sold, would lake a first-class Millin :r as partner,
nue who can give good references. <&o.
In mire of
JOHN E. PALMER.
aug!5dtl
U.Middle St., Portland, Me

A

To Let.

or

THAT

dim

Portland, in
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgton, thirty acres of land, mowing,
pasture and woodland; under__JUrained where needed, and in a

I

from

good state of cultivation, with one aero of
muck: one mile from Church aud Post Office: halt
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar.wood. ice, ben house.
ana yard with barn an m good coudition; orchard ox
young thirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. H. VINTON, ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or

HUNTINGTON,

DR.

premises.

the

on

dtf

augl7

For Sale.
new, two-story house, No. 12 Ellsworth St.
Contains ten rooms, Sebago, piped for gas,
thoroughly built, dry and pleasant location. Will be
sold reasonably. Inquire on the premises.
C. E. AVERILL.
aug5dtl

THE

For Sale or Rent.
first class residence, centrally situated on
State Street; all furnished. Address
ju28dtfP. O, BOX 1602.

mA

JWgfGgB|No.

HOUSE

Tickets

to

New

York

JOHN

ST.

Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais,
Halifax.

St. John and
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen. Supt.

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

oc7dtl

River.
Good* Received at

ST.

JOHN

F. G,

Apply to

SMITH,

31 1-2 Exchange St.

myl3dtf

Patterson’s

Beal

Estate

BULLETIN.
TO

MONET
first

HOTELS?.

YORK.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, ev-

MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted np
with fine accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Qoods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
ery

ES^Freights taken at the

lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent.Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22

LOAN
on

Apply to F.
G. PATTERSONjdealer in Real Estate. Office379$
Congress street. Williams* Block, between Myrtle

and Pearl streets.

au28tf

! ! REDUCTION IN PRICES 1 !
The subscribers call attention to an important reduction in the prices of the following prominent
books, viz;
Richardson’s NewJMethod for Piano.
Reduced to * $3 25
Clarke’s New ITfelhod for Reed Or* 2 50
gan*. By Wm. H. Clarke.
Emerson’s New Method for Reed Or* 2 50
gan. By L. O. Emerson
Clarke’s New Method for Pianoforte.
* 3
25
By Hugh A. Clarke.
Clarke’s Improved School for Parlor
*
Organ, Bv Hugh A. Clarke.
2 50
Root’s (School for Cabinet Organ. By
* 2 50
Geo. F. Root.
* Increased reduction to Music
Teachers and DeaU
ers.

“Richardson” the first and foremost of Instruction
Books as to sale, attractive, thorough, and considered
by many to be the perfection of a “Method,” will at
iv too

uiuco/

luacosc

uuuuucas

large circulation.
Tbe other books mentioned are well-known as being of the best, and are extensively used by teachers
its

pupils.

Jal20ct4WdfcS&w2w

PHILADELPHIA AND RETURN!

W. D. LITTLE &
31

can

the Dollar
Square, rear
Horse Car Depot, where she can

make her a call.
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
trea8ures{ «Jfec., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels 3ince she was
to

years old.

Good testimonials given desired.
Terms,.Gents 91.00; Ladies 50|cents.
ron>

9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Office hours
no9dtt

Fleischmann & Co.’s
COMPRESSED YEAST
Makes

tho best

and healthiest

BREAD.

This yeast is made
from Pure Crain. Factory at
Blissville, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

General Agency
220 Federal St. Portland.
TRADE

Sep28<16m

MARK.

THEJISLANDS.
Will leave the West Side of Custom
f* Hnnsft
Wharf, every week day, for

‘cm

Scott’s Lauding at €.15, 8.30 and 11.15

5.00 p.

1

CORNS!

RETURNED

MR. & MRS. DR.

WELCH,

CHIROPODISTS,
—

AT

—

502 1-2 Congress St., Corner of Brown
dtf

octlO

1 SPECIALTY IM1ED GOODS
Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
very nice article for family use, picnic parties, and

a
on

board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

Wm.
ju22

m., 2.15 and

Portland,

leave Scott’s Landing at
m., 2.40 and 5.30 p. m.

6.40,

9.00 and

BOSTON
—

AND

WOLCOTT Ae CO., Proprietors.
auglOdeodtf

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
PHILADELPHIA,
On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Viola
Avenue and Elm Avenue,
Directly pposite

Ieb26

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pino Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate 0

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent
Ja23-lyVO Lem Wharf. Bonnn.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
John, Dishy,

St.

eodtf

$25. $50. $100. $200. $500.

The reliable house of ALEX. FROTH INGHAM & CO., No. IZ Wall St.. New lorn,
publish a handsome eight page weekly paper, called
the Weekly Financial Report, which they send free
to any address. In addition to a large number of editorials on financial and other topics, It contains very
full and accurate reports of the sales and standing
of every stock, bond and security dealt in at the
Stock Exchange. Me*sr*. FKOTH1NGHAM
4c CO. are extensive brokers, of large experience
and tried integrity.
In addition to their stock brokerage business, they sell what are termed “Privileges,” or “Puts and Calls.” now one of the favorite
methods of legitimate speculation. Their advice is
vamiiuie,

oy mi.owing

unu

ic

tunes.—New 1 ork Metropolis.

many

nave

oct9

maue ior-

dS&Wtf

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken
NOTICE
upon him sell
the trust of Administrator of
the estate

of

JOSEPH BURBANK lato [of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persous having demands upon the estate of said deceased, aro required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
GEO. C. PETERS, Adm’r.
Portland Oct. 3d, 1876.

hereby given

that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE
Administrator de

Wharfage.

and

Exhibition Building,
GROUNDS.

trust of

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Eastport, Calais

Main

Tide elegant fire-proof structure wa«
Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices. It has 325 looms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can be engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.

is

Steamship Line.

Ho

:

_oct71awS*

PHILADELPHIA

bonis non of the estate of
EDWARD THURSTON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

JOSEPH. A. LOCKE,
Portland, Sept. 5th, 1876.

Adm’r

de bonis non.
oct7dlaw3w*

FREEDOM NOTICE !
Is to certify that I have this day given my
son, ALONZO W. WAHL), bis time, and that
hereafter I shall claim lioDe of his earniDgs and pay
no debts of his contracting.
DEXTER W. WARD.
Falmouth, Maine, Oct. 10, lb76.
octl3
d3t*

THIS

Windsor and Halifax.

Vaults Cleaned siud Ashes Removed.
ORDERS promptly attended tn bv calling at
or addressing
H. GIBSON,

tripjTper

week.

ALL

588 Congress Street

Janldti

011 and aftcr Monday, Sept. 18th,
Athe Steamers New Brunswi6k,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
W[
J
hCitv of Portland, Capt. S. H.
■■■raSK^^Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every Monday and Thursday at
6.00 P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapo

lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.. Sbediac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktown, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. 1.
t3T*Freight received oh days of sailing until 4

o'clock p. m.
sep20utf

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

ALLAN

LINE.

Shortest Ocean Voyage.
reft

VTV

First-class Weekly mail steam°* th*® 14,1 e sail from Quebec
every
Saturday morning,
TCrpuoi,
UlUCUlIig at

ers

Hi TKPm

Derry.

First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other
Tuesday, tor
Ei verpool, touching at Queenstown.
Passage—First-class—$50, $70 and $80 gold, or its

equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class

upward*._myOdtf

MAH, LINE TO

Prince Edward I*.

SATURDAY at 5 30

p.

m.

for

HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Breion, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. .Johns, N. F.
^“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion Tickets to Halifax nod Return $8.00
No freight received after 10 a. m. on
of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

day

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Four

time.

OF YOUR OWN.
The best

werk.

SATURDAY.
—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
and McClellan.
Frum Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Ficlght forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark,
Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.

To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
U. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

▲gents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
or

no&ltf

To

Philadelphia $15*

Norfolk, Baltimore, Washother Information apply to

freight

or

and

cheapest

EASTERN NEBRASKA,
PACIFIC RAILROAD.

passage to

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

E. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, B.

lands in Market, are in
the line of the UNION

on

The most favorable terms given, and very low
rates of fate and freight to all settlers.
The best
markets.

FREE PASSES TO LAND BOYERS.
Mar s, descriptive pamphlets, new edition of “THE
PIONEER,” sent free everywhere.
O. F.

DAVIS,

d4wt

f Greatest Offer of the season.
Eight $10 Chromos given
with
Home
away
Guest, including Hoover’s Peerless
American Fruit, 2J feet long, Lake Lucerne, Virgin
Vesta, &c. Mounted Outtit, four Chromos, S3U0;
8 Chromos, $5.50. J. LATHAM &
CO., 419 \Va«hington Street, Boston.
sep26d4wt
A kj 4

A W EEK fal.le °wr'“'iveNSteu.iy
$00
work that will
month at home
or

bring you $240 a
day
Inventors Union, 173 Greenwich St.
sep26d4wt

evening.

New York.

_

If you want the best selling artiAO cle in the world and a solid gold
patent lever watch, fiee of cost, write at ouce to J.
BRIDE & CO., 767 Broadway. N. V.
sep27t4w

QK FANCY CABDN all styles with name 10
60 cts. Post-paid. J. B. Hr STEP, Nassau. Rets.
Co.. N. Y.
se28d4wt
In

l*rr«s—Outfit* Kendy

The

Centennial Exposition

link

Kiui Liam Niemunfalr
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Ho.ion direct
TUESDAY
every
and

D

NOW IS THE TIME TO SECURE IT !

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
nteamnuii'

(14wt

xTluftN.

A FARM AND HOME

sep26t

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
(built expressly for the route)
Capt. W. A. Colbv, will leave
'Boston Railroad Wharf, every

oct28dtf

sc26

Land Comn ’r., U. P. R. K., Omaha Neb.

land, Cape Breton and St Johns, N. F.

__

W ‘The best hractical English Dictiona-I)
by extant.”—London Quart. rlu Review,
N
E Oct ,1873.
The sales of Webster’s Dictionaries through- A
b out the country in 1873 were 20 times as large ij
the sales of
other Dictionaries.
B
SasOne family ofany
children having Webster’s p
t Unabridged, and using it freely, and an- ,
1 other
not having it, tne first will become •
p much the most intelligent men and women 0
Ask
I
your teacher or minister if it is not so, ^
R ihen buy the book, and use, and urge its use, Ca
freely. Published bv
p
S «. A C. MEKKIAM, 8pringflel<l.

Address,

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With
connections to

ictionary

10,000 Words and Meanings not in other
Dictionaries.
.*1,000 Engraving**. 1840 Paget Quarto.

at

lowest rates.
The Glasgow I,ine of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabiu
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Deumark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland. Me.
{^~Bight Nierling Check* issued in *um*
and

Webster’-

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLA TES.

-

SUMMER _SERVICE.

ington,
Me.
dtt

TERMS

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-rcom
$3.00.

m.

a.

Fare tor Round Trip, 25 cent*. Package
of five round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets lor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams, No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Steamer.
oc3dtfCAPT. C. H. KNOWLTON.

For

snarp,

304 Commercial Street,

a.

Returning,

AND

CORNS

famished if
se21di$2wtostf

THE STEAMER TOURIST

IV.

8, MADDOX,the celebrated
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at Market
of

Store, owposite ohe
be consulted by all who wish

TICKETS

wanted.

FOR

€0.,

STREET,

EXCHANGE

ACCIDENT

foouit for

CLAIRVOYANT.
now

HEATED BY STEAM.

^built by

bv all (he popular routes, via ROCHESTER and WORCEVIKK, NEW CONDON, RTONINGTON and FALL RIVER
LINES: also to all points WENT and
SOUTH and CALIFORNIA, Rail or
Steamers, for sale at the CO WENT REDUCED RATES by

same

MUSIC BOOKS.

ucn

LOCATED HOUSE

BEST

CENTENNIAL

Excursion Tickets

two

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,

bought

iuo

Hotel,

Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market aftords.

Exchange Street.ocldtf

WAJULt. ARRANGEMENT

taxes paid, etc.,
ON vicinity—Rents collected,
and sold.
Commission. Houses
or

Depot*

Daily.
Through Bills Lading given Irom Boston and principal points in New England to theSourh and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk, Richmond,
Charleston, Ncwberue and Washing Ion.
D. D. C. MINK, CSeneral Eastern Agent,
Devonshire Street, Bouton.
dtf
Janll

’sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

STREET

Terms reasonable and easy payments.

nnd

N. B.—Kates as low as by any other Line.
Tickets via all l^ines to all points for sale at
lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Pioyidencc Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY bv
Old Colouy Railroad via Fall

THE

>

LOTS

SALE

FOR
ON

Cars on trains leaving Portland at 3,00
Boston 7.30 a. m.

Excursion

STEAMSHIP LINES.
EOIR STEAMER* PER WEEK.

Situated iu the very Center of the City.

IkjMnjjfuU^teen
®*K2±*Sebago

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., and 3.00 p. m., arriving at Sostoia at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 39 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p m,
For IV*-1 Is, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
<-re.at Falls, Dover. Newmarket, Exeter,
Iluverhill, North Andover, Lawrenee«
Andover and Viowell at 6.15, 9.00 a.m., 3.00

Philadelphia for sale at Boston & Maine Railrood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia, Boston & New England

PORTLAND, ME.

For Sale.
New two story French-Roofed House,
422 Cumberland St., containing fourrooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
water, and all the modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth St.
apr4dtf
jutn a

Passenger

Parlor
p. m., and

will also leave Railroad Wharf every TOoudny,
Wednesday nud Friday Evening* at lO
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
The City of Richmond connects with SteamerChas.
Houghton. Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland everv Tuesday morning tor North Haven. Green’s Landing ami
Occanville (Deer Isle), So. Vvest and Bur Harbor,
Mt Desert, and Wiuter Harbor; and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, touching
at No. Haven and Green’s Landing and Occanville
(Deer Isle).
The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday
trip from here only and on her Monday
trip com dig West.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT. Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
ocDd'f
Portland, Oct. 7, 1876.

United States

11.40

if

p. m.
For tVolthorough and Centre Harbor at
9.00 a. hi.
For Kochester and Farmiugtov. N. II., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Kennebunk at, 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Horning Trains will leave Kennebunb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

NEW

—TO—

handsome three story brick house No. 41
Winter St. Has 10 newly painted and papered
looms, modern improvements. Gas, Sebago ana
bath room, good ventilation and drainage. Will be
sold at a bargain or leased for a term of years.
Apply at No. 7 Exchange St.
E. E. UPHAM & CO.

seven

Commencing Monday Oct. 9.1876.

STEAMER CIT V OF RICHMOND
CAPT. KILBY,

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

the Westerly part of the City,

C. H. Ditaon 4fc Co. I J. E. Ditaon Ac Co.
711
Successors to Lee* Walker
Broadway,
New York.
|
Philadelphia.

RAILROAD.

CO.

leave Knilrontl IF hart
Tuesday nud Friday

l.veniug" at IO •’clock tor
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South West
and Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), MilJbridge, Jonesport
and Machiasport.

FOR BUSINESS MEN.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston

Boston & Maine

Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. B. COYLE, jr,. Gen’l Agt.

of Brackett and

Either book mailed, post free, lor retail price.

Passenger Trains Leave Portland.
10.45 A. H. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
‘4.45 P. H. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland:
11.15 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. HI. lrom Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oc9dtf
Portland, Oct 9,(1876.

Will
every

reminded that they se
night’s rest and avoid the ex.
Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

A DESIRABLE LOCATION ROK

and

P. M.

Note.—Mr. Palmer is the Postmaster of North
convinced of tbe great
value of these Plasters by actual use. he has obtained
them UDOn favorable terms and is selling large quantities. A medicine that ihus recommends itself cannot be too highly commendod.
One Plaster sells
dozens.

ticularly recommended

bridegroom. It brought me an autograph
letter of thanks, with a “likeness of a
kingly

We take pleasure In referring you to all the Fish
Lobster Healers, Produce Healers,
Wholesale Hry Hoods Merchants. Whole
sale Milliners and any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yor* is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street.)

Fayette, and hayiDg become

To Let.

fflHE
X

AN ELEC-

TRIC BATTERY FOR

NEW

York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
1u21deodtfPortland. Me.

NEXT

and

4.00

LEASE.

ENGLAND DOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

a. m.

MORNING.

Trains will

GEO. W. HOUGHTON, Waltham.

HOUSE, No. 5 Carlton Street;
BRICK
modious, pleasant and every way desirable.

NEXT

CAPT. DEEKING,

octlOdtf

Portland. Me., May 4, 1876.mv4dtf

a

or
Inquire of
Exchange Street.sept!8dtf

m.

pense and
at night.

and is supplied with ail the modern improvements:
a nice stable is within easy access. There are about
0000 feet of land. This is one of the most eligible sit
uatiens in the city of Portland. Terms of payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T. PATTEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.

2.30 p. m.«

iinformation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.

10

Street.
Middle and

5.00 p. m.,

For rates and lurther

To Let.
house
E. PONCE, Corner

at

arrive* in New York 0.00

House of
rooms, Corner of
Franklin and Cumberland Street. Also nice
A FIRST-CLASS
rent of 7
in
21 Tate
new

New York at
in Portland 1.15 p.

$1.00.

city.

Ten miles

Freight leaving Portland

dtf

rooms,

corner
a

STEAMER”LEWISTON,

are

situation,
A
Vaughn streets is offered to person wishing
This lionse is of brick
nice residence in this
DESIRABLE

Mt. Desert, Macliias, Bangor, Ellsworth and Beer Isle.

comfortable

TO
a

INSIDE LINES TO

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

For Sale.

Portland & Worcester Line

FARE
Passengers by this line
cure a

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

sep20

arrive*
HAY.

ratHE House contains 40rooms and two Stores; is
A eitnated opposite the passenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate
vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New

crown” on the note paper.
And then I thought—ah 1 had 1 ever
ceased to thinkjof Lady Diana Estcourt? I
knew how she had loved this man, I knew
that such a woman would love but once. I
did not dare to write to her; what shouid I
say if I did ? My silent sympathy; must float
to her through the air, 1 could not speak it.
I heard that she and her mother bad returned to England, both iu ill-health. She
in ill health!—that splendid physique—that
noble aud grand development! The wound
must have been sudden aud sharp, and aimed
at a vital part, to have let out that vigorous

MERCHANTS’ QUICK DESPATCH.

Freight leaving

THE

icaiuj«

PORTLAND & PHILADELPHIA.

Freight Repins Very Quiet Despatch

pleasant._

HOTEL TO

So I mused, but opened my eyes and looked
out of the window.
As I did so 1 saw Courtnay and the
princess in the immortal attitude of the
“Cupid
and Psyche,” sealing their betrothal with a
sacred kiss.
In an hour after this event the
princess
honored me with a visit, and told me she had
decided to marry Mr. Courtnay. She deemed
it due, perhaps, to her dignity, that
I, who
had necessarily seen much of their
intimacy,
should know of her determination.
There was no reson why she should not
marry him except the will of her royal brother-in-law, and that she was determined to
brave. Brave it she did—to the wonder and
scandal of all Europe. They took the little
duke, my bullet-headed youpg friend, away
from her; and educated him for his high position, but I fear she did not care much. She
had not loved his father, aud the maternal
instinct was not much developed in this
strange, beautiful, wild little princess.
I rolled up my canvass, kissed the hand of
my (hospitable and; distinguished
hostess.
Oh 1 how differently from the hand I had
kissed before—but she was my queen!—and
left the villa Lucca.
1 heard from a distance of the
royal rage
and of my princess’s determination. I read
of the marriage in
Galignani, aud I sent as
my humble gift—my portrait of the favored

Philadelphia and Return
change of cars between

We would respectfully call the attention of
Merchants and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

FURNISHED

shall one begin or end with the romance of
Italy? “All this is a fancy,” I thought; “I
have known no noble English
lady, no princess, no haudsome, false, wandering knight;
it is an old tale I have been
reading, and I

one

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P. >1., and INDIA
WHARF, HONTUN, daily at * F. H.
(Sundays excepted).

ESTATE.

TIMBER LAND FOR SALE.

Trains leaves Portland & Rochester R. R. Station
at 2.30 p. m., arriving in Philadelphia next morning
at 7.00 a. m.sept28dtf

family
children.
Cor. High and Sherman Streets.
FOB
oct9

To

only

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS
run alternately as follows:

will, until further notice,
Leaving

FOR SALE!

ALL RAIL.

A Desirable Rent
small

3 OO
3.00
4.00

Base of Mt. Washington nnd return,
Nummit and return yin Pabyan’*
6.00
Summit and return via Glen
S.OO
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parties holding these tickets.
dtf
septl6

traot in New
easy of access:
time to
of an

Portland to

TWO
octlOdtf
a

&JGDENSBMG.

SANFORD’S
Hampshire heavily timbered:
PORTLAND & WORCESTER LIE LARGE undoubted
good
logs; good
RADICAL
desirous
CURE
explore;
ONLY
investment, please address
“OWNER,”
Commercial Street, Boston.
For CATARRH.
oct2
d&w2w

To Let.
small reals in Tolmnu Place. Enquire atrear of 19SHOWN STREET.

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

Mondays.)

Southwest.

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

73__dtf

season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.20 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a. m., every day (except

all points in the

Northwest; West and

in

whatever,

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

and

STEAMBOAT CO.

Saut

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Bostou at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. to., in

PORTLAND

PORTLAND, BiKdOR & MICHIJS

OTHERS.

ton & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other line**. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,49| Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK,
L. W. FILKINS,
President,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.fc, New York.
ocl

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,

T* Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. Ht. I.ouim. Omaha,
Mngiuaw, Nl. Paul, Nall Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,

UllUUIO'agCU

Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
ligp’Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Physician.) No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Re-

A»6

DEPOT AT FOOT OP INDIA ST.

its execution and the richness of its
“Altogether,
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any purpose

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT!

ZigfgiSgiSC! On and atte. MONDAY. June 19,1876,
trains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.15 a. m.
Express tor Auburn and Lewiston at 6.55 a. m.
Express tram at 1.30 p. m xor Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train 1.40 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec. Montreal and the West.
Express traiD for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.10 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 7.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.30 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.00 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 1.20 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.30 p. m.

and even the old,”—Neto York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence
by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
witn more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

brilliancy.

OF

OF ALL

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

103

family without chilaren, NO. 85 NEW HlOU STREET, with
modern improvements.
octlO
dlw*
small

a

Rooms with board I11 a private family. House contains all modern improvements.
Location Congress Square.
address P. O. Box 807,
Portland, Me.
ju23dtf

zia Borgia’s golden hair floats through one’s
brain; Beatrice Ceuci, Vittoria Colonna,
deepen and darken the tragic sky. Where

well-being.
I was wandering around through Parma,
Bologna, Ravenna, Padua, and other dear
old Italian cities, lor a year; my copies were
completed. 1 was about to return to America, when I determined to go once again to

Lewiston 12.35 p in., 5.C5 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. <& N, A. Railway foi St. John and

Or, NVLF-PRKI.ERVATIOIV.

To Let.

T
my eyes and asked if were not dreaming;
there is something very intoxicating iu this
Italian air; it gets into the blood. There are
so many legends
floating in it—there are Paolo and Francesca di
Eimini; there are all the
sweet heroines of the
“Decameron;” Luere-

ivj

To Let.
Pleasant rent to

expressive.

She put her hands over her own eyes.
“Don’t look at me that way,” said
she, “I
cannot bear it; your eyes scorch me.”
She was a woman of such ethereal presence, so delicate, so refined by nature, that
she could show her love without
losing one
particle of her dignity and womanhood.
There was about her, too, the courtly breeding, the elegance of a woman of the highest
rank, the first element of which courtly
breeding is simplicity. It seemed strange to
me to be looking out into this enehanted
garden, this “Forest of Ardennes,” and to have
seen two Eosaliuds Hit before
me, both in
love with one Orlando.
Sometimes I shut

uuttttv/

IIouHe.)

uer

family, in which there is a title pending, but
Diana—no, she is a queer girl; I think she
never liked me very deeplyand the
false,
beautiful, changeful eyes took on another
cloud, such as I had seen sail over them
before.
I had nothing to say; I was the merest
stranger and waif in this society with which
accident had mixed me. Nor was I astonished, as the fact became patent before me,
that Courtnay and the princess were going
through the same “Comedy of Errors”
which I had seen played before.
Madame Sermoneta’s brow looked very
clouded as she stood about or sat with her
tapestry far enough off to not to hear their
whispered talk, yet near enough to preserve
the inviolable etiquette.
The princess clung
to Courtnay’s arm with a far more delicate
and womanly appeal than had the
proud, tall,
English girl, whose attitude had struck me,
but there was the same adoration for the man
in both their faces.
He was one of those magnetic people born
to be loved by women, born to be
spoiled by
them, born to deceive and make many of
them unhappy.
I must do him the justice to
say that he
seemed thoroughly in love with the
princess.
It would have been hard for any man not to
have loved the gay little creature, who had a
butterfly’s love of freedom, and who always
seemed, amid the restraints of rank, like a
bird in a gilded cage. She was, too, as an individual, very admirable and fascinating, and
there was something positively pathetic iu her
adoration of him. Once I saw her flit away
from the shaded seat where they had been together for the whole morning, and bring him
back a bunch of violets.
He rewarded her
with that look and smile which I had noticed
radiant and

Revere

immediate possession given.
A4so the Rooms now occupied by the Mercantile
Library Association, Corner of Temple and Congress
Streets. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
oct2d3w93 Exchange Street.

us

or

lw*

CONGRESS

you, but a

oraucii

(Oppo.ile

Boston,

FOR NEW YORK,
This is

PASSENGER TRAINS leave. Portland
for Scarboro’. Saco, Biddeford, Keunebuuk. Well*, North Berwick, Month
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,
New bury port,
Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford. Kennebunk, Kittery,

VIA.

Here, fortunately, the little duke managed to pull down one of my easels and to

10 a

Bullincli St.,

4

No.

LINE

STONINGTON
AHEAD

9, 1876.

STEAMERS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

Trains leave (Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at tl2 35 a. m., 12.40 p. m.
Skowliegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
t!2 35 a. in 47.00 a.m., 12.40, 5.20 p. in.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick J7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m
Bath *7.00 a, ra., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.

TENEMENT

that they are betrothed, I suppose;
from their manner aud from what Lady Estcourt told me.”

ueioug

Real Estate Agent.

To Rent.

“Ouly

x

two

House and Stable Tor Rent.
No. 30 Oak Street, between Congress and
Cumberland Streets, contains nine rooms,
together with a stable upon the premises. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,

relations ?’

uccixuse

built,

OCT.

MONDAY, OCT. 9, IS76.

~

blush.

cumi

was her water-color
a word of

sketch
explanation. It
was a mute appeal to me to forgive him.
I
understood it—it was like the dead Elaine
to
down
Astolat
her
with
floating
speechless
guardian; words were not needed.

the leaves of mv book, she
came upon the first sketches I had made of
the beautiful face ot Courtnay.
‘‘Alfred Courtnay!” said she, and her lace
was covered with the deepest, most intense

as so

immediately

STEAMERS.

Railroad,

Central Eastern

RAILROAD.

LadyDiana.

me.

showed her one of my careless sketches.
It was rather as Eistori looked then (twenty years ago now), and as 1 had seen her at
the theatre in Florence. She recognized the
resemblauce to the famous tragedienne and

ncvr,

was a

that 1

had done.
When I returned to my hotel a packet of
letters and a package from my banker awaited

“Lady Diana told me that you pictured me
to yourself as Mary Queen of Scots, and perhaps as Lady Macbeth,” said she, laughing.
“Yes.” said I, “here is a sketch which I
made of your probable highness;” and I

posed

able to ask for

She

said she, “have you not heard ? So
sad, the prettiest girl in England such an
heiress—such a position 1 Lady Diana Estcourt is dead 1 our last letters brought us the
Her mother thinks she was poisoned
news.
by the malaria somewhere here in Italy at
some villa or other.
Well, these old Italian
houses are unhealthful no doubt; I would
not like to pass a summer in one of them—
would you. Mr. Thornton?”
I got away lrom my garrulous friend and
walked off into the shaded alleys. I thought
of the tall girl with the chestnut hair and the
proud, fine carriage of the head. I thought
of the generous, cheerful and brave heart.
And then I thought of the black eyes and
the beautiful smile, and the faithless character, that had brought her her doom. A bitter feeling came over me, almost a blasphemous wish that he might suffer as she

princess.
Once she came to my painting room and,
seating Madame Sermoneta in an alcove, led
the conversation toward Lady Diana.

ing

,so it was not

"Oh 1

of my palace of indolence, and I shut
Guests
up much with my work.
would come and go, of whom I knew nothing,
and I only saw my hostess when she chose to
summon me.
She and Madame Sermoneta,
and the little duke and myelf, took some
walks, sails, and rambles together, and she
returned my invitation to breakfast by inviting me to dine. She was always the same
pretty, little, young girl In appearance and
manner toward me, but toward her people
there was an unmistakable change of manner.
Even to Madame Sermoneta she was a

even more

Maine

English

an

and English circle in Florence.

a

privacy
myself

Turning

Canova I noticed

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

group, and recognized a lady whom I had
met at Florence, a friend of the Estcourts.
She shook me cordially by the hand and gave
me the latest news of an agreeable American

male companion, a big playfellow, and I liked him. Twice in the course
of our acquaintance did I fish him out of the
lake, thus altering, perhaps, the whole face
of European politics. Twice did I deliver
him from perilous situations on the roof of
the pavilion, whither his Italian valet dared
not follow him. lie disported himself in my
painting-room to his infinite satisfaction, and,
like most spoiled children, obeyed me better
than he did any of the people whom he was
bound to obey.
Even the small suite whom the princess
had brought with her took away from the

laughed
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